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by Robert G. Middleton

GETTING
THE MOST

FROM YOUR
To reap the full benefits of owning an oscilloscope,
you need to be thoroughly familiar with what it is capable of doing, and alert to all opportunities for finding
new ways to utilize this instrument. Another essential requirement is to keep your scope in top-notch operating
condition, so you can rely on its ability to furnish distortion-free test results. A well -maintained oscilloscope
in the hands of a skilled technician is a razor-sharp tool
for cutting the toughest service problems down to size.

Amplifier Tests
Maintenance in oscilloscopes, as in TV receivers, is
largely a matter of tube replacement; however, various
circuit faults may also develop with continued use. A
series of simple tests should periodically be made to uncover and localize any such defects. The following
checks are especially useful:
Nonlinearity

A scope should be capable of providing full-screen
deflection without producing nonlinearity of the trace
due to overdriving of the amplifiers. To make an accurate check of linearity, connect any AC voltage
source to both the vertical- and horizontal -input terminals of the scope, as shown in Fig. 1. The AC voltage
may have a sine, square, or sawtooth waveform; identical test results will be obtained in any case. The frequency can be 60 cycles, or any frequency within the
pass band of the scope amplifiers.
Advancing the vertical and horizontal gain controls
causes an inclined line to appear on the scope screen.

This line will be straight, as shown in Fig. 2A, if amplification is linear. As the gain controls are further advanced, the ends of the line may begin to curve (Fig.
2B), indicating that amplitude distortion is being introduced. The direction of curvature shown in this photo
indicates overloading of the vertical amplifier; bending
in the opposite direction would be evidence of overloading in the horizontal amplifier.
Nonlinear amplification is most likely to be caused
by weak tubes, low B -i- voltage, or incorrect tube bias
due to a leaky coupling capacitor. A somewhat less
probable cause is a decrease in value of an amplifier
plate-load resistor.
If overloading cannot be avoided at the highest gain
settings, the amplifiers should at least be operated so
that the nonlinearity is symmetrical (with opposite
curvatures at both ends of the trace, as in Fig. 2B) .
This is an assurance that the scope is providing the
greatest possible amount of undistorted amplification.
If the test line has a C -shaped curvature, as in Fig. 2C,
nonsymmetrical overloading is indicated. This symptom
indicates a defect such as 'a loss of bias on an amplifier,
which introduces amplitude distortion into all but the
lowest -level input signals.
Push -Pull

SCOPE

V

H

AC
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

Fig.

1.

vertical

Setup for simultaneously checking the linearity of
and horizontal amplifiers of an oscilloscope.

Amplifier Balance

All vertical amplifiers used in scopes will ring, or
produce damped oscillations, when driven with square
waves having a sufficiently fast rise time. (See Fig. 3.)
The ringing pattern shows whether the push-pull amplifiers in the scope are balanced for high -frequency response-in other words, whether the reaction to ,transient signal peaks is as good as it might be.
The ringing patterns in Fig. 3 are nonsymmetrical,
indicating an unbalance in a push-pull vertical amplifier.
April,
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(A) Normal response.

(B) Symmetrical overloading.

(C) Nonsymmetrical distortion.
Fig. 2. Results of the amplifier-linearity test.

This condition can be caused by shorted turns in a peaking coil, or by incorrect inductance values. The same
nonsymmetry is noticed if the plate -load resistors in a
push-pull stage have widely different values.
Other Square-Wave Tests

Ringing without overshoot may be observed on
square -wave tests, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Lack of
overshoot indicates that plate -load resistors in succes-

10,000 cps
11111s.
Fig. 3. This nonsymmetrical ringing pattern in square wave
is an indication of unbalanced push-pull output stage.

sive stages have incorrect values. It is possible to obtain
flat over-all frequency response in a vertical amplifier
by compensating for a falling high -frequency response
in one stage with a rising high-frequency response in
the next stage. However, this results in rounded corners
with "steps" in square -wave reproduction. Another disadvantage of staggering vertical -amplifier stages is that
the stage with the falling high -frequency response will
overload on high frequencies before it overloads on low
frequencies. For instance, if a chroma (color -bar)
waveform is displayed, the 3.58-mc component will
show limiting distortion sooner than the 15,750 -cycle

component..
Sometimes a low -frequency square -wave test of a
vertical amplifier shows an unsymmetrical spiking with
tilt, as seen in Fig. 5-an indication of poor low -frequency response. In such cases, look for a poor or
open plate -bypass capacitor in the cathode -follower input stage: To provide the highly efficient bypassing
needed at this point, an electrolytic filter capacitor is
commonly used. When replacing this capacitor in a
wide -band scope, make sure the new unit has a low
inductance at high frequencies; otherwise, it will cause
selective degeneration that will attenuate the high -frequency portions of the input signal. If square -wave or
video -sweep generator tests of the vertical amplifier indicate a loss of response above 2 or 3 mc, try shunting
a 1000-mmf mica or ceramic capacitor across the electrolytic unit to counteract its inductive effect.
Amplifier Phase Shift

If the vertical and horizontal amplifiers of an oscilloscope are both in good condition, neither of them
should introduce any noticeable phase shift at frequencies within their region of flat response. However,
certain defects in amplifier circuits can distort the
signals by causing different degrees of phase shift at
different frequencies.
To detect this condition, connect the output of a
signal generator simultaneously to the vertical and horizontal input terminals of the scope, as was shown in
Fig. 1. Make tests at several different frequencies which
fall within the pass band of both amplifiers. At some
setting of the horizontal and vertical gain controls, an
inclined line similar to Fig. 2A should appear on the
screen if there is no phase difference between the amplifier outputs. Any phase shift will cause an ellipse to
appear in place of the line, as in Fig. 6.
If phase shifting is observed at low frequencies,
check the coupling, bypass, decoupling, and grid -leak
capacitors in the amplifiers. To find the cause of high frequency phase shift, check the peaking coils, and consider the possibility of a change in stray capacitance
due to faulty lead dress.
Astigmatism

A circular pattern, obtainable with the test setup
shown in Fig. 7, can be used to determine whether the
trace can be sharply focused at all points on the screen.
If some parts of the trace are always fuzzier than others,
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Fig. 4.

"Stepped" effect in square wave

is produced

by an uneven frequency response in the vertical amplifier.

regardless of how the focus control is adjusted, the condition called astigmatism is present.
When single -ended deflection is used to drive the
CRT, some astigmatic distortion is always present. The
input signal is applied to only one deflecting plate,
while the opposite plate remains at AC ground potential; consequently, the center of the "electrostatic lens"
travels back and forth across the screen as the signal
voltage varies. On the other hand, the electrostatic lens
remains centered on the axis of the CRT gun in a
double -end deflection system, because the average value
of the push-pull drive signal in this system is zero regardless of the value of signal voltage. Therefore,
double -ended deflection minimizes astigmatic distortion.
Some scopes contain an astigmatism control for
minimizing focus variations. Since it interacts with the
focus control, the two adjustments should be "rocked
in" for the best over-all results.
Nonlinear Sweep

When a 60 -cycle sine -wave display appears compressed at the right, as seen in Fig. 8, the sawtooth deflection waveform is being distorted by poor low-frequency response in the horizontal amplifier. As a rule,
the trouble is easily corrected by using larger coupling
capacitors. Note, however, that a nonlinear sweep can
also result from lowered plate -supply voltage to the
horizontal oscillator, which forces the oscillator tube to
operate in its nonlinear region.
Heater -cathode leakage in the CRT puts AC on the
cathode and causes intensity modulation of the electron

Fig. 7. To check for astigmatic distortion, put this circular
CRT screen; check the focus all around.

trace on the

beam. The trace appears as seen in Fig. 9.
Vertical Amplifier-Over-All Response

If a sweep generator covering the video-frequency
range is available, it can be used to check the frequency
response of a vertical amplifier. This test, which is
especially valuable in wide -band scopes, follows the
same procedure as for a response check of a video
amplifier in a TV receiver. Fig. 10 shows a typical response curve as it would be displayed on the screen of

5. Unsymmetrical spiking and tilted tops in this
square wave are the result of low -frequency attenuation.

Fig. 8. When one side of waveform appears compressed,
suspect nonlinearity in the horizontal sweep circuit.

phase shift will
of a straight line.

Fig. 9. Heater -to -cathode leakage occurring in cathode-ray
tube commonly causes intensity modullation of the trace.

Fig.

Fig. 6. In the amplifier test of Fig.
cause an ellipse to appear in place

1,
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(A) Test-equipment connections.

Fig. 10. Frequency -response check of

amplifier.

the scope being tested.
Vertical Amplifier-Stage-By-Stage Check

Trouble in a vertical amplifier is often isolated most
easily by making a stage -by -stage check of frequency
response. This test usually requires driving a double ended stage from a single -ended generator. However,
this is readily done with the use of a bypass capacitor,
as shown in Fig. 11.
The stage shown in the diagram normally receives
two identical, but out -of-phase, input signals (Nos. 1
and 2) from the preceding stage. A temporary conversion to single -ended drive can be made by shunting
a .25-mfd capacitor from the No. 2 grid to ground, and
attaching the "hot" lead of the generator to the No. 1
grid-or vice versa. The common cathode resistor then
provides paraphase inversion, and the stage operates
as if it were being driven from a double -ended source.
Since the output from this type of sweep generator
is generally limited to 0.1 or 0.2 volt, the test does not
result in very much pattern height on the screen. However, even a quarter or half inch of deflection is sufficient to reveal whether the stage has an adequate frequency response or whether one side of the amplifier is
defective.

Fig. 11. Push-pull amplifier converted to single -ended
drive to permit stage -by -stage frequency -response test.
DC -Amplifier Maintenance

"DC scopes" have no blocking capacitors anywhere
in the path from the circuit under test to the vertical
deflection plates; therefore, as Fig. 12 shows, the trace
line will be deflected up or down by any DC voltage
applied across the vertical input terminals of the scope.
Because of this action, DC amplifiers require a little
more attention than capacitively -coupled amplifiers.
Trouble in the power supply is more quickly apparent in a DC scope than in an AC scope. Since the direct -coupled amplifiers operate as a chain, with one
stage obtaining operating voltages from the next stage,
any deviation in supply voltage is likely to affect the
centering of the trace. Similar behavior can result from
defects such as off -value load resistors, which would
have a much less noticeable effect on AC amplifiers.
You will often notice that the trace line in a DC
scope will move up and down as the vertical-gain
vernier control is turned. To provide a means of stabilizing the resting level of the CRT beam, scopes of this
type usually include a vertical -balance potentiometer.
This adjustment should be set in the following manner:
First set the vertical -gain vernier at minimum, and use
the vertical-centering control to bring the trace exactly
TEST

VERT

PROBE

INPUT

T

1

meg

*

20
mmf

T*
*
Fig. 12. In a DC scope, any change in input DC voltage
level causes trace to be deflected either up or down.
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TYPICAL VALUES

13. Equivalent input circuit appearing across the
vertical -amplifier terminals of a typical service scope.

Fig.
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to the middle of the screen. Then advance the gain
vernier to maximum, and note how far the trace shifts
up or down. Adjust the balance control, and again
check the amount of trace shift occurring between maximum and minimum gain settings. Continue to operate
the balance control until the shifting has been reduced
to a minimum.
This adjustment should be made only after the scope
has been warmed up to the point where the plate resistances of all vertical amplifier tubes have become
stabilized. After installing new amplifier tubes, age
them overnight before attempting to make balance adjustments. It is sometimes helpful to select tubes with
extra care for use in DC scope amplifiers, since some
tubes will be found to produce slight drifting even after
they have been aged.
Up-and-down drifting of the trace line in an AC
scope can be corrected much more easily-replacement
of a leaky coupling capacitor will usually do the trick.

Input Attenuators for Wide -Band Scopes
To maintain linear amplitude calibration and flat
frequency response in a scope, the role of the input circuit is as important as that of the vertical amplifier.
Every scope has some input resistance and capacitance,
which effectively shunt the vertical -input terminals (Fig.
13) . These quantities should be held constant, with the
resistance as high as possible and the capacitance as
low as possible, in order to minimize and standardize
the loading effect on the test circuit.
However, the input to the vertical amplifier must be
variable to compensate for different strengths of input
signal, and this complicates the problem of stabilizing
the input resistance and capacitance. Some older scopes
had a simple 1-megohm potentiometer (Fig. 14) to
attenuate the input signal. This arrangement took care
of the input -resistance problem, since the entire potentiometer was permanently wired across the probe terminals; however, the input capacitance still presented
some difficulty. Stray wiring capacitances Cl and C2
across the upper and lower sections of the potentiometer
remained practically constant, even though the resistance ratio between these sections could be changed at
will. Then, for input -signal frequencies high enough to
find a relatively low -impedance path through Cl and
C2, the amount of attenuation provided by the input
network would not be the same as for lower frequencies.
This limitation on flat response made the circuit of Fig.
14 suitable. only for scopes with narrow-band vertical
amplifiers.

TEST

PROBE
Cz

T
VERT

VERT
ATTENUATOR
1

INPUT

meg
C1

T

14. Simple potentiometer-type vertical attenuato
suitable only for scope with narrow -band amplifier
time constant of Ct and R1 is equal to that of stray
capacitance Cs and R2; when this is accomplished, the
Fig.
is

attenuation ratio of 10:1 is maintained over an extended range of high frequencies. It is sometimes necessary to add a fixed capacitor in parallel with Cs to
achieve the proper balance between the two time -constant circuits.
A more elaborate three-step circuit (Fig. 15B) offers attenuation factors of 10 and 100. The high -frequency attenuation is regulated by two trimmers in
series. In practice, they are adjusted to obtain proper
amplitude division of a high -frequency input signal,
usually 100 kc; for the details of this procedure, the
serviceman should consult the instruction manual for
the particular scope in question. Since the trimmers
tend to interact, they must be `rocked in" for best results.

The circuit of Fig. 15B cannot be adjusted for perfect high -frequency response, since the presence of stray
capacitance Cs across the amplifier input tends to introduce an error. On the X10 range, note that Cs is in
parallel with both C2 and C3, and in series with Cl
only; on the X100 range, Cs is in parallel with C3 and
in series with both Cl and C2. Because of this discrepancy, the settings of C1 and C2 are somewhat of a
compromise.
TEST
PROBE

RI

900K

Ct

X1
VERT

INPUT

X10

O

100K

(A) Two -position circuit.
TEST
PROBE

Step Attenuators

To provide better frequency compensation and other
advantages, modern scopes generally use a switch -type
step attenuator in combination with a limited -range
vernier potentiometer. The simplest type of step attenuator, which provides either straight -through coupling
of the signal or reduction by a factor of 10, is shown
in Fig. 15. The total input resistance is still 1 megohm,
but it is divided into 900K and 100K sections (Rl and
R2) to give the desired 10 -to -1 attenuation for low
frequencies. Trimmer Ct can be adjusted so that the

(B) Three -position circuit.
Fig. 15. Simple step -type vertical attenuators.
April, 1961/PF
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16. A more elaborate version of the three-step at
tenuator, as used in the modern wide -band oscilloscopes
Fig.

A circuit often used in wide -band scopes (Fig. 16)
overcomes this limitation by using an independent RC
network for each range of the step attenuator. This allows full compensation for stray input capacitance on
every switch position. In the circuit shown, note that an
input resistance of 2 megohms is maintained at all
times. The resistors customarily have 1% tolerance,
and seldom change value unless excessive input voltage
is applied.
In all of the above circuits, the shunt capacitance
of the test cable does not affect the trimmer settings,
because it does not contribute to the stray capacitance
across individual sections of the attenuator. However,
it must be taken into account in determining the overall input capacitance of the scope. Substituting straight
wire leads in place of a coaxial cable will reduce the
total input capacitance, but usually at the expense of
introducing stray signal and hum pickup. Therefore,
some sort of further isolation is necessary as a remedy
for capacitive loading of critical high-frequency circuits.
Vernier Attenuators

Even when correct frequency response has been
preserved all the way from the probe tip to the output
of the vertical step attenuator, it can still be lost in passing through the vernier gain-control circuit that lies between the step attenuator and vertical amplifier. A highresistance potentiometer is not suitable as a vernier in
wide -band scopes, for the same reasons which were
pointed out in connection with Fig. 14. The resistance
must be kept low (only a few thousand ohms) to nullify the shunting effect of stray capacitance across the

Fig. 17. Simplest version of cathode -follower circuit used
as vertical vernier attenuator in oscilloscopes.
6
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control at high frequencies. Accordingly, some means
is needed for transforming the high-impedance output
of the step attenuator into a low -impedance input for
the vernier. A cathode follower is commonly used for
this purpose.
The simple attenuator circuit in Fig. 17 has good
frequency response, but the amplitude loss in the cathode -follower circuit is considerable. Less signal is
wasted if the value of the fine-attenuator control is increased, but the shunt capacitance then becomes a
problem at higher frequencies. It is possible to compensate for this effect by adding a series peaking coil similar to those used in TV video amplifiers (Fig. 18A),
but this compromise solution is not absolutely satisfactory because the high -frequency response tends to
vary slightly with the vernier -control setting. Flatter
response can be achieved by using a very low resistance, as in Fig. 17, and making up for the amplitude
loss by using a higher -gain vertical amplifier.
One slight disadvantage of the simple circuit in Fig.
17 is that the waveform pattern tends to "bounce"
whenever the vernier control is turned. The control
carries the DC plate current of the cathode -follower
tube as well as the signal current, and a DC surge is
passed on to the vertical amplifier whenever the control
setting is disturbed. This drawback can be overcome by
using split AC and DC loads, as in Fig. 18B. Since only
AC is present in the fine-attenuator control, no pattern
bounce occurs. The only trouble with this arrangement
is that the shunting effect of the DC -load resistor further increases the signal loss in the cathode follower.
Once again, a reasonable compromise between amplitude and frequency response can be obtained by using
a peaking coil in series with the output lead.
A number of troubles can develop in the cathode follower circuit of a scope after long use. Here are
some of the more common defects, with their remedies:
The electrolytic plate -bypass capacitor (Fig. 17)
must maintain the plate at AC ground for all frequencies from 30 cps to 4 or 5 mc. When this unit loses
capacitance or develops a high power factor, low frequencies will be attenuated; for symptoms of this trouble, refer again to Fig. 5.
The 25-mfd coupling capacitor in Fig. 18B must
easily pass all frequencies within the pass band of the
vertical amplifier, and also must have low DC leakage
in order to avoid "pattern bounce."
If the pattern jitters as the fine-attenuator control
is turned, the potentiometer is probably noisy and due
for replacement. Erratic action is sometimes the fault of
"cadmium growth," a condition in which the cadmium
plating of the case or cover forms whiskerlike extensions which reach out and touch the resistance element.
Clipping or limiting of waveforms at low settings
of the vernier control is a sign of overloading in the
cathode -follower stage. The higher the plate -supply
voltage to this circuit, the lower you can operate on the
control range. To be on the safe side, however, it is a
good practice to operate the fine-attenuator control at
a relatively high setting, and use the step attenuator to
reduce the signal strength as needed.
With the input attenuator networks properly main-
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tained and calibrated, the amplifiers kept in trim to assure linear operation, and a suitable probe attached
to the input terminals, your scope is ready to tackle
any job you want it to do.
Special Scope Applications
The usefulness of the oscilloscope does not stop
with signal -tracing and visual alignment, but extends
to hundreds of additional specialized applications. In
practically any situation calling for a measurement or
comparison of AC voltage amplitudes and waveshapes,
intelligent use of a scope can lighten the serviceman's
work load and increase the accuracy of his test methods, One example will be sufficient to illustrate the
wide range of advanced scope techniques that can be
devised for use in the service shop.
Percentage of Modulation

A scope with a calibrated CRT scale provides a
highly convenient means of checking amplitude -modulated RF signals to determine the percentage of modulation. One valuable application of this test is in maintenance of shop signal generators.
A service -type wide -band scope permits direct observation of carrier signals at frequencies up to 4 or
5 mc. When the scope is synchronized at some audio
frequency which provides a clear view of the modulation envelope, as in Fig. 19, the approximate percentage of modulation can be quickly determined by comparing the amount of envelope fluctuation with the total
RF -signal amplitude. (This assumes that the scope has
a flat response, so it can provide equal gain for the RF
and modulating signals.) Note that the positive and
negative peaks in Fig. 19 are not symmetrical, indicating that the RF wave was modulated in a nonlinear

Fig. 19. Amplitude -modulated 455-kc signal viewed on a
wide -band scope, using only a simple direct probe.

manner. Less than perfect symmetry is acceptable for
ordinary signal -injection and RF-IF alignment tests, as
long as the over-all percentage of modulation is not reduced to a point where the audio output becomes too
weak to use. However, an output as unsymmetrical as
the "horrible examples" in Fig. 20 (taken from a shop constructed RF generator at various frequencies) should
not be tolerated.
If the frequency of the RF signal you wish to check
is too high to be viewed directly on a wide -band scope,
you can still determine the percentage of modulation
with the aid of a DC scope and a demodulator probe.
(The response of some probes is virtually flat up to 150
mc or higher.) DC scope operation is specified in order to take advantage of the effect which was demonstrated in Fig. 12-a vertical shifting of the trace line
according to changes in DC voltage.
As shown in Fig. 21, the audio -modulated RF input to the demodulator probe is rectified and filtered,
and the resultant output is direct-coupled to the vertical
amplifier of the scope. This signal has an AC compo-

CATHODE FOLLOWER

60 uh

15K

TO VERT

FINE
ATTENUATOR

AMP

4000 n

(A) With series peaking coil.
CATHODE FOLLOWER

o

25 mfd

I

FINE

TO VERT

A TTEN UA TO R

10K

P
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20000

(B) With blocking capacitor to prevent "bounce."
Fig. 18.

Modified cathode -follower circuits.

Fig. 20. Three examples of distortion in the amplitude modulated output of a shop's homemade signal generator.
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nent which represents the audio modulation, and also a
DC component which corresponds to the average voltage.

With no signal applied to the scope, the trace comes
to rest at some definite level, indicated by the zero line
in Fig. 22A. Then, if the demodulator probe recovers
the positive half cycles of an RF signal, the positive
DC component of the output deflects the entire trace
upward from the original zero level (Fig. 22B) . The
percentage of modulation can then be determined by
noting the position of the negative peaks in the AC
waveform with respect to both the present and former
DC levels. In Fig. 22B, the peaks are midway between
the old and new levels, so the downward deflection
produced on the negative half -cycles of AC voltage
equals 50% of the DC voltage. This corresponds to
50% modulation. If the negative peaks reached down
all the way to the zero level (Fig. 22C) , 100 % modulation would be indicated. Other percentages can be determined by careful attention to the scale on the scope
screen; for instance, if the DC level rises by 10 squares,
and the negative AC peaks extend only two squares
below this level, the percentage of modulation is 20%.
The negative half of the RF waveform can be recovered in a similar way, by merely reversing the polarity of the crystal diode in the demodulator probe. Interchanging the probe leads will not give satisfactory results, since the probe and the RF generator are both
single -ended circuits (with one side grounded). If you
have any suspicion that the modulation has poor symmetry, it would be advisable to check both the positive
and negative portions of the envelope.
This modulation -percentage check can be used to
good advantage in TV troubleshooting, to analyze the
cause of buzz in the sound. Theoretically, no amplitude
modulation is present in the 4.5 -mc FM signal fed to
the sound detector, but practical circuits do contain a
greater or lesser amount of AM. Most of it consists of
sync -pulse information which was incompletely suppressed by the sound take-off circuit; thus, amplitude
modulation is recognized by "sync buzz."
When the input signal of the sound detector is
checked with a demodulator probe and DC scope, the
trace will rise or fall to indicate the average signal level;
in addition, vertical sync pulses may be visible if an
appreciable amount of AM is present (see Fig. 23).
Most types of sound detectors will further suppress
these pulses, but the amount of buzz from the speaker
will still be proportional to the amount of AM entering
the detector. The pulse amplitude can be minimized by
properly aligning the video and sound IF stages, cor -

AVG. DC

ZERO

(B) 50% amplitude modulation.

-- -AVG.DC
+----u

L

ZERO

(C) 100% amplitude modulation.
Fig. 22. Modulation-percentage readings on CRT.

rectly adjusting the fine tuning, and making sure that
the antenna is not distorting the input signal to emphasize frequencies in the video -carrier region.
The "buzz pulses" usually extend toward the original zero -volt level, indicating a decrease in the percentage of modulation. In some receivers, turning the contrast control will cause the pulses to collapse and then
extend in the other direction-away from the zero -volt
level. This indicates overloading in the video amplifier.
At one critical point, the "downward" pulse modulation introduced in the video detector is exactly cancelled by "upward" modulation due to increasingly nonlinear operation of the video amplifier, resulting in
momentary relief from buzz. However, the picture quality is not acceptable at this point, and repairs are
needed. Correcting the tendency to overload may take
care of the buzz; if not, further testing and alignment
should be attempted.
This test for percentage of modulation may be a
"new wrinkle" in scope use to many readers, but it is
.only a small sample of what this versatile instrument
can do if given a chance. The servicemen who are getting their money's worth from scopes are not content
to check for the presence of waveforms at standard
test points-they are investing time in figuring out new
ways to speed troubleshooting.
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Fig. 21. High -frequency RF signal can be checked for percentage of AM using demodulator probe and DC scope.
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Fig. 23. Amplitude-modulation test can be used to detect
presence of sync buzz in TV sound -detector input.

4E9
MAKE ANY
TV-FM ANTENNA
AN ELECTRONIC
ANTENNA !

New Jerrold
202
Increases Gain of Any Antenna 10 TIMES!
DESNOWER®Model

Out of the Jerrold laboratories, where the famous DSA-132 was
born, comes the ultimate in signal preamplifiers for all channel
TV (VHF) and FM reception. By combining two frame grid 6DJ8
dual triodes in a special low noise circuit, Jerrold's new DSA-202
develops minimum 20 db gain (10 times) on all TV channels and 8db
(min.) on FM
triple the gain developed when using one 6DJ8.
Also featured is a new lightweight iridite-aluminum weatherproof housing; no -strip twin lead terminals; and sliding access
panel. All new high output remote power supply reduces a 117v
AC to a safe 22 volts which goes up same cable that amplified
signal comes down.
Only Jerrold assures you of proven reliability and unequaled performance based on more than a decade of designing and producing
mast mounted preamplifiers
more Jerrold De-Snowers are in
use today than all other makes combined.

...

...

See your Jerrold distributor or write
for eight page booklet No. 435-286

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

JEflft06D Dept. IDS -137, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Includes new power
supply model 407-P.
Has "on -off" switch
and handy cable com-

Output uses shielded
coax. to eliminate antenna feed-back and
interference pick-up on

pensating control.

down lead.

Two 6DJ8 tubes develop 20 db gain (minimum) on all TV (VHF)
and FM channels.

Distributor Sales Division

Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Ltd., Toronto
Export Representative: CBS International, New York 22, N.Y.
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ABOUT THE COVER
Making effective use of test equipment is a
key factor in efficient electronics servicing.
With this point in mind, we've prepared a
special issue covering the gamut of
selecting, understanding, using, and
maintaining all types of test instruments
for practically all electronics servicing
activities. Every feature, from the special
8 -page oscilloscope section to "The
Troubleshooter," is specifically planned to
help you gain maximum benefits from
your test equipment.
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TEST EQUIPMENT by

SPRAGUE

WORLD'S LARGEST
CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER

TCA-1 TRANSFARAD*
THE

FIRST

ANALYZER

SAFELY TEST

SPECIFICALLY

DESIGNED

TO

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT CAPACITORS

CAPACITANCE BRIDGE measures 1µµF to 2000µF in five overlapping
ranges. Only 0.5 volt is applied to the bridge from a continuously
adjustable power supply. The voltage across the capacitor is less than
this applied voltage, the amplitude depending on the capacitance being measured. No possibility of overheating or deforming any low
voltage capacitor during measurements.

INSULATION RESISTANCE directly read from 50 megohms to 20,000
megohms. Only 25v d -c is applied, permitting measurements on low
voltage ceramic, mica, and film capacitors. IR of ceramics rated below 25v may be calculated from leakage current measurements at
xact rated voltage.

The Sprague TCA-1 is specifically designed to safely
test capacitors such as tantalum capacitors, low -

leakage aluminum electrolytic miniatures, low voltage ceramics and low voltage paper and film
capacitors used in transistor and other low voltage
circuits. No industrial laboratory or modern electronic service shop can afford to be without one!
MODEL TCA-1 TRANSFARAD 115

VAC/60 cy $197.50 net

MODEL TCA-1 RM FOR RACK MOUNTING
Electrically identical with the standard instrument Model TCAI RM has a standard 19" w. x 101/2" h. panel so that it can be
mounted in the conventional relay rack.
MODEL TCA-1RM
$207.50 net
*Trademark

TO -5 TEL-OHMIKE

LEAKAGE CURRENT measured directly on meter at exact rated d -c
voltage of capacitor. Sensitive circuit makes full scale measurements
from 0.6 µa to 600µa in seven ranges.
POWER FACTOR measured by Wien bridge from 0 to 50 per cent.

MAGIC EYE null detector in high -gain amplifier has sensitivity control permitting accurate measurement of small capacitors.
SHORT -TIME STABILITY is assured by dual regulation of the power
supply. Specially processed etched circuits and complete encapsulation
of the critical bridge -null amplifier insure long-time stability.

BINDING POSTS

are shielded against strays, assuring
curacy during low capacitance measurements.

greater ac-

FOR SAFETY the capacitor under test is automatically discharged
after testing. Three wire line cord grounds instrument case.

OPERATING PROCEDURES are clearly shown on convenient pull-out
slide.

CAPACITOR ANALYZER
CAPACITANCE BRIDGE measures up to 2000
mmf
mf in five overlapping ranges. The special
to 100 mmf range is exclusive with the Tel-Ohmike.
1

INSULATION RESISTANCE directly read on
large meter up to 20,000 megohms for papers,
ceramics, and micas. No guessing with neon lamps.

LEAKAGE CURRENT of electrolytics measured
directly on meter, with exact rated voltage up to
600v. applied from continuously adjustable power
supply. Two ranges: 0-6-60 ma. No guessing on
eye -width or counting lamp blinks!

POWER
The TO -5 TEL-OHMIKE capacitor analyzer is a must

for checking all capacitors except special low voltage transistor types. The TO -5 is a moderately
priced instrument with laboratory quality and accuracy-the highest accuracy of any instrument of
its type available to the service trade!

FACTOR of electrolytics measured
by Wien Bridge up to 55% in three ranges.

TURNS RATIO SCALE to measure turns ratio
of power and audio transformers.

MAGIC -EYE TUBE simplifies bridge balancing
for capacitance and power factor measurements.

MODEL TO-5RM FOR RACK MOUNTING

PUSH -BUTTONS for instant range selection,
also discharge capacitors for safety upon release.

Electrically identical with
the standard instrument,
Model TO-5RM has a standard 19" wide x 101/2"
high panel so that it can
be mounted in standard
relay racks.

measures 87/8" high, 14 %" wide, 61/8" deep.
Weight only 121/2 pounds.

Model TO-5RM

SEE

$102.50

MODERN CASE finished in two-tone gray;

MODEL

TO -5

Model TO -5X

115 VAC/50-60 cy
115-230 V/25-60 cy

$92.50 net
98.75 net

THEM AT YOUR SPRAGUE DISTRIBUTOR
April, 1961/PF REPORTER'
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window -size blowups
of this message, send 10c
to Sprague to cover handling and mailing costs.
For

More than 5600 ft. of circuitry ... 590 parts ...
and he has to know how to fix 'em all !

YOUR TV SET is the most complicated piece of equipment you've ever owned.
It represents a considerable investment of
money. It provides your family with a wealth
of entertainment pleasure. You value it highly.
Nobody is more aware of these facts than
your neighborhood TV-Radio technician.
And because he stakes his reputation on your
satisfaction, he strives to be worthy of your trust
in him. He achieves this by years of training
and practice in electronic theory and application. He equips himself with expensive but
essential test equipment, tools, and service

manuals. He spends countless hours keeping
up-to-date on new developments, new circuits, new trouble -shooting techniques.
His training and experience qualify him as
modern, professional expert. As such, he
asks a fair, professional price for his services.
Since he will not use cut-rate methods or cutrate parts in your TV set, he cannot offer
cut-rate prices. Remember, you get only your
a

money's worth in TV-Radio service. When you
are taken in by a "bargain -type" offer, you can
expect to get "bargain -type" service. BEWARE

THE SERVICE BARGAIN!

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY,
DISTRIBUTORS' SUPPLY SUBSIDIARY OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., NORTH ADAMS, MASS., FOR

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TV-RADIO
12
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TECHNICIAN

PICTURE OF A
SERVICE-DEALER
MAKING A

$6.90 PROFIT

=f

IN 6 MINUTES
--

WITH A

JFD EXACT REPLACEMENT
TV ANTENNA INSTALLATION'
FOR GE DESIGNER PORTABLE
The

Place:

The

Time:

Almost any service shop
Any time between 8 A. M. to 6 P. M.

JFD EXACT REPLACEMENT NO. TA362 (GE dipole)
one of 62 JFD O.E.M. antennas for portable TV sets
now available from your local JFD distributor.

The Product:
The

The Aids

Facts:

JFD TA362

Your actual selling price
(no phony lists)
Dealer cost at 40% off
Profit on sale
Installation charge

$9 75
5 85
3 90
3 00

TOTAL PROFIT

.

.

$6.90

double profit: a full mark-up profit on
the antenna sale-and a profit on the installation
Your customer gets the antenna that's built pre.
cisely for his set-you get rid of low-profit "rabbit
ears" and the cut-throat competition that goes
with them.
You earn

a

Complete listings in SAMS Photofact
folders... plus exclusive Exact Replacement Antenna Guide
for portable and toteable TV's (printed by the Howard W.
Sams & Co., Inc.) provide you with finger-tip reference
data. See your JFD distributor for your aids or write
direct to JFD.

The Moral

Get your JFD PA500 and PA515
Exact Replacement Kits today from your JFD distributor
and start earning yourself a fair share of the 3,500,000 dollar portable antenna replacement market. Remember, next to
receiving tubes, the antennas of portable and "tote -able"
sets require the most frequent replacement.
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR YOUR JFD EXACT REPLACEMENT PROFIT PORTFOLIO!
JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

6101

Sixteenth Avenue, Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
wont to participate in the JFD Exact Replacement
Profit Plan. Send me full details.
Also send me the name of my local JFD distributor.

THE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU IN COMMAND OF THE MARKET

I

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
6101 Sixteenth Avenue, Brooklyn 4, New York

J

O

Send FREE JFD 1961 Exact Replacement

JFD International, 15 Moore Street, New York, New York
JFD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada

The name

of my local

JFD

Woll Chart.

distributor

is.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

_STATE

April, 1961/PF
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semiconductor is used to take over the
rectifier function. Wouldn't a 35L6 work
better?

PRODUCTS
FOR

LETTERS

TO THE

LIVING
PLUG-IN TYPE
PORTABLE

EDITOR

INVERTERS'
MODELS
6-RMF (6 volts) 60 to 80

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY
Anywhere
in your own cod

...

watts. Shipping weight 12
lbs. DEALER NET

Operates Standard A.C.
Record Players
Dictating Machines
Small Radios
Electric Shavers
Heating Pads, etc.
In your own car or boat!

$33.00

PR ICE

12T-RME (12 volts) 90 to
125 watts. Shipping weight
12 lbs. DEALER NET
PRICE

$33.00
'Additional Models Available
.

.

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating and
Testing Auto Radios-

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!
Designed for testing D.C.

Electrical Apparatus on Regular A.C. Lines-Equipped
with Full -Wave Dry Disc -

Type Rectifier, assuring
noiseless, interference -free
operation and extreme long
life and reliability.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
MODEL 610C-ELIF
6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.

...

DEALER NET PRICE
$49.95
MODEL 620C-ELIT... 6 volts at 20 amps. or 12 volts at
10 amps. Shipping weight 33 lbs.
DEALER NET PRICE
$66.95
.

.

.

.

AUTO -RADIO

VIBRATORS
By every test ATR Auto.

Radio Vibrators are best!
and feature Ceramic
Stack Spacers, Instant Starting, Large Oversized Tungsten
Contacts, Perforated Reed,
plus Highest Precision Construction and Workmanship and
Quiet Operation!
There is an ATR VIBRATOR for
every make of ear!
Ask your distributor for ATR's Low Priced type 1400,
6 volt 4 -prong Vibrator; and 1843, 12 volt 3 -prong; or
1840, 12 volt 4 -prong Vibrator. THE WORLD'S FINEST!

There is a trim plate
kit for YOUR CAR!

CUSTOMIZED

KARADIO
Vibrator-Operated
with Tone Control
ATR KARADIO

...

is

ideal for small import

cars or compact

American cars! Unit
completely self-contained-extremely compact! Powerful 8 -tube performance provides remarkable freedom
from engine, static, and road noises. The ATR
Customized Karadio comes complete with speaker and
ready to install. Can be mounted in -dash or under -dash
-wherever space permits! No polarity problem. Neutral
Gray -Tan, baked enamel finish. Overall size, 7" deep,
4" high, and 61/2" wide. Shipping weight, radio set, 7 lbs.
Model K-1279-12 for 12V Dealer Net Price.
$33.57
Model K-1279- 6 for 6V Dealer Net Price.
$33.57
is

.

Airplane Style Overheads.
Mounting under Cab Roof

A

PRINTED
CIRCUITRY

NO

TRUCK

KARADIO

-

.

r

Excellent Tone,
Volume. and Sensitivity!
Compact, yet powerful. Fits
all trucks, station wagons,
most cars and boats. Just drill a Ye inch hole in roof and
suspend the one-piece unit (aerial, chassis and speaker)
in minutes. Watertight mounting assembly holds antenna upright. Yoke -type bracket lets you tilt radio to
any angle.
Extra -sensitive radio has 6 tubes (2 double -purpose),
over -size Alnico 5 PM speaker for full, rich tone. Big,
easy -to -read illuminated dial. Fingertip tuning control.
Volume and tone controls. 33 -in. stainless steel antenna.
Neutral gray -tan enameled metal cabinet, 7 x 61/2 x 4 in.
high over-all. Shipping weight 10' lbs.
Model TR -1279-12 A for 12V Dealer Net Price $41.96
Model TR-1279- 6A for 6V Dealer Net Price $41.96
SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
WRITE FACTORY FOR FREE LITERATURE...

AMERICAN TELEVISION

2uaUly 7'144fad Se

RADIO CO.
ee

793/

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U.S.A.
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Dear Editor:
If the entire series of 60 ads in your
"Service -Keyed Advertising Program" are
available at this time, please advise me of
this fact. I think these are the best advertising ideas to come along in some time,
and I'd like the entire series without delay.
R. D. SANFORD
Bob's Radio -TV -Appliance

Oxnard, Calif.
You were the first, but by no means
the only reader to request the entire series,
Bob. Yes, indeed, you can obtain the entire 60 ads at one time-at the special reduced price of only $25.00 for both ad
mats and reproduction proofs.-Ed.

Dear Editor:
First of all, your publication is the
"most," to say the least. We have been on
your regular list since your publication
was first issued, so you can call us oldtimers. We've relocated a few timesMichigan, Florida, Michigan, and Florida
-but PF followed us all the time. We
have subscribed to four other trade journals at various times, but did not renew
the subscriptions. Do you know why? We
found in PF REPORTER all the assorted
articles, information, and news we wanted.
That is why we're with you.
J. J. CIERESEWSKI
Cheri's Television

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Thanks, Cheri. With all that back -and forth moving, we had a time keeping up
with you for awhile-but "we're still with

you."-Ed.
Dear Editor:
Glad to see that Editors are human,
too! I refer to the flub on page 70 of
your March issue,
Although our client, Blonder -Tongue
certainly has no objection to being associated with a fine corporation like Motorola, transposing the pictures for the
two product write-ups (43Z and 45Z) is
going a bit far.
SANFORD J. DURST

Director of Public Relations
Gilbert & Felix, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
It's lucky for us a TV/FM signal amplifier doesn't look anything like a kit of
transistors, or distributors would he getting calls for some mighty peculiar prod-

ucts!-Ed.
Dear Editor:

found the February article, "You Can
Fix Small Radios," very helpful. I have
only one question. Mr. Davis suggests
substituting a 25L6 for the 35Z5 when a
I

A. MARTINO

Martino TV
Chicago, Ill.
Yes, a 35L6 would work better, since
its heater requirements are exactly the
same as for a 35Z5. Incidentally, don't
forget to open the connection to pin 5
of the socket; this is the plate connection
for the 35Z5, but the grid connection for
the 'L6. Since pin 8 is the cathode connection for both tubes, failure to observe
this precaution will ruin the 'L6 grid
structure (although it won't affect the

heater circuit).

Ed.

Dear Editor:

Congratulations on the 10 -year index
January issue. It will be a big timesaver for the technician who knows that
somewhere in the large stable of publications accumulated over the last several
years, there is an article with valuable information concerning problems at hand.
We are in somewhat the same position
as a lawyer who has a vast library in his
office. He doesn't have the location of all
the information "stored in his head," but
he has an index that guides him to the
desired information.
CLYDE H. BALDWIN
Dallas, Texas
in the

Thanks. Hope you "win every case."

-Ed.

Dear Editor:
I would like to have all the subject
reference indexes for the PF REPORTER
so that I would not have to search for
two days for something needed to refresh
my memory.
I am setting up my issues as a reference library, and the indexes would sure
save me a lot of time. I have issues dating
back to the very first
January, 1951
although I missed a few along the way.
One of these days, I'm going to order the
missing copies to complete my library.
How much would it cost me if I ordered
24 at once?
WILLARD R. ROBERTS
Radio & Television Service
Jacksonville, Ark.
Better order those back issues right now,
Willard: many of them are in short supply, and some are completely out of
stock. For orders of 6 copies or more, you
earn the special hulk discount of 10c off
the regular price of 50c per copy. (See
page 76 of this issue.)
Annual indexes for the years 1951
through 1956 appeared in the correspond-

-

-

ing December issues. Indexes for 1957,
1958, and 1959 were published separately,
and are on their way to you. No separate
index was published for 1960, having been
incorporated in the Cumulative 10 -year
index included in the January, 1961 issue.
This 16 -page index is available alone, or
as long as
as part of the January issue
they last
for 50c per copy.-Ed.

-

-

Dear Editor:

With what issue did you begin the
practice of including the monthly subject
reference index on the Catalog & Literature card? I consider this an excellent idea,
and wonder if you could print cards for

FIRST CHOICE WITH SERVICE TECHNICIANS

...

EVERYWHERE!

THERE IS ONLY ONE
MINIATURIZED
MYLCITAROR*-PAPER

ELMENCODIPPEDCAPA
Dupont Reg. Trademark

.05 #

1

don't accept
substitutes
or

imitations!
OPERATES AT 125°C.
WITHOUT DERATING

STANDARD TOLERANCE

±10%

OVER

MISSILE RELIABILITY

COMPLETELY MOISTURE
PROOF
ASK FOR ELMENCO

50% SMALLER
THAN OTHER TYPES
UP TO

54,000,000

SOLD IN LESS

THAN 2 YEARS
IS PROOF POSITIVE
OF THE UNIVERSAL
ACCEPTANCE OF

ELMENCO dp
DIPPED MYLAR-PAPER

CAPACITORS

Available at every REPUTABLE
distributor throughout the co entry!

ARCOelectronics
Community Drive, Great Neck, New York

inc.
Branches: Dallas

7, Los

Angeles 35

Now being used in millions of
television sets, radios, phonographs, electronic circuitry and
military applications.
Write for Catalog dp 110.

April, 1961/PF
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issues published

in the last couple of
years.
The January 10 -year index section was
excellent. Is this available separately? Incidentally, I much appreciate Sams PHOTO FACT Folders.

INSIDE
STORY
OF HOW

JAMES J. SALDA

Oklahoma City, Okla.
The monthly index card first appeared
in the September,

1960 issue; none are
available for prior issues.

MERIT BUILDS

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
into FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS
EXAMPLE:
MERIT HVO-194
FLYBACK
TRANSFORMER
Exact replacement for
Silvertone TV Chassis
Model Nos. 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127 and many
others. One of several
hundred new additions
to Merit's big family of
exact flyback replacement units.

EACH Merit Flyback (like all Merit Components)
subjected to rigorous tests far beyond ordinary usage.
No "spot checking."

EACH Merit Flyback unit designed

to fit perfectly
and to furnish the same horizontal scanning voltage
beam, accelerating anode voltage for the cathode ray
tube, and filament voltage for the high voltage rectifier,
as original equipment.

PLUS

2
3
4

Vacuum varnish -impregnated coil.
Flame -resistant molded anti -corona tire.
Heavy duty Bakelite terminal board assures
mechanical strength and improved electric

characteristics.
Vinyl insulation for high voltage protection.

MERIT QUALITY BUILDS CONFIDENCE

e rst
COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP.

MERIT PLAZA
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HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA

issue.

If a service shop arbitrarily sets a time
limit on accepting responsibility for storage of repaired sets, without regard for
the laws of his state, he's in for trouble.
Indiana's law, set up back in the 1860's,
states that if an item is not claimed
within 90 days, and the owner has been
notified that it is ready, the item may be
advertised and sold at a public auction.
Each state, however, has its own laws,
and the shop owner should know what
they are. I don't know if Indiana permits
storage charges for unclaimed items. Perhaps PF REPORTER could shed some light
on the subject.
JAMES O. WOODWARD
Woodward TV & Changer Repair
New Castle, Ind.
Thanks, Jim. We'll look into the matter and see if we can't come up with
some information on the subject.
Dear Editor:
We think the article, "Let the Customer Have Your Way" in your February issue was swell. After reading it, we thought
of passing along an idea we find very effective in the field of customer relations.
When called by a new customer, we
present the enclosed article to him as we
go to work on the TV set. This keeps
even the do-it-yourself customers off our
neck while we work, since they stay busy
reading. As you will note, the article comes
right to the point and answers a lot of the
questions a new customer might ask, without either of us saying a word!
GEORGE E. MOLSON
Manager
Eastern Electronics
Albany, N. Y.
This is not an advertisement. It is
an introduction, presenting some facts
about us-our service policy and views.
We specialize in servicing TV sets
only. In fact, we think, talk and live
-TV. We have ample experience and
equipment to say that we are qualified
to serve you. Our list of satisfied
customers can verify this.
We are in business to make money
-not take it. Our policy is to be honest and fair. We do not like to settle
for less and expect to be treated in the
same way.
To us servicing TV sets is not a
business deal alone. It is also a personal affair in that we will take a personal interest in your TV problems and
try to solve them as if they were our
very own. We will work with youand hope you will work with us.
Please turn to page 20

Ed.

i

1

Ed.

Dear Editor:
I'd like to comment on reader Koehler's.
form letter, published in your February

DOUBLES YOUR EFFECTIVE MANPOWER

TELEVISION

ANALYST
for Black & White and Color

Ck&k

d eineu,its-Pieu+ta+ulieaubPe...ivtmuuiTos

By Easy Point-to -Point Signal Injection,
You See the Trouble on the TV Screen and
Correct it-Twice as Fast and Easy!
There's no longer any need to "lose your shirt" (and
customers)-and worry about the lost hours you never
recover-on "tough dogs" or even intermittents. The
remarkable B&K Analyst enables you to inject your
own TV signal at any point and watch the resulting
test pattern on the picture tube itself. Makes it quick
and easy to isolate, pinpoint, and correct TV trouble in
any stage throughout the video, audio, r.f., i.f., sync,
and sweep sections of black & white and color television sets-including intermittents. Makes external
scope or wave -form interpretation unnecessary. Most
useful instrument in TV servicing! Its basic technique
has been proved by thousands of successful servicemen
the world over.
The Analyst enables any serviceman to cut servicing
time in half, service more TV sets in less time, really
satisfy more customers, and make more money.
Model 1076. Net, $29995
Available

See Your B&K

on Budget Terms. As low as

$30.00 down.

Distributor or Write for Bulletin AP17-R

Combines all the features of both
the Model 1075 and Model A107
COMPLETE R.F. and I.F.

HI-VOLT INDICATOR

VIDEO TEST PATTERN

YOKE and HI -VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER TEST

COMPOSIE SYNC
FM MODULATED

AUDIO

COLOR PATTERNS

HORIZON'AL and VERTICAL
PLATE and GRID DRIVE

3+

BOOS/ INDICATOR

Also Now Provides:
SWITCH-TYPE TUNER

NEGATIVE BIAS SUPPLY

AGC KEYING PULSE
PICTURE

TUBE

MODULATION

BaK MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO 13, ILL.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE
Canada Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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Guaranteed against leakage...
and full of sound power

leaky battery
can ruin your
transistor radio

Mallory Mercury Batteries

Mallory Mercury Batteries are

A

-

guaranteed against

T

MacóY

,,. ,

ti.v.Vr>

a

I

aakage

LO RY

Ma

Step up your battery profits
MERCURY BATTERIE;

for Transistor Radios
Adeertísed

in LIFE

. Fade Free

long lite
up

BRING PROSPECTS

INSIDE

...

with this bold window streamer.
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POINT OF SALE ...
with store and window display
BRING 'EM TO THE

material.

..
from this new counter -top dispenser.
A service -selected assortment of
a line
Mallory Mercury Batteries
to fit all popular transistor radios.
THEN SELL 'EM

.

...

Mallory Mercury Batteries ... the sound power*
... now come to you with a new salespower
program to help you cash in on the booming transistor radio battery business. It's a big market .. .
over 15 million transistor portables in use today,
thousands more every month. And Mallory Mercury
Batteries have the performance ... the promotion
... and the profitability ... that lead the field.

battery

ADVERTISED IN

New national advertising that pre -sells millions
of customers this different battery.
New guarantee against leakage, unique in radio

batteries

... heavily

promoted in national

advertising.
New promotional materials-store banners, window displays, dealer ad mats, counter cards.
A new point -of-sale merchandiser-puts every

dealer in the Mercury Battery business ...
balanced inventory
attractive display.

... minimum

investment

..

Plus ... the unequalled performance of the most
powerful batteries on the market. Up to seven times
more sound power. Non -fading performance. Two
years or more storage life.

LIFE ADS REACHING

34 MILLION PROSPECTS

And ... high profit per sale
of ordinary batteries.

Consistent Mallory advertising
in LIFE-telling them ...and
selling them.

... several

times that

See your Mallory distributor now. Get ready for

the big battery selling season
growing battery line!

... with

the fastest
T.M.

with the Mallory '61 Program
Distributor Division
Indianapolis
FOR REPLACEMENT
USE

6,

Indiana

GUARANTEE
.enx.aGt
GUAXAHrEEG aonOwvi

MALLORY°'
AND KEEP 'EM SOLD

...

Attach this sticker inside each radio.
It reminds customers that you've
replaced with Mallory Mercury Batteries ... and reminds them to come
back to you.

NEW GUARANTEE AGAINST

LEAKAGE...

Display the Mallory guarantee that
protects your customers. We guarantee to repair the radio and replace
the batteries, free of charge, if Mallory
Mercury Batteries should ever leak
and damage a radio set.
April, 1961/PF
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Letters

The "Big Picture"
...informative shop talks
by AL MERRIAM, Sylvania Natl. Service Mgr.

"All out" for easy service

-ONLY 3 easy -to -work -with
parts to the whole receiver.
ONLY 3

screws completely

frees the chassis.
screws on each side
removes back cover.

ONLY 3

It's easy to see why the new Sylvania Reflection-Free 19" TV is
called the "all out" portable for quick and easy servicing.
A few spins of your screwdriver, and the whole chassis ... complete
with knobs, antenna, speaker and handle
slips out clean and
quick as a whistle.
A few seconds, and you'll locate the trouble on the easy -to -follow
road map board. You'll like the neat way the back of the board is
clear of "cover clutter" so you can solder without obstructions.
Of course, the famous Sylvania Bonded Shield is a snap to remove
with the special door -latch mounting clips. There are even extra
mounting bosses in case these should get damaged.

...

SERVICE TIP OF THE MONTH

Symptom (Effect) : Black specks or lines in the picture cause a
corona at the flare on the horizontal coils of the deflection yoke.
Cure: A thin coating of silicon grease will correct the condition.
Sylvania Home Electronics Corp., Batavia, N.

I

SYLVVI

SUBS/O/A RY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/Cs
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(Continued from page 16)
We will make every attempt to repair a TV at the location, for we know
that removing the set to our shop will
result in a higher repair bill. Our shop
contains the necessary, modern electronic test equipment and information
that we know how to use in order to
provide the best possible service at the
lowest cost.
We will install only the parts you
need at the time. However, if other
defects or symptoms of future trouble
are discovered, it is our policy to let
you know so that a complete repair
may be made in the interest of longer,
trouble -free operation. If we should
fail to make a satisfactory repair on
our first attempt, with the same trouble
condition remaining or returning, please
do not let the trouble go on or call
someone else! We insist that you call us
back! If the trouble is from another
source and not our recent repair, we
will charge you as usual. But if the
trouble is due to a failure on our part,
we will not charge again for labor.
When you call us for TV service,
your problems become ours and even
with the best in knowledge and equipment, a troubled TV can give us a
hard time. In such cases, we only ask
that you understand our position,
whereby a TV set is a complex and
delicate instrument. With this understanding, we can best solve the problem together, in time.
Our service charges are fair, we believe, considering that we have the
necessary expenses that go with operating an established business. With this
in mind, you can realize that service
charges must be paid upon completion
of work.
To satisfy us-we must satisfy you.
We can do this, if given a fair chance!
A serviceman friend of ours says you'd
have to write a whole book to keep some
of his customers busy! All the same,
George, we like your idea.

Ed.

Dear Editor:
I have eagerly read all your articles on
repairing transistor radios, but I have yet
to read anything about the time-consuming job of unsoldering, testing, and re soldering tiny transistors on a printed
board which is often only 2" or 3" square.
We have decided, for the time being, to
sell only radios which use plug-in type
transistors, since they are much easier to
service.
I intend to make a gold-plated garbage
can and use it to show customers what
they might as well do with soldered -in
transistor radios they expect to have repaired for $3 or $4. Let's have a really
good article on how to check soldered -in
transistors without all the unsoldering.
G. SAGE VIEHE
V's TV Sales & Service
Eau Gallie, Fla.
How about the article on repairing
transistor radios which appeared on pages
24 and 25 of last month's issue? We'll
whip up more sometime soon.

Ed.
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F&cfteQ VOM
Ir! SEEREAD¡TgET IT!

DIRECTLY-ACCURATELY
WITHOUT MULTIPLYING

100

200

5040 30

20

OHMS

M
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ALL -NEW

VO

Matic

360
AUTOMATIC VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER
Individual Full -Size Scale for Each Range
Range Switch Automatically Sets Correct Scale
Only One Scale Visible at Any Time
No Multiplying ... No False Readings
Meter Protected Against Extreme Overload
WITH
Mirrored -Scale for Precise Readings
BURN -OUT PROOF
METER

EASIEST FASTEST ERROR -FREE READINGS
-0 3, 15, 60, 300, 1000, 6000 (20,000 12/v)
Ranges: DC Volts
Once you set the range switch properly, it is impossible to read the wrong scale. Readings are easiest,
AC Volts
-0 3, 15, 60, 300, 1000, 6000 5,000 St/v)
of all-so easy the meter "practically reads
-

(

-

fastest
itself." Eliminates reading difficulties, errors, and
calculations.
All scales, including the ohms scale, are direct reading. You do not have to multiply. Saves time and
trouble. Gives you the right answer immediately.
Ohms -adjust control includes switch that automatically shorts out test leads for "zero" set.
Every scale in the V O Matic 360 is the same full
size ... and only one scale is visible at any one time,
automatically. Supplemental ranges are also provided on separate external overlay meter scales.
This new -type automatic VOM is another innovation by B&K that gives you features you've always
wanted. Outdates all others.
Net, $5995
Includes convenient stand to hold
for correct viewing in 4 positions.

"360"

AF

(Output)-

DC Current

Resistance

0

-

-O

-

-0

-

O O -

15, 60, 300 volts
100 µa, 5 ma, 100 ma, 500 ma, 10 amps
000 ohms (3 £t center)
10,000 ohms (50 center)
3,

1

S2

1

megohm (4

k

9:2

center)

100 megohms (150 k S2 center)
separate external overlay meter scales for:
Capacrtance-100 mmfd to 4 mfd
DC Volts- 0 - 250 my
DB (decibels)
to
56 watts
Power
Output-up
Audio
Peak -to -Peak AC (sine) Volts- 0 - 170, 850
0

Supplemental Ranges:

-

18

and Automatic Ohms -Adjust Control
Frequency Response AC: 5 - 500,000 cps
Burn -Out Proof Meter: Protected against overload and burn -out
Complete with 11/2 -volt and 9 -volt batteries and test leads

Polarity Reversing Switch

BaK MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Carp., 50 Wmgold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters,. 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE

Ask Your B&K Distributor for Demonstration
or Write for Catalog AP17-R

April, 1961/PF
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FOR TV TROUBLESHOOTING
Signal -substitution testing adds flexibility to your bench -servicing technique.

Since we can now place maneuverable earth satellites in orbit, and
"electronic brains" can solve unbelievably complex problems in the
wink of an eye, it isn't difficult
to imagine the possibilities of a
"Troubleshoot-O-Matic"-a miraculous piece of test equipment that
automatically tells you which component is causing the trouble in a
TV set. It sounds like the answer to
a serviceman's dream, until you realize that it would enable anybody
to service TV-and then where
would the service industry be?
Fortunately, troubleshooting has
not yet advanced to the push-button
stage, but there are already some
ingenious test instruments which can
transform many of the servicer's
mega -problems into micro -problems.
They still require the mental efforts
ANTENNA

V
AMP

RF

MIXER

VIDEO IF STRIP

VIDEO AMP

NH
CRT

Fig.
tests
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video

mastered, they can supply information not readily obtainable in any
other way.
These pieces of equipment perform a multitude of tests, and they
can be classified in many ways; for
example, various units generate test
signals, monitor test results in a
unique yet simple manner, or feature expedient methods of signal tracing or substitution. However, we
can consider them all in the broad
group of "special analyzers"-either
because they permit making tests
which are not possible with conventional test equipment (scope,
VTVM, etc.) or because they perform familiar tests in a different
manner from conventional equipment.
To give you an over-all picture of
the types of analyzers currently on
the market and how they operate,
let's examine a TV receiver in sections and discuss some of the specific
troubleshooting applications of these
special instruments.
RF -IF -Video

OSC

VIDEO VET

of a skilled technician; but if the
techniques of their use are properly

stages.

The television signal, in passing
from antenna to picture tube, goes
through a long chain of RF, IF, and
video circuits. To help localize
trouble in these various stages in a
minimum amount of time, several
different types of analyzers have
been developed. They range from
large signal generators to small
probes that can be held in your
hand.
One of the most elaborate analyzers for this purpose is the flying spot scanner. Functioning as a portable TV transmitter, the instrument
provides a choice of RF, IF, or
video output with modulation repre-

senting complete picture, sound, and
sync signals. Troubleshooting is accomplished by following a signal substitution procedure, using the
receiver picture tube or an oscilloscope as an indicating device.
To isolate trouble in a tuner, the
generator section of the analyzer is
adjusted for a modulated RF output,
and both instrument and receiver
are tuned to the same channel. In
some instances, the test signal will
be applied to an output cable by a
flip of a switch, while in others, the
output cable must be connected to a
particular jack on the instrument.
The RF test signal may be injected at either A or B in Fig. 1.
Using the picture tube as a test monitor, or viewing results with a scope
at any point along the signal path,
you can determine if the RF circuitry of the tuner is working properly. By changing the output of the
analyzer from RF to IF and including test point C, you can also see if
all stages following the mixer are
functioning.
In addition to these more complex
instruments, simple harmonic generators are also useful in this section
of the receiver. These portable units
may supply a fixed output that can
be applied to all picture -signal
stages, or they may be equipped
with an RF/IF-AUDIO/VIDEO selector
and output attenuator. Instruments
of this nature are usually moderately
priced and self -powered by a battery.
Probe -type analyzers are also employed for either stage substitution
or signal sampling. For example,
one lead from the probe may be
attached to the RF amplifier grid
(point A in Fig. ), and another to
the mixer grid (point B) The selfcontained amplifier of the probe
1

.

Please turn to page 73

ANATOMY CLASS FOR DOCTORS OF RADIO AND TV SERVICE

damper tube
exhibits tolerance
of high voltages

Thorough examination of the subject reveals physical
characteristics conducive to exceptional longevity. Immunity to the high voltage ailments that plague so many less
rugged damper tubes is due mainly to unusual care attending the tubes' formative stages. Outstanding qualities are
noted in electrophoretically coated heater peaks and insulator coils; a "cool" running cathode; a copper core plate
designed for maximum dissipation and less back emission.
All of these minimize arcing. In addition, the electrically isolated insulator coil maintains high voltage insulation with the shortest possible warm-up time. In every
respect, the Tung-Sol damper tube exhibits structural
standards that approach an ideal far above more common
types. Tubes of this family are certain to prove fully reliable.under the most adverse conditions.

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
All modern damper tubes trace their genealogy directly to
improved designs created by Tung -Sol. Where diagnosis of a
customer's TV set indicates damper tube replacement, be sure
to prescribe Tung -Sol. These are some of the more popular
Tung -Sol damper tubes:

6/12AF3
6/12/17AX4GTB
6/19AU4GTA
6/25W4GT

6DA4A

60E4

6V3A
12D4A

the first name to ask for when ordering

tCe)

TUNG-SOL
DAMPER TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., NEWARK 4, N. J.
April, 1961/PF
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of the bench

000
Rapid expansion in the field of
electronics has placed unparalleled
demands upon the servicing end of
the industry. The radioman of old
has met challenges, not only to his
technical competence, but also to his
ability to devise new troubleshooting
techniques. In addition, there has
been a constant flow of "new blood"
into the service industry; it has attracted men with alert minds, having
no preconceived notions that troubles must be traced in a certain way.
This, in turn, has resulted in the
development of a wide variety of
new test instruments to help today's
radio -TV -electronics technician do
his job more easily. However, the
"old faithfuls" of the bench still contribute a fair share toward pinpointing troubles quickly and efficiently.
Tube testers, for example, can
put the finger on tube faults-confirming suspicions aroused by substitution testing. When a new tube
eliminates horizontal pulling, increases gain, or otherwise improves
performance, a tube check will usually confirm that a defect existed in
the old tube. Testers are useful, too,
in obtaining an idea of how a tube
TO

AUDIO

B

t

TO

OUTPUT

RF & IF

TRANS

STAGES

130V

110V

1000 n
2W

(DA

50 mfd
Cl

B

_

7_

30 mfd

COMMON CAUSE
OF MOTORBOAT! NG

Fig. 1. High power factor in the filter
capacitor often causes motorboating.
24
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will function when no substitute is
readily available. When a tube tester
is used by a technician fully aware

of its capabilities and limitations, it
can save a lot of time and eliminate
many trial -and -error procedures.
An offspring of the tube tester,
the transistor tester, has also proved
its worth on the bench. It already
belongs in the category of "old faithfuls," even though it is a rather new
development. When troubleshooting
transistorized equipment, servicemen often waste considerable time
in trying to determine if a transistor
is good or bad before actually testing
it-simply because it's soldered into
the circuit. Some of the newer transistor testers have overcome this
obstacle to some degree by providing limited in -circuit tests. In any
case, you'll find it time -saving to
test the transistor when preliminary
checks indicate it is bad; whatever
the results, you'll be able to take
appropriate action.
Another "old faithful" designed
to evaluate specific components is
the capacitor tester. This instrument
often saves the user from making
mass capacitor substitutions and replacements. Capacitors checked with
one of these units may prove to be
off-value, leaky, open, or shorted,
thereby confirming previous suspicions.
Capacitor testers are probably
most useful in tracking down intermittent troubles. Take a radio with
intermittent motorboating, for example. There's a good chance the
motorboating will stop when a meter
probe is touched to a B+ point,
or when a substitute capacitor is
hooked in anywhere along the B+
line; then it may take hours or days

of playing for the trouble to develop
again. Normally, the trouble centers
in C 1 B of Fig. 1, an electrolytic unit
which sometimes develops a high
impedance to RF signals. Making a
power -factor test of this unit can
therefore save you a lot of time and

trouble.
Many of the "dogs" in TV are
caused by capacitors that develop a
slight amount of leakage, or change
from their rated value, as the operating temperature increases. Applying heat to such capacitors often
provides a quick and decisive test
that can save countless hours, dollars, and gray hairs.
While we're on the subject of intermittents, this is a good time to
mention using an adjustable isolation transformer to vary the input
voltage. Simulating AC -line variations is the fastest way to localize
intermittent problems in three-way
portables. Quite often the trouble is
in the B+ or filament power -supply
circuits (Fig. 2) Reducing the input
voltage to 100 volts soon lets you
know if the intermittent condition is
due to some section of the receiver
.

Please turn to page 66

+ 110V

85V
B+ SOURCE

680 n

180 o
4W

60 mfd

'1J

1750')

7.2V

5W

FILAMENTS
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Fig. 2. Check the power supply at reduced line voltage to spot intermittents.

for the first time, a

N EW
TESTS

All

-

andld Radiodr Tubes
bTVoth

o

an

B & K QUALITY
TUBE TESTER
at this
amazing low cost!

ew

TESTS

the Nuvistors

TESTS

the new 10 -pin tubes

TESTS

the new 12 -pin Compactrons

TESTS

voltage regulators, thyratrons,
auto radio hybrid tubes,

shorts 5áñ
leakage
Ghec

European hi-fi tubes, and

most industrial types.

of r,.,ultiChecks each section

section

separately

under
Checks tube capability

simulated load conditions

Rejects bad tubes

-not good

Model

600

DYNA-QUWK
only

$692

81"x11"x4'/'
Handsome, sturdy

leatherette -covered
carrying case

tubes

For the man who wants the performance and reliability of a B&K professional -quality tester at minimum cost ... there's nothing like the new "600".
No other tube tester in this price range is so complete and up-to-date. Tests the newest tube types,
as well as the old. It's fast ... it's accurate ... it's
easy to use. Quickly reveals tube condition. Saves
customers. Sells more tube replacements. Stops
call-backs. Steps up servicing profit ... day after
day. Pays for itself over and over again.
Exclusive adjustable grid emission test. Sensitivity
to over 100 megohms. Phosphor bronze socket contacts. Complete tube listing in handy reference index.
Extremely compact.

NEW TUBE

INFORMATION

B&K MANUFACTURING CO.

SERVICE

available every

3

months for all B&K
Dyna-Quik Tube Testers

CHICAGO 13, ILL.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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How to

1

Select

Test Equipment
by Les Deane
,e,A!.R.

n

n

n

1 _A,h°

Once the decision has been made
to add a piece of test equipment to
existing radio -TV -electronics servicing facilities, the technician faces the
problem of selecting a specific instrument. This involves many considerations other than, "Will it fit
into the budget?" There is a wide
variety of instruments from which
to choose, and the demands which
will be placed on the instrument
must be carefully evaluated before
the final choice is made. Personal
habits and techniques often have as
much of a bearing on the selection
as the electrical characteristics of an

instrument; therefore, many physical
properties of different units should
receive consideration. For that matter, all available information on a
given unit deserves the attention of
the prospective buyer. The main
objective of this article is to point
out how specifications can be interpreted to aid in selecting the proper
piece of test equipment to meet a
specific servicing requirement.
VOM
The old granddaddy of test in -

-

Sensitivity
20,000 ohms/volt DC
5000 ohms/volt AC
Ranges
DC volts: 0-6000 in 6 steps;
full-scale markings 3, 6, 12.
AC volts: 0-6000 in 6 steps;
full-scale markings 3, 6, 12.
Resistance: 0-100 megohms in 4
steps.
Direct Current: 0-10 amps in 6
steps.
Volume level (zero db equal to
1 milliwatt across 600 ohms):
-20 to +50 db in 4 steps.

-

-

Other Features
Polarity -reversing switch.
Accuracy 3% DC to 1200 volts.
ig. 1. Typical list of specifications for
ommon 20,000 ohm -per -volt VOM.
26
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struments, the volt-ohm-milliammeter, has been employed in just about
every phase of electronics from
checking the continuity of a fuse to
making measurements in complex
computer systems. When selecting a
multimeter of this nature, one should
first consider where it is to be used.
As the name itself implies, the
instrument is primarily designed for
the measurement of volts, ohms, and
milliamps. Most of these meters
have provisions for measuring AC
and DC voltages, resistance, and
a wide range of DC current; some
also measure AC power on scales
calibrated in db. In most applications it isn't necessary for a VOM to
provide all of these indications. The
proposed use of the meter dictates
the provisions it should have.
The limits or ranges of the various
functions should be given due consideration in selecting a VOM. For
general radio and TV work, it
should be capable of measuring AC
and DC voltages up to 1000 volts,
DC currents up to 500 ma, and resistance values up to 10 or 20 megohms. However, if the meter is
intended for use in servicing color
TV and transistorized equipment,
both higher and lower ranges may
be required. High -voltage and high frequency probes can often be used
to extend certain ranges. Meters that
read signal power in db are useful in
audio and hi-fi work. Specifications
clearly state the various functions
and their inclusive ranges; therefore,
it should be easy to understand exactly what a meter offers in these
respects.
Once the basic type of VOM has
been determined, sensitivity must be
considered. This characteristic is
-stated in terms of ohms per volt for
both AC and DC functions. Typical
sensitivities range from 1000 to

100,000 ohms/volt; for example.
the representative "spec sheet" in
Fig. 1 indicates a rating of 20,000
ohms/volt DC, or 5000 ohms/volt
AC. For voltage measurements, the
meter -input resistance in ohms will
equal this ohms -per -volt figure times
the full-scale indication of the voltage range selected. Thus, on the
100 -volt DC range, in the example
of Fig. 1, the input resistance equals
20,000 x 100, or 2 megohms. On
the 100-volt AC range, the input
resistance equals 500,000 ohms.
Sensitivity specifications need to
be considered because the input
resistance of the meter shunts the
circuit under test during voltage
measurements; the higher the shunt
value, the lower will be the loading.
Consequently, for voltage measurements in a high -impedance circuit,
greater accuracy can be attained by
using a meter with a higher ohms/
volt rating.
Speaking of accuracy, this specification is usually expressed in a
percentage of full-scale deflection.
Hence, if a VOM has an accuracy of
Frequency Response

DC

-

Vert.
to 4.5 mc, ± 1 db;
usable to 6 mc.
Horiz.-Flat 10 cps to 200 kc,
-4db at 500 kc.
Deflection Sensitivity
Vert.-20 mv rms/inch.
Horiz.-250 mv rms/inch.

-

-

Input Impedance
Vert.

-1 meg, 35 mmf.

Horiz.-500K, 22 mmf.
Sweep Frequency
14 100 kc in 4 ranges;
preset "V' and "H" positions.
Other Features
Retrace blanking; 10 -volt
peak -to -peak calibration voltage;
expanded sweep provision.
Fig. 2. Typical specifications for a
scope sutable for color TV servicing.

2%, and we consider the 500 -volt

range, accuracy under these conditions would be 2% of 500, or within
-±10 volts of the value indicated by
the meter needle. Of course, accuracy requirements will depend on
such factors as circuit tolerances in
the apparatus being tested.
Physical size is another consideration-especially if the instrument is
to be mounted in a panel or carried
in a tool box or tube caddy. Portability and length of test leads may be
important if test points in the equipment to be serviced are hard to
reach. A polarity -reversal switch,
meter -burnout protection, and the
readability of meter scales are just a
few other points to keep in mind
when choosing a VOM.
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VTVM

Vacuum -tube voltmeters offer virtually all the functions of the
VOM, and generally more diversified ranges. In some applications,
the accuracy of the readings obtained on a VTVM may not be
quite as good as those of a VOM.
Nevertheless, taking into account
the frequency compensation and
constant input impedance characteristics of a VTVM, its over-all accuracy may exceed that of the average
VOM. Thus, the former unit finds
wide application in every phase of
electronics servicing.
Most VTVM's are AC -operated;
however, some are powered by batteries. Quite a few models indicate
AC voltages in peak or full peak -to peak values, as well as in rms values.
When the AC features include a
broad db range, the VTVM suits
most audio and hi-fi specialists to
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The high input resistance or impedance of a VTVM makes it possible to measure very low voltages
in relatively high -impedance circuits;
for instance, the radio -TV serviceman finds it easy to read small
grid -bias potentials with a VTVM
because it neither seriously loads nor
detunes the stage being checked.
VTVM's have a constant high input DC resistance on all rangesgenerally from 10 to 20 megohms.
The input for AC functions of the
instrument is expressed in values of
impedance-such and such resistance shunted by so many mmf of
Please turn to page 80
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Even if you've been repairing sets since you were
knee-high to a portable, in the long run it's better to
follow kit -building instructions step by step. lt conserves time. makes work easier to check, and ultimately results in an accurate trustworthy ir.strument.
Random wiring may lead to needless unsoldering and
resoldering, or to errors that virtually beckon (trouble.
When parts are literally stacked in a confined area
it's only logical to build from the bottom up.

On any assembly line, parts are spot-checked before taking their places in the end product. When
building a kit, you should be equally careful to inspect the individual components before wiring them
together
it's easier than troubleshooting the completed unit! In addition to pretesting meter movements and switches, check for shorts and opens in
transformers, controls, and other major components,
and visually inspect all fragile parts.

-

-

Now hear this
all would-be kit
builders! Whether you've yet to construct your first kit, or you're an old
hand at the game, this GI (general
itinerary) on kit construction will
help you do a better job of assembling test equipment kits.

The Professiona I

Kit builders sometimes come to grief by slighting
these basic soldering principles in their hurry to finish: (1) All terminals and leads must be perfectly
clean before soldering. (2) Never work above any
part that can be damaged by drops of hot solder. {3)
Use only the type of solder recommended; acid -core
solder or paste flux may void the guarantee. (4)
Solder individual connections according to instructions; in "mass -production" soldering, you aright miss
a few joints.

UNCOVERED
TRANSFORMER

WINDING

The cracked meter case shown in the photo vividly
illustrates what can happen when you apply too mLch
muscle in one of the mechanical steps of kit building.
When crimping or tightening an object, bring it up
snug (especially where an electrical connection is involved), but don't go beyond the point of firm contact. You can very easily strip threads, break a plastic

case or housing, crack a knob held by a set screw, or
damage a switch wafer, with "just one more turn."

If you want to avoid a stubborn intermittent symptom after the kit is completed, remember to remove
the enamel coating carefully from the ends of certain
such as the transformer leads shown here
wires
before soldering. It's also advisable to tin these wires
prior to making the physical connections. By the way,
a pair of wire strippers is a big time-saver for removing the insulation from all hook-up wire in a kit.

-

-

Touch in

Kit Building

To test or calibrate a finished kit with complete
accuracy, you may need special equipment; however,
you can quickly check the performance of a newly completed unit with the aid of some common, easy -to obtain device auch as a receiver. An ordinary AM or
FM radio, for example, can be used to check a signai
generator. The accompanying illustration calls your
attention to the wide selection of signals, voltage
sources, and other standards available in a typical TV
chassis.
5V RMS
14V P -P

500V

25

ma

V RMS

18V

P -P

125 VDC

Regardless of how simple or insignificant a wiring
step may seem, take your time and complete each operation accurately. In addition to avoiding the common errors pointed out here, be very careful not to
overheat coax leads or printed wiring; also, make it
a paint to check continuity of test prods or cables, and
be sure to observe the polarity markings on meter
terminals, crystal diodes, capacitors, and solid-state
rectifiers.

1V RF -IF

SIGNALS

RMS

6.3

300 VDC CAPACITANCE

-

Every step in the construction procedure is imporand this includes cutting component leads to
specified dimensions. Improperly -trimmed leads make
it impossible to follow lead -dress or component -placement patterns. This may result in undue strain on a
lead and terminal, overheating of a critical part, or
undesirable stray coupling which may be responsible
for parasitic oscillations, detuning, or degeneration in
high -frequency circuits.
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With the rapid growth of private
mobile communications systems,
more and more service technicians
are becoming interested in this fascinating and profitable field.
A typical two-way communications system is composed of a permanently -located base station, in
addition to several mobile stations.
The latter may be mounted in autos,
trucks, planes, or boats, or may even
consist of hand -carried portable
equipment. Both types of stations
usually include a crystal -controlled
transmitter and receiver, although
there are variations in antennas and
power supplies to suit different requirements. The Federal Communications Commission requires that
each transmitter be checked every
six months by an FCC -licensed technician for proper frequency, modulation deviation, and input power to
the final amplifier. In addition, these
points must be checked each time
any work is performed on the transmitter. Proper and legal servicing or
checking of mobile radios requires
specialized test instruments.

Frequency Meters
The actual operating frequency of
a transmitter under test can be very
accurately measured with a frequency meter. Some of these instruments incorporate a sensitive receiver which enables them to check
transmitters from a remote location.
Normally, however, the simpler
heterodyne -type frequency meter is
used. This type of meter must be
placed reasonably close to the trans-

COMMUNICATIONS
These are the facilities you need

mitter being tested, as shown in Fig.
1. A simple antenna picks up a
sample of the transmitted signal and
mixes it with a very stable, accurately -calibrated internal oscillator.
The point is then found where the
mixing of these two signals provides
a zero beat or null; the meter dial
reading is then noted, and the operating frequency of the transmitter is
determined from a calibration chart
supplied with the frequency meter.

Modulation Meters
Frequency -modulation meters are
designed to indicate the amount of
deviation of an FM signal, in terms
of kilocycles above and below the
center frequency. Some systems are
limited to a maximum deviation of
-±15 kc for 100% modulation,
whereas many newer systems fall
under a regulation which limits
maximum deviation to only 5 kc.
Certain manufacturers of communications test instruments combine a
modulation meter and a frequency

NOTE
PUT FREQUENCY METER ON "STANDBY"
WHEN USING MODULATION METER
TO

ELIMINATE THIS

l

\MODULATION
METER

FREQUENCY
METER

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER UNIT

Fig. 1. Frequency and modulation meters pick up
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RF

output of transmitter.

for bench and field

meter into one versatile instrument.
The modulation meter is an FM
receiver specially designed to measure the peaks of deviation at the
discriminator. Again, as in the case
of the frequency meter, some of
these instruments can be used at
some distance from the transmitter
being tested, while others must be
used in close proximity (Fig. 1).
The first step in using a modulation meter is to adjust its discriminator for a zero indication while
receiving an unmodulated signal
from the transmitter. To measure
modulation deviation, many technicians use a loud "ah -h -h" sound to
modulate the transmitter via the
microphone. The modulation level
of the transmitter is then adjusted so
that the deviation does not exceed
the specified limit of 5 or 15 kc, no
matter how loud the sound. A
whistle is sometimes used, but this is
not as satisfactory as the "ah -h -h."

Wattmeters
Two types of wattmeters are in
general use-the terminating or load
type, and the in -line or feed-through
type. Either is very satisfactory for
measuring output power of the
transmitter, and the feed -through
type also has certain other uses.
The terminating or load -type
wattmeter is merely connected to
the output of the transmitter via a
short piece of transmission line. The
instrument is designed to offer the
proper load to the final amplifier
stage for normal operation. When
the transmitter is actuated, or keyed,
output power is indicated directly
on the wattmeter. Input power to
the final stage can be approximated
from this reading. Since efficiencies
of about 50% can be expected at
VHF, when the stage is properly adjusted, the input power will be approximately twice the output power.

TEST EQUIPMENT
testing of two-way mobile radios

.

.. by Forest Belt
Fig. 2. An in -line wattmeter connected
in series with transmitter antenna.

To use the feed -through type of
wattmeter, a suitable external load
must be provided. The wattmeter is
connected as in Fig. 2 by using a
piece of transmission line from the
transmitter to the instrument, and
another length of transmission line
from the wattmeter to the load.
Either a dummy load or the system
antenna can be used, but the latter
is preferable.
Notice that the in -line wattmeter
has a provision for reading power in
either direction. By choosing the
proper direction of reading, it is
possible to measure the power being
sent to the load by the transmitter,
or the power reflected from the load
back toward the transmitter. In case
the load is the system antenna and
transmission line, this reflected power reading would indicate power
being generated, but not being radiated into space. This can be translated into a standing -wave ratio for
technicians more familiar with that
term; at any rate, the reflected power reading is useful in measuring
the efficiency of the antenna system.
It is interesting to note that a defective transmission line would give
a reading of almost the same power
in both directions; on the other
hand, a broken antenna element
would cause only some reduction in
reverse reading.
The reflected -power meter is similar to the in -line wattmeter. The
difference lies in the fact that the
reflected -power meter is not calibrated in watts, but relies upon
relative readings. The instrument is
connected the same as the in -line
wattmeter of Fig. 2. The selector is
set to read forward power, or that
going from the transmitter to the
antenna. The sensitivity control is
adjusted to bring the meter needle
to some reference point, such as a

line marked "100% ." The selector
is then set for a reverse or reflected power reading, and the meter deflection shows the percentage of
available power which is not being
radiated by the antenna. Some of
these instruments are calibrated directly in terms of standing -wave

ratio.
These measurements can be made
in other ways, and with more accurate results in some cases, but the
aforementioned methods are simpler
and much quicker from a practical
standpoint.
Signal Generators
A typical VHF communications
receiver (see block diagram, Fig. 3)
uses a double superheterodyne circuit. The incoming signal is converted to a first intermediate frequency of 5.5 me and then mixed
with a second oscillator signal to
create a second IF of 455 kc. Double conversion is used for two important reasons: First, because it
gives the set better selectivity and
image rejection, and second, because
the bandwidth of the set is more
easily controlled at 455 kc than at
higher frequencies.
Obviously, a stable RF generator

RF

AMP

1st
MIXER
AMP

1st
IF

AMP

2nd
MIXER

1t

2nd

oso

oso

capable of covering both intermediate frequencies is needed for servicing communications receivers. A
good -quality generator such as used
for radio servicing will suffice if the
frequency calibrations in the vicinity
of 455 kc are accurate. A frequency
range of 100 kc to 10 me is ample
for this generator-accuracy is its
most important requirement.
One of the more important uses
for the RF generator is to permit
calibration of the receiver discriminator. When an accurate 455-kc
signal is injected at point A in Fig.
3, the discriminator output at point
C must read exactly zero volts. This
alignment affects all other frequency
adjustments, so it must be made accurately and carefully. While the
generator is hooked to point A, the
second IF and limiter stages can
also be aligned.
One fundamental requirement of a
communications receiver is extremely good sensitivity-often 0.5 microvolt or better. Sensitivity is measured
by determining the amount of receiver -input signal which will provide 20 -db quieting of the inherent
circuit noise in the receiver. This
job requires a special signal generator with the following qualificaPlease turn to page 64

2nd
IF

AMP

LIMITERS

JDISCRIM
INATOR

AUDIO
AMP

Fig. 3. FM mobile communications receiver of double superheterodyne type.
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in many meters is shown in Fig. 2.
Applying a negative -going signal to
the grid of V A will cause the plate
current of this tube section to decrease, resulting in a reduced voltage
drop across the cathode resistor.
This places the cathode of V A at
a lower potential than that of V B,
and current then flows from the
cathode of VI A through the meter
to the cathode of V B. The circuit
is usually designed so that a current
of 1 ma will produce full-scale deflection. A potentiometer is inserted
in series with the meter to limit the
current to 1 ma for calibration purposes. Individual calibration controls
are used for each measuring blockAC, DC, and ohms. In addition to
the calibration controls, a potentiometer is inserted in series with the
two cathode resistors to permit accurate balancing of the circuit. By
moving the control arm, the value of
cathode resistance for each tube is
varied until the cathode voltages are
exactly equal. With each cathode at
the same potential, no current will
flow through the meter, and it will
read zero. To insure that the current
through the meter will be in the
proper direction, a polarity -reversing
switch is included as part of the
front -panel function -selector switch
(+DC and -DC voltage positions).
1

By

Marvin Tepper

1

1

AC
RECTIFIER

CIRCUIT

1

MIMIC

DC

MEASURING

VOLTAGE

DIVIDER
CIRCUIT
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RESISTANCE

DIVIDER
CIRCUIT

Fig.

1.

DC

measuring

voltage is fed to VTVM
circuit for all functions.
B+
Vi

B

METER ZERO

ADJUSTI BALANCE)

measuring circuit uses
the balanced sections of twin triode.
Fig.

2.

Basic

DC
15 meg
I BUILT INTO

V1V1

Rl

PROBET

TO

GRID

OF

VIA

Voltage Divider

The DC voltage -divider circuit is
shown in Fig. 3. The voltage is applied through a 15-megohm isolating
resistor and is developed across a
string of resistors, R1 through R5.
With the range switch set to the
lowest value, the total voltage developed across the string of resistors
is applied directly to the grid of
V A in the measuring circuit.
As the arm of range switch S A
is moved closer to ground, the meter
range will be increased by the voltage -divider action of R1 through
R5. Since the resistance from the
arm of S1 A to ground is lowered,
SIB inserts series resistors to maintain a constant input impedance to
V 1. There will be no voltage drop
across R6, R7, and R8, since there
is no current flow in the grid circuit
1

Fig.

3.

places

The VTVM is one of the first test
instruments a serviceman learns to
operate, and he soon reaches the
point where he feels "lost" without
it. Paradoxically, this familiarity
may tend to limit the usefulness of
the meter. Many servicemen continue to use the test procedures they
learned as novices, without ever getting around to explore the further
capabilities of their VTVM's; also,
in many cases, they are not sure
what to do about a VTVM that
"goes on the blink." Better and
32
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Switching SIA to
meter on higher

lower tap
range.

DC

more effective use of this instrument
can be achieved by simply gaining
a clearer understanding of its inner
workings.
Basic Measuring Circuit

The block diagram of a typical
VTVM circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Discussing the circuits of the instrument one block at a time will make
it easier for you to understand each
individual one.
The basic measuring circuit used

1

of VIA.
AC

Rectifier Circuit

The AC rectifier circuit is shown
in Fig. 4. The use of a single diode
Please turn to page 69
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Trouble Analysis

Measuring -Circuit and General Problems
SYMPTOM

CORRECTION PROCEDURE

Pilot light

is not lit; instrument
does not operate.

Check line cord for breaks, especially at plug. Test en -off
switch and power -transformer primary for continuity.

Intermittent operation.

Look

for faulty ground return of probes, bad switcn
contacts, defective solder connections, or bad tubes. On kit
using solid hook-up wire, flexing may have caused wire to break
inside insulation; use insulated probe to ferret out this
problem by probing at wires.

Tubes and pilot light are
does not operate.

Examine for continuity of ground or common circa t«inside
instrument. Check for defective tubes or meter movement.
Inspect all test leads for open circuit. Measure voltages
to be sure they are present and correct.

lit, but instrument

Examine meter movement when out of case; if pointer still
sticks, bearings are probably defective, or coil mcy be rubbing
on pole piece or magnet. If pointer is rubbing against
case, bend carefully away from obstruction.

Meter pointer sticking.

for intermittent switch contacts. Test trbe in measuring
circuit, and check continuity of both grid circuits; open condition
in either one will peç meter.
Examine DC voltage -divider network for correct resistor values.

Meter pointer is "pegging" left or right.

Inaccurate voltage readings on both

Check

AC and DC.

DC

Voltage -Divider Circuit
CORRECTION PROCEDURE

°SYMPTOM
Instrument operates normally on one polarity setting
of function switch, but is inoperative on other

for open switch contact, or for open circuit

Check

in

+

or

-

DC -calibrating

potentiometers.

polarity setting.
Instrument does not operate on
normally on AC and ohms.
Inaccurate readings of
accurate AC readings.

DC

DC,

but operates

voltages, but

for open DC probe lead, isolating resistor, switch contact, or
ground -return circuit.
DC -calibrating potentiometers Ps directed
Recalibrate + and
in instrument manual. Check for changed value o= isolation
resistor in DC probe.
Check

-

AC

Rectifier Circuit

SYMPTOM

CORRECTION PROCEDURE

Meter -pointer setting varies to large extent
from zero as range switch is changed.

Test AC -rectifier and measuring -circuit tubes. Check resistance values
of AC -zero potentiometer and contact -potential
bucking circuit. Reca ibrate AC voltmeter circuit cs directed in instrument manual.

Inaccurate readings of AC voltages, but
accurate DC readings.

Test AC -rectifier and measuring -circuit tubes. Examine range
switch for poor contcct, or for leakage in areas of salt water
or high humidity. Test contact -potential bucking res stors
for changed values. Check for defective input coupliig or bypass capacitors.

Inaccurate readings of AC voltage, but normal
operation on DC and ohms.

Check

for open circuit in function switch or in
zero -adjust potentiometer, and for defective AC -rectifier
tube.
AC

Ohms Circuit
SYMPTOM

CORRECTION PROCEDURE

Ohms -adjust control cannot place pointer

Check

at maximum reading.

for weak battery or cell, defective ohms -adjust potentiometer,
or bad tube in measuring circuit.

for frequent retouching of ohms -adjust
setting as range switch is turned.

Test measuring -circuit tube for gas. In areas of salt
water or high humidity, check for leakage betweer switch

Need

contacts.
Ohms function inoperative, but instrument gives
normal AC and DC voltage readings.

Check for disconnected or dead battery or cell,
bad contact on function switch, or open
circuit in resistance-civider network.

Inaccurate resistance readings.

See

if divider resistor has changed value; this may result from erroneous
application of voltage while instrument is set to read ohms.

Do you really haue the

TEST EQUIPMENT
you need ?
The "screwdriver mechanic" is on
his way out. This means, among
other things, that to succeed, you
must be more competent, more efficient, more dependable than your
competitor down the street. The
public is impressed by professionalism, and a good part of being professional is not only knowing how to
do the job, but having the equipment to do it quickly and efficiently,
at a competitive price.
Having the right equipment is
therefore a means to an end. However, there's no sense spending good
money for instruments that will only
stand idle in some remote corner of
the shop! Even the most elaborate
array of equipment is nothing more
than display material when you
don't know when or how to use it.
By the same token, a good technical
man's performance is limited without the proper equipment. What,
then, are the test instruments you
need? The answer, of course, depends on what you service, and to
some extent on the volume of work
you handle. Since TV servicing represents the largest single source of
revenue for most independent shops,
let's concentrate on this area.
There is no question that the
scope, VTVM and VOM, and sweep
and marker generators are considered as the basic TV servicing instruments. A scope is necessary for
making alignment checks and analyzing signal waveforms. And even
though more modern instruments
such as signal -substitution units
often provide a more efficient means
of isolating troubles, there are numerous occasions where a scope
either becomes a downright necessity or provides a more accurate
analysis.
Without a doubt, VTVM's and
VOM's are absolute musts for every
TV bench. As a matter of fact, most
34
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circuit troubles could not be analyzed without the use of one or both
of these instruments. Usually, they
are the ones most relied upon to isolate troubles to specific components.
In addition, they are the only instruments needed for many of the simpler jobs.
Sweep and marker generators, on
the other hand, are generally needed
only for alignment work, although
they can be very helpful in signal tracing RF, IF, video, AGC, and
sound troubles. Marker -adder units,
while not absolutely essential, help
increase efficiency and accuracy of
alignment checks and adjustments.
While tube testers were not mentioned above in the category of basic
instruments, any first-rate service
shop should be able to boast of
owning at least one. In fact, the public practically demands that you own
one-having been exposed to the
idea of "drug-store" testing. Thus,
the customer -conscious serviceman
not only invites consumers to come
to him for free tube testing, but also
uses a portable tester on home calls
to prove the necessity for tube replacements. In the eyes of his customers, this man is "professional"
because he is equipped to do the job.
At this point, some of you may
feel that if you had just the instruments mentioned thus far, you'd be
equipped to tackle any TV service
job that might come along. If so,
what will you do when you want to
observe an RF or IF signal, and find
yourself in need of a demodulator
probe? And what about the other
probes needed for accurate voltage
measurements in high -impedance,
low -capacitance, and high -voltage
circuits? If you're earnestly in the
TV service business, you'll need
them, also. Furthermore, you'll find
that other instruments such as capacitor testers, circuit analyzers,

by Joe A. Groves

signal- and component -substitution
units, and bias -voltage supplies can
help you turn out more work in less
time. If you make antenna installations, a field -strength meter is often
helpful in selecting the proper site.
You can also use it to check the
attenuation in lead-in wire or cable,
and to troubleshoot master antenna
systems.
You say you have all this equipment? Wonderful! If you know how
to use it efficiently, you really have
all you need-for servicing black and -white TV sets, at least. Being
so well equipped, however, you've
no doubt received at least a few requests to service color TV sets-and
as an expert, you didn't turn them
down (we hope). If you've handled
more than just a few, you learned of
the necessity for some specialized
equipment. Dot or crosshatch pattern generators are essential for
making convergence adjustments;
color -bar generators provide needed
test signals for checking color -reproduction problems, and special scope
probes and preamplifiers are sometimes necessary for troubleshooting
chrominance circuits. Degaussing
coils, while not considered test instruments in the strictest sense, are
a must for correcting color -purity
problems.
Now, how about radio servicing?
Perhaps you'd rather not bother
with it, but if you don't you stand a
good chance of losing a lot of your
regular TV customers. (Who ever
heard of an expert TV serviceman
who couldn't fix a "li'l of radio"?)
Table models, transistor portables,
AM -FM combos, clock and auto
radios
what next will the man
who claims to be a TV expert be
servicing? Fortunately, some of your
basic TV servicing instrumentsVTVM or VOM, tube tester, and
.

.
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EWSENCORE Thtu'ts_i_.
Analyze Every Transistor Circuit
Trouble In Minutes!
TEST ALL TRANSISTORS

IN -CIRCUIT
OR

OUT -OF -CIRCUIT

--NewIneiru.if Trn:i Piobe

It'S

VOLTMETER

Test all transistors in -circuit with a new unique AC GAIN check
It works every time and without the use of the set-up booklet.
Test all transistors out of circuit with the AC GAIN check or with
a more accurate DC current gain and leakage check.
Read current gain (beta) direct for experimental, engineering work
or for matching transistors.
Check diodes simply and accurately with a forward to backward
ratio check.
Signal trace from speaker to antenna with a special low impedance
generator. No tuning, adjustments, or indicating device needed for
transistor radio trouble shooting. Just touch output leads to transistor inputs and outputs until 2000 cycle note is no longer heard
from speaker. (Generator output monitored by meter.) It's a harmonic
generator for RF -IF trouble shooting and a sine wave generator for
audio amplifier trouble shooting.
Check batteries under operating conditions as well as the voltage
dividers with a special 12 volt scale.
Monitor current drawn by the entire transistor circuit or by individual stages with a 0 to 50 Ma current scale. A must for alignment
and trouble shooting cracked boards.

ALL

ZEN C019.E

PARTS ARE

MADE

IN

I

S O

N,

MILLIAMETEP¡

Benefit from
these Sencore extras
Lists Japanese equivalents.
Automatically determines NPN or PNP.
Mirror in detachable cover to reflect opposite
side of printed board.
Special clip to fit between batteries for current check.
Transi -probe for making in -circuit transistor
checks.

Color
Size

Weight
Meter

Batteries

modem two tone gray
8" x 7%" x 3'
only 5 lbs.
0 to 3 Ma, 31/2", 5% tolerance,
modem plastic
two size "C" cells

AMERICA

SENCORE
A D D

BATTERY TESTER,

Transistors a'i tested in -circuit with.. new unique AC G
check and out of 'circuit with an accurate DC GAIN- and
LEAKAGE check. Set-up -chart included for refererívé only.

can...

Now you

SIGNAL TRACER

COMPLETE TRANSISTOR TESTER

ILLINOIS

Sencore Sam says, "You'll'
save hours servicing

transistor circuits.
Only 49.50, see it at
your distributor."

s E N cO R E

Most

Popular Time Savers for Servicemen, Technicians,

Engineers, Maintenance Men, Hobbyists
It's a real money-maker

LL

MiGFYMiTE

LC3 LEAKAGE
CHECKER

t'

Provides grid
TUBE CHECKER

emission and
leakage checks
with the same

Smaller than a portable
typewriter .
.
yet will
outperform testers costing
hundreds of dollars.

Ak.

sensitivity
the famous Mighty
Mite but checks
critical tubes only;
as

.

172 types

$2895
new dynamic approach to tube
testing. Check over 1,300 tubes for
cathode emission, grid emission,
leakage, shorts and gas. A "mite" to
carry but a whale of a performer
A.

...

that outperforms testers costing much
more. New unique "stethescope" approach tests for grid emission and
leakage as high as 100 megohms yet
checks cathode current at operating
levels. Special short test checks for
shorts between all elements. The
Mighty Mite will test every radio and TV tube that you. encounter (over 1,300!) plus
picture tubes. Set up controls as easy as "ABC" from easy to follow tube chart. New
features:
Meter glows in dark for easy reading behind TV set.
Stainless steel
mirror in cover for TV adjustments.
Rugged, all steel carrying case and easy grip
handle.
Smallest complete tester made. Measures only 9" x 8" x 21/2" and weighs
just seven pounds.

55105 SWEEP CIRCUIT TROUBLE SHOOTER

SENCORE

The Missing Link in TV Service

.

.

Ask any serviceman who owns one
or
try one for just one day of servicing.
You'll see for yourself how much time the
LC3 can save you. Checks for leakage between all elements, whether caused by
gas, grid emission or foreign particles.
Also checks leakage on all capacitors with
voltage applied
including electrolytics.
Provides instant filament checks in "Fil Check" position-no need for a second filament checker. One spare pre -heating
socket and new roll chart prevent obsolescence. New charts provided free. For 110120 volts, 60 cycle AC.

-

FC4

FILAMENT CHECKER

.

I P gup
ebf
I

A...

IT'S

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR.

UNIVERSAL

For direct substitution. No wires to disconnect irr most cases. Traces trouble
right down to the defective component.
Variable output from 0-200 volts, peak to -peak. Oscillator will. sync to TV sync
signal giving check on sync circuits.
HORIZONTAL

OUTPUT CATHODE

vicing series
string filaments.

Purposely works off your cheater cord to
give you a positive check on line voltage.
Prevents checking all tubes to find that
your trouble was no line voltage. Only
checker that checks all tubes automatically and has no batteries to replace. Cost
half that of battery operated testers. Patented.

CUR-

CHECKER. A proven method that
quickly checks the condition of the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart
gives all necessary pin, current and voltage data. New Roll Charts are Free.
RENT

O.P.
STAGE

picture tube. Merely disconnect one yoke
lead and substitute. If high voltage (also
bright vertical line) is restored, TV
yoke is defective.

For testing bootstrap, screen
and other 'voltages. Direct -reading voltmeter, 0-1000 volts.

Time Savers

for Americo'
ALL

PARTS

VERT.
DEFLEC.
YOKE

VERTICAL
OSCILLATOR.
Checks oscillator, output transformer
and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and check picture on screen.
55105 is completely self-contained,
nothing else is needed.
New, improved Circuit.

UNIVERSAL

Rodio, TV and Electronic Minit-Men

MADE

IN

AMERICA

Checks 3 and 4 prong

tors Faster and

Easier

PF
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Vibra
.

.

Plugs into any tube checker;
ideal for use with LC3 or the
Mighty Mite. To check 6v. vibrators, set for 6AX4 or 6SN7;
for 12 v. vibrators, set for 12AX4
or 12SN7. Two No. 51 lamps indicate whether vibrator needs replacing. Instructions on front
panel. Steel case.

"FUSE -SAFE" CIRCUIT TESTER F53
Instantly tells you whether or not it is
safe to replace fuse resistors, fuses, or circuit breakers. Separate red and green scale
for each commercially available fuse resistor used in radio and TV. Eliminates
guesswork, wasted time. Also handy for
wattage checks up to 1100 watts at 115v.

$895
36

$295

VB2 "VIBRA-DAPTOR"

VERT.
O.P.
XFORMER

FLYBACK

VOLTMETER.

.

VERT.

accurately-without removing yoke from

TRANSFORMER
CHECKER. Merely flip switch t.. "Flyback
Check" and meter will indicate condition
of flyback transformer, in degrees of
horizontal deflection. Extremely sensitive
and accurate; even shows up one shorted
turn on flyback.

FC4 with test leads for checking
continuity or AC or DC Voltage

VERT.
OSC.

UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A new,
simple way to dctermine yoke failure

DYNAMIC

®

ideal
tool for serThe

$27$

SENCORE

You can own

all

these popular Time

less than some Mutual Conductance Tu
Everything you need
for less than $50.00

TRANSISTOR RADIO SERVICING
SENCORE
TRC4

SENCORE

SENCORE

PS103

HG104

BATTERY

TRANSISTOR -

ELIMINATOR &

RECTIFIER

TROUBLE SHOOTER

CHECKER

HARMONIC

$1995

$1995

Replaces Batteries During Repair

Nov, lists

Japanese equivalents

...

Checks Transistors, Diodes, Rectifiers
A transistor tester that is used by over

50,000 servicemen, engineers and experimenters from Coast to Coast. Recommended by TV and Radio manufacturers;
used by such leading companies as

Sears

Roebuck, Bell Telephone and Commonwealth Edison. Tests indicate that the
TRC4 will outperform testers costing many
times more. The TRC4 tests all transistors
for gain, leakage, and open or shorts.
Simple to operate without set-up chart for
service work and with set-up chart for
more accurate checks. With batteries.

Get all

3'

"HANDY

H36

36"

Finds Defective Stage in a Minute . . .
Believe it or not. Just touch the output
leads of the HG104 to inputs and outputs
of transistors and a clear 1000 cycle note
from speakers will tell you whether or not
the stage is defective. Here is an unexcelled time saver, not a "pencil" gim-

-

mick. It actually works every time from
speaker to antenna. Two leads and calibrated output (not found on pencils) are
a must for speaker connection, grounding
to prevent RF spray and front end checks.
Also saves time when servicing HiFi, TV
and radios. With life -time batteries.

tide's aR

i_

stituting or testing. Eliminates searching
for replacement components, unnecessary
soldering and unsoldering and the mess it
creates. Says goodbye to crumpled parts.
Flick of a switch instantly selects any of:
-

24 Resistors from 10 ohms to 5.6 megohms, 10 Capacitors from 100 mfd to
.5 mfd, 2 Electrolytics, 10 mfd and 40 mfd
at 450 Volts. All components are stand-

ard American brand.

shown above in
handsome display carton carrying case
3 Time Savers

SENCORE BE3 "ALIGN-Q-PAK"
Eliminates messy batteries in TV service
work. Handy for alignment, AGC troubleshooting or checking gated sync circuits.
Dial the voltage you need, 0-18 volts, positive or negative. Completely isolated DC
supply, less than 0.1% ripple. Covers all
voltages recommended by TV set manufacturers and in Photo Fact schematics
For 110-120V, 60 cycle AC.

your Parts Distributor

Radios

$4985

Goodby to messy parts
the mess of soldering
unsoldering in testing.

.

and

SENCORE

SENCORE

ES102

RS106

ELECTRO-

RECTIFIER

SUB

TROUBLESHOOTER

$1275

Locate faulty Rectifiers, Diodes

charge, surge protector circuit. Prevents
accidental "healing" of capacitor being
bridged. Completely safe-no arc or spark
when connecting or disconnecting. Usable
from 2 to 450 volts, DC.

RRON

MODEL SL108

$4145

POWER
SENCORE EBIGT20

NEW!

.

.

This unique substitution unit simplifies
trouble shooting rectifiers and diodes, gives
you a positive check every time. Substitute for suspected rectifier or diode, watch
picture or listen to sound and you'll know
in seconds whether or not the rectifier or
diode should be replaced. No guess work,
soldering mess or time lost. The RS106
costs less than having loose rectifiers and
diodes in the shop for testing and is
worth many times more. A must for servicing voltage doubler circuits. Protected by
a 'h amp. Slow Blow Fuse.

Substitute for Electrolytic Capacitors...
the
. from
Complete, safe substitution
smallest electrolytics used in transistor
radios to the largest used in costly Hi-Fi
amplifiers. Contains 10 electrolytics from 4
to 350 mfd. Select correct value with the
flick of a switch. Features automatic dis-

MODELTPRiil

watts from 2.5 to 15,000 ohms. Covers
all power resistors encountered in Radio, Hi-Fi and TV circuitry.
Substitute for all questionable power resistors;
determine values of burned out 2 and 4 watt
For all resistors up to 20

$1
See

nee to

MODEL 1íL107

$1595

Substitute for Capacitors, Resistors .
Provides the 36 most often needed resistors and capacitors for experimenting, sub-

you

Seeks transistor

COMPLETE TRANSISTOR RADIO SERVICE LAB
All 3 Time Savers shown above in handsome
display carton carrying case

$1275

All

.

Replaces batteries during repair time of
transistor radios and helps trouble shoot,
too. For transistor radio servicing, experimenting and to charge nickel cadmium
batteries. Dial output voltage from 0 to
24 volts DC and read on meter. Low ripple
insures no hum or feedback problem.
Meter reads from 0 to 100 MA. Shorted
stage will cause current to read high as
indicated on PF schematics; open stage
will cause current to read low. To align
transistor radio, tune in station signal and
adjust IF slugs for maximum current. The
PS103 is the only supply that will operate
radios with tapped battery supplies; such
as Philco, Sylvania, Motorola, etc.

SUBSTITUTION SERVICING
SENCORE

$995

GENERATOR

2

carbon resistors, wire wound potentiometers, fuse resistors and resistor value in a
hundred and one places in servicing and
engineering. A great time saver in restoring circuit to normal fast so that you find
the actual defective component. Each re 75 sistor stands up to 20 watts normal testing time. The Big 20 pays for itself the
first month in time saved.
April, 1961/PF
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Test Equipment You Need
(Continued from page 34)

signal generator (if it has audio and

TARZIAN TUNERS
Acclaimed by the Industry for
High Quality... Reliability
and Low Cost

SILVER SEALED
(switch-type)

HOT ROD
(turret -type)

HI FI

(FM) Tuner

It's only natural that the world's leading set manufacturers should

...

acclaimed as the world's finest.
rely on the TARZIAN TUNER
Today, TARZIAN TUNERS are providing unexcelled performance
in millions and millions of television receivers. Since the beginning
of television (Sarkes Tarzian was a pioneer in the industry) leading
set manufacturers have been equipping their receivers with TARZIAN
TUNERS because they are assured of dependable performance. And,
at Low COST.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. is recognized as the world's leading com-

mercial tuner manufacturer with licencees in Canada, Mexico,
Brazil, Argentina, Australia and Italy.
Only Tarzian offers manufacturers both the HOT ROD (turret type) and SILVER SEALED (switch-type) ... as well as the Hi Fi FM
DEPENDATuner. All embody the high standards of QUALITY
BILITY ... and OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE that have made TARZIAN
products a leader in the field.

...

For more information, write to: Sales Department, Tuner Division

\/SARKES

TARZIAN INC
east hillside drive

bloomington, indiana
Closed Circuit TV Systems
Semiconductors
Magnetic Tape

Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners
Broadcast Equipment

38
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Air Trimmers

broadcast -band IF frequencies)will stand you in fairly good stead.
But, of course, you'll soon find yourself in need of a transistor tester,
and there's not much sense in tackling an auto radio without a DC
supply to power it. If your TV signal
generator doesn't supply the proper
IF and audio signals, and you're not
ready to invest in one that does,
your best bet is to buy an inexpensive harmonic generator for signal tracing purposes.
As long as you've gone this far,
you might as well consider taking on
some hi-fi work. If you do, however,
go after all the business you can to
support the required investment in
equipment. Sensitive AC VTVM's,
sine- and square -wave generators,
and harmonic- and intermodulationdistortion analyzers are the major
additional instruments you'll need.
Special strobe discs, head demagnetizers, gram scales, and test records
and tapes are accessories that will
serve you well in phonograph and
tape -recorder work.
Many radio -TV -electronics service dealers add small appliances to
the list of services they render. Much
of the troubleshooting can be handled with no more than a VOM, but
wattmeters, special thermal indicators, and continuity testers are also
helpful in tracking down certain
troubles and making adjustments.
Where do we go from here? Well,
if you have all the instruments described in this brief resume, you
really have what you need for servicing home electronics equipment.
But this doesn't preclude the necessity for additional instruments in
time to come-especially if you decide to expand your services into
industrial or communications work.
But even if you don't, tomorrow's
receivers may require the use of test
instruments as yet not even on the
drawing board, and who knows
what unique and more efficient instruments will be developed for your
benefit?
In the electronics service business,
acquiring new and additional test
equipment is a never-ending process. The man who acquires his
equipment wisely, and learns how to
use it most efficiently, is well on his
way to success.

Sylvania extras mean built-in stability, higher performance and extralong life profit-protection for you!

-

Take, for instance, the new structure

that supports each plate at three

SYLVANIA 6SN7GTB
with

3 -point

plate support

"builds up your

PROFIT PICTURE

points to substantially reduce microphonics. Or consider how the triode
sections are obliquely mounted to
reduce catastrophic failure of both
sections due to physical shock. Too,
Sylvania 6SN7GTB's are built with

specially treated micas to reduce
interelement leakage; extra -clean
welds to cut down on the possibilities
of internal shorts.

The technique of grid mounting plus
the use of selected alloys for support
provides excellent heat dissipation,
increased tube reliability. All this plus:
Sylvania "Automount" construction
for precise, tight, uniform assembling
of tube elements
a "batch" of 100% tests to assure
tube quality
tapered pins for fast servicing.
The Sylvania profit "build-up" can
work for you. Next time you replace
a defective 6SN7GTB, make sure it's
superior ... Sylvania
with a new
6SN7GTB. Order them today from
your local Sylvania tube distributor.

...

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Dept. 414,
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

X7L,\TANIA
Subsidiary

of GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

April, 1961/PF
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from

The

jE/CO! .. a completely new

Electronic
Scanner

CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER

that meets
FCC regulations*

Now It's Official

Model 760: 117 VAC

Kit

$59.95

wired

$89.95

Model 761: 117 VAC & 6 VDC (Kit $69.95
Model 762: 117 VAC & 12 VDC Wired $99.95
incl. mtg. bracket (Pat. Pend.)
*EICO premounts, prewires, pretunes, and seals the ENTIRE

oscillator circuit to conform with

transmitter

regulations (Section 19.71 subdivision d). EICO thus gives you the transceiver in kit form that you can
build and put on the air without the supervision of a Commercial RadioFCC

Telephone Licensee!
Highly sensitive, selective SUPERHET (not regenerative) receiver with 51/2
dual function tubes and RF stage. Continuous tuning over all 23 bands.
Exclusive Super -Hush® noise limiter. AVC.3" x 5" PM speaker. Detachable
ceramic mike. 5 -Watt crystal -controlled transmitter. Variable "pi" network
matches most popular antennas. 12-pDsition Posi -Lock® mounting bracket.
7 tubes and 1 crystal (extra xtals $3.95 each). Covers up to 20 miles.
License available to any citizen over 18-no exams or special skills
required, application form supplied free.Antennas optional.

YOU PROFIT WITH EICO
Everything in top -qualify
Everything in CUSTOM HI-FI:
TEST EQUIPMENT for Shop
finest quality at TA the cost.
and Field-at savings of 50%.

o

`,L1Liielaagl

410

\
FM Tuner HFT90

#480
Kit $79.95, Wired $129.50
5" Push -Pull Oscilloscope #425
Kit $44.95, Wired $79.95

Kit $39.95, Wired $65.95
Cover $3.95. Includes FET.
AM Tuner HFT94
Kit $39.95, Wired $65.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET.
FM/AM Tuner HFT92
Kit $59.95, Wired $94.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET,

Stereo Dual Amplifier-Preamp
Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95
Includes Metal Cover.

11F81

Stereo Dual Amplifier AF4
Kit $38.95, Wired $64.95

Includes Metal Cover.

Peak -to-Peak VTVM #232 &*UNI -PROBE®

Kit $29.95, Wired $49.95
*U. S. Pat. No. 2,790,051
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter #221
Kit $25.95, Wired $39.95
More typical EICO values: Signal Generators from $19.95, Tube Testers
from $34.95, Sweep Generators from
$34.95, Power Supplies from $19.95,
VOMs from $12.90.
40
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technical problems.
Test Equipment Trolley

Received the accompanying
photo at press time from Fred
Voorhaar at TACO, who felt
our readers would be interested
in the unique arrangement of
bench test equipment in use at
Nick's Electronic Service, Alta
Vista, Va. If you can take your
eyes off the TACO antenna
being demonstrated by Jerry
White, you'll notice that all the test instruments have been
mounted in a rack which is suspended from an overhead tralley.
This arrangement permits the equipment to be moved from one
bench position to another with an easy pull on the rope. Ford
Nichols, owner of the shop, is shown at left center, and J. Pratt
Winston, distributor salesman, is at the far left. Not only is the
idea good, but it's a natural for this special test equipment
-

issue!
Esprit de Corps

tw

COLOR & Mono DC-5MC
Lab & TV 5" Oscilloscope

Sencore, a trade name which
has become well known throughout the industry, also officially
became the name of the company recently. President Herb
Bowden, at the firm's annual
sales meeting, said that the
change from Service Instruments
Corp. to Sencore, Inc. provided
better identification between the
company and its products, and eliminated confusion between
"like sounding" names in the industry. The sales meeting in
itself was unique in that manufacturer's representatives for the
company went through a 3 -day program on TV and radio
servicing. Purpose of the seminar, held in the new 10,000
square foot addition to the plant, was to school the reps on
how to help the distributor help the service dealers with their

Write for free catalog PF -4 and
name of nearest distributor.
Most EICO distributors offer budget terms.

3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y.
Add 5% in the West

For the first time in the nineyear history of the General
Electric sponsored Edison Radio
Amateur Award, given for outstanding public service, was won
jointly by two "hams." It is
also the first time the award has
been made for scientific achievement. Winners John T. Chambers, W6NLZ, and Ralph E.
Thomas, KH6UK, (right and
center, respectively) are shown receiving their trophies from
L. Berkley Davis, General Electric vice-president. The two radio
amateurs were chosen on the basis of their experiments with
tropospheric ducting radio propagation phenomena, culminating
iri a communications distance record of 2540 miles on the
432 -mc band. Special citations were also granted to Francis
Ireland, K4UUO, and Albert Parker, W4BAW, for outstanding
service during the Hurricane Donna communications emergency; Cesare Cavadini, W6GYH, for message relaying on behalf of service personnel in the Far East; Donald Johnson,
W6QIE, for educational services to novices and for leadership
in organizing CD communications: and Harry Phillips, Jr.,
W6CKV, for leadership in message handling despite a serious
physical handicap. The judges further agreed that Mario Lagos,
CE7BC. should receive special commendation for emergency
communications operations during the Chilean earthquake
disaster.

/Veas-

Tee-

BUSS FUSE
SERVICE -STAND
ASSORTMENTS
Supplies fuse needs and
saves service time
TRUSTWORTHY

Most Practical Stand Yet Devised

IN ELECTRICAL

NAMES

PROTECTION

Made of metal, the stand is sturdy and unbreakable,
not like a fragile, plastic stand.
Keeps the fuses needed by the serviceman at his
fingertips. Prevents scattering of fuses.
Can be hung on the wall or placed on the counter
where the stand's wide base prevents accidental tipping.
Each 5 -in box is neatly held on its own shelf-easy
to slide out without disturbing other boxes.

Two Quick -Service Assortments
with Stand
No.

255

Full -Service

electronic

fuse

assortment

contains 255 fuses-practically all the fuses you might
need for TV and other electronic devices.
No. 130 Special electronic fuse assortment
contains 130 fuses. It gives you one box of each size
and type of all the popular fuses at a minimum
investment.

Make your service work easier and more
profitable by ordering the BUSS Electronic Fuse
Service Stand Assortment best suited to your
needs. Your Jobber has it or will get it for you.
""'""
461

e CD

(Z)

Tell at a glance what fuses need re -ordering
Tabs inserted behind metal boxes shows size and
type of fuses in the assortment
when box of
fuses is removed tabs show what items should
be reordered.

...

of fuses of unquestioned
high quality for electronic, commercial, Industrial
automotive, farm and home use.

BUSS makes a complete line

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGRAW-EDISON CO.

PUS /WORTNYN MES,N
LEC r RICA(
OTEcnON

UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON

ST. LOUIS

7, MO.
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VALUABLE

SAMS

BOOKS ON

TEST EQUIPMENT
available from your local

SAMS DISTRIBUTOR

..

Test - Equipment
Crossword Puzzle

U......
.U.U...".
UUU

1

6

7

8

Famous "101 Ways" Series
BY BOB

MIDDLETON

9

These wonderfully practical books will help
you put your test equipment to work more
frequently and profitably. Bob Middleton
shows you simply and clearly how to apply
each instrument, how to make proper connections, what added equipment is needed,
proper test procedure and evaluation of results. Each book is handy 51" x 8%" size
and fully illustrated.
101 Ways To Use Your Sweep Generator.
$2.00
144 pages. No. TEM-1. Only
101 Ways To Use Your Oscilloscope.
$2.50
180 pages. No. TEM-2. Only
101 Ways To Use Your VOM & VTVM
$2.00
116 pages. No. TEM-3. Only
101 Ways To Use Your Signal Generator.
$2.00
128 pages. No. TEM-4. Only
101 Ways To Use Your Audio Test Equip$2.00
ment. 136 pages. No. TEM-5. Only
101 Ways To Use Your Ham Test Equipment.
$2.50
168 pages. No. TEM-6. Only
101 More Ways To Use Your Scope in TV.
$2.50
160 pages. No. TEM-7. Only

n.n.m

10

12

!

I

17

22

e.

25

'_

Using and Understanding Probes. Analyzes
and describes uses of various probes: direct,
isolation, high -voltage, low-capacitance, rec-

tifying, demodulator, signal -tracing, signal injection and special purpose. Includes industrial as well as TV and radio applications.
192 pages; 5%" x 81". No. PRG -1.
$3.95
Only

SAMS BOOKLIST AVAILABLE

-

ask your Distributor or write us direct

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

42
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21

23

24

26
28

29

ACROSS
Type of TV test pattern resembling wire
screen.
6. The metal point of a test lead.
9. An intermediate connecting point.

Ltd., Toronto 7

10.

Polarity of ungrounded lead from

AGC

bias box.
Common shape for tip of alignment tool.
13. Abbreviation for cathode-ray oscilloscope.
16. An electrical measuring instrument.
17. A mechanism used in a meter.
I

I.

Visible marker signal.
22. A lamp used in tube testers for the purpose of indicating shorts.
for
23. Many test instruments are
overload protection.
26. Each time you change VTVM ranges,
the meter.
27. A gridoscillator is used in
some wavemeters.
29. A test -instrument accessory.
30. Figures observed on an oscilloscope screen
when signals are applied to both horizontal and vertical inputs.
20.

DOWN
1.

An ohmmeter is useful in making
checks.

alignment setups,
indicators.

2.

In some
used as

3.

Resistor used to

1.

use and get the most from it. Covers:
VTVM's, Signal Generators, Sweep Generators, Scopes, Video Signal Generators, Field
Intensity Meters and Voltage Calibrators.
176 pages, 81/2" x 11". No. TN -1.
$3.50
(Revised). Only
Servicing and Calibrating Test Equipment.
Shows you how to keep your test instruments
in reliable working order. Explains proper operation of instruments, calibration procedures, simple ways to check instrument accuracy, how to service test equipment. 190
pages, 51/2" x 8%", illustrated.
$1
No. TEK -1. Only
L 75

E.

20

'

30

How To Understand and Use TV Test Instruments. Revised and enlarged to include latest
data on instruments for servicing Color TV.
Tells how each instrument operates, how to

1720

18

27

81/2". No. KOS -1. Only

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons,

19

Know Your Oscilloscope. Covers circuitry, operation, adjustments, servicing and applications of oscilloscopes. Chapters include:
Power Supplies; Sweep Systems; Synchronization; Amplifiers; Special Features; Accessories; Adjusting and Servicing; Frequency and
Phase Measurements; Radio and TV Alignment; Practical Applications and Servicing
Procedures. 160 pages, 51/2" x
$2.00

FREE

16

15

61
05CIll OSCOVt

14

13

VTVM's

multiply range of

are

a meter.

4. To bring circuits into tune.
5.

Control you would adjust to position a
waveform on a scope screen.

7.

A resistance -measuring instrument.

8.

Abbreviation

for

a

voltmeter

using

vacuum tubes.
12.

A special type of signal generator.

14.

Maximum instantaneous value of an AC
voltage.

15.

Volt -ohmmeter (abbr.).

18.

The

19.

A wire supplied with a test instrument.

21.

A type of meter calibrated to read audio frequency power levels.

23.

The

24.

Short for oscilloscope.

25.

A
occurs when
cation dips to zero.

28.

Type of color -TV test pattern.

indicating needle of

oscilloscope control
electron-beam spot size.

a meter.

that

the

regulates

meter

indi-

(Solution on page 68)

Decorator TV Lead -In
Cable

For interiors only. This NEW Belden
300 -ohm lead-in cable, No. 8226, replaces
unsightly lead-in cable in modern comes.
Its neutral color harmonizes and blends into

Delivers stronger, clearer signal

Exclusive

PERMOHM*
No.

;2Q

O

8285

any room's decorative theme. Available in
lengths of 25, 50, 75, and 1C0 feet. Packaged in pancake coils for easy handling
and display.

in

areas of

extreme salt spray, industrial contamination, rain,
and snow. Also improves fringe areas, UHF, and
color TV reception. Available in packaged lengths
of 50, 75, and 100 feet.

M

-

STANDARD 300 -OHM LINE
NO. 8225 Offers low
losses at high frequencies.
For use with TV and FM re-

ceiving antennas. 25-, 50-,
75-, and 100 -foot coils;
500- and 1000 -foot spools.

*Belden Trademark and
Belden Patent . . U.S.
Patent No. 2782251

WELDOHM 300 -OHM LINE

-NO.

8230 21/2 times flex life and 11/2 times breaking strength of ordinary
lead-in. 25-, 50-, 75-, and
100 -foot coils; 500- and
1000 -foot spools.

Belden

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cordage
Wire
Lead Wire
Automotive Wire and Cable

CELLULINE 300 -OHM LINE
8275 Resists abrasion,
sun, and wind. Provides
strong UHF and VHF TV pictures. 50-, 75-, and 100 -foot
coils; 500- and 1000 -foot
spools.

STANDARD 72 -OHM LINE
8222 For use with
all types of receiving antennas at high frequencies.
100- and 500 -foot spools.

-NO.

Ask your
Belden jobber
about this
complete line.

-NO.

STANDARD 150-OHM LINE
-NO. 8224 For receiving

antennas, matching transformers, and experimental
applications. 100- and 500 foot spools.

CONVENIENTLY
PACKAGED FOR
DISPLAY AND
HANDLING

Electrical Household Cords
Magnet
Aircraft Wires
Welding Cable
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QUICKER

SERVICING

A

Wanda

eit,

TVSm2w
A simple wattmeter can be a very
useful and effective test instrument
in the hands of a skilled serviceman.
Sporting no test leads or knobs to
confuse the customer, it can serve as
a powerful public-relations weapon
to prove your wizardry as a TV
technician. Imagine your customer's
amazement when you pinpoint a
trouble without ever removing the
back of the set. You can do it! If
you hit the nail on the head, play it
up big. If you come close, say so. If
you miss the boat, skip it and get
some more practice!
Of course, you must be a master
at interpreting wattmeter readings if
you're to prove your magical skills;
it's no game for a novice. If you
really know your way around a TV,
though, it's a simpler, faster troubleshooting technique than you may
imagine.
Successful application of this
technique depends on a thorough
understanding of the power requirements of various circuits in a TV.
First, you must be reasonably well
versed regarding the normal power
consumption of various receivers.
Normally, a set will draw from 150
to 300 watts, depending on size. A
12 -tube set with a 70° or 90° sweep
circuit will draw around 150 watts.
Another 12 -tube set with 110°
sweep will consume about 200
watts, and larger sets with 17 to 20
tubes and 114° deflection will use
close to 300 watts.
The wattage rating may be indicated on the back cover, or if you
can check the service data for the
set, this will give you the exact wattage requirements. If you have no
indication of what the total wattage
should be, you're flying by the seat
of your pants. In this case, you'd
better remove the back cover and
44
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get some idea of what kind of a
chassis you're up against before
making the initial analysis. Once
you know what the total wattage
should be, you can apply your
knowledge of power distribution to
the reading obtained with the wattmeter, and be well on your way
toward tracking down the trouble.

Figuring the Percentages
Fig. 1 shows that the AC power
(to filaments) accounts for approximately 50% of the total wattage,
and DC power (B+) accounts for
the other 50%. Expressing the DCpower requirements of specific circuits in relation to total wattage
gives us some rather unwieldy percentage figures, so it is easier to
divide the rated power in half and
think of individual circuit requirements as proportions of the DC power drain only.
Taking a closer look at Fig. 1,
we see that the three power-output
stages consume two-thirds of the
DC power. The horizontal output
stage accounts for one-third, while
the vertical and audio output circuits each consume roughly one-

HORIZ
17% TOTAL
1/3 DC

AC PONER

/

VERT

REQUIREMENTS

8% TOTAL
1/6 DC

AUDIO
8% TOTAL

1/6 DC

REMAINING
CIRCUITS
17% TOTAL
1/3 DC

Fig.

1.

required

AUDIO AND
VOLTAGE

DIVIDER
1/4 DC

Proportions of total wattage
by
different TV circuits.

sixth of the total DC power. The
vertical circuit holds a slight edge,
except in those receivers where the
audio output stage also serves as a
voltage divider. In these cases, the
situation reverses, and the audio
output draws roughly one-fourth of
the DC power. The rest is pretty
evenly distributed among the remaining circuits.

Putting the Facts to Work
Just what's the use of all of these
percentages? Well, let's connect up
the wattmeter and see what we can
learn from some typical examples.
Suppose the wattmeter pointer
leaps, quivers, and falls back to zero
when the set is first turned on. You
can, with authority, announce to the
customer that he has a burned -out
tube-and you can tell him so within
15 seconds after turning on the
switch.
Here's why you can be so sure.
This particular symptom is peculiar
to series -string sets in which the
filament circuit has opened. The instantaneous swing of the needle
shows that the switch is OK, and
that AC current is surging through
the rectifiers to charge the B+ filters. But with no filament current,
the tubes do not conduct, and there
is no drain on the B+ supply.
Therefore, as soon as the filters have
become charged, the wattmeter returns to zero. Simple, huh?
Before going any farther, let's
consider what a wattmeter will show
when a normally -operating set is
first turned on. Generally, the initial
surge of current will produce an instantaneous reading of from 500 to
1500 watts. The meter will quickly
drop to an indication of 70 to 100
watts and slowly creep up until just

USES UNLIMITED:
Field Engineers

comp efe

Application Engineers

VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER

Electrical, Radio, TV,
and Appliance Servicemen
Electrical Contractors
Factory Maintenance Men

Electronic Technicians
Home Owners, Hobbyists

World's Largest Selling
POCKET SIZE V-O -M
FEATURES:
1

Hand size and lightweight, but with the features of
size V -O -M.

2
3

20,000 ohms per volt

DC;

a

full-

5,000 AC.

EXCLUSIVE SINGLE SELECTOR SWITCH speeds circuit and
range settings. The first miniature V -O -M with this exclusive
feature for quick, fool -proof selection of all ranges.

instrument; permits checking in strong magnetic fields
Fitting
interchangeable test prod tip into top of tester makes it the common probe, thereby freeing
one hand
UNBREAKABLE plastic meter window BANANA -TYPE JACKS-positive connection and long life.
SELF -SHIELDED Bar -Ring

Price-only $34.50; leather case $3.20.
Available For Immediate Delivery From Your Triplett Distributor's Stock
THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

The most comprehensive test
set in the Triplett line is Model 100 V -O -M
Clamp -On -Ammeter Kit, now available at distributors. The world's most versatile instrument
a complete accurate V -O -M
plus a
clamp -an -ammeter with which you can take

-

measurements without stripping the wires.
Handsome, triple -purpose carton holds and
displays all the components: Model 310 miniaturized V -O -M, Model 10 Clamp -On -Ammeter,
Model 101 Line Separator, No. 311 Extension
leads. and a leather carrying case, which neatly
accommodates all the components. Model 101
literally makes it possible to separate the two
sides o' the line when using Model 10. Extension leads permit use of Model 10 at a distance
from :he V -O -M. Complete Model 100 is only
S

59.50

MANUFACTURERS OF PANEL AND PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

=;1

630-A

630 -PL

630 -APL

630 -NA

631

666 -HH

625 -NA

666-R

FOR EVERY PURPOSE-THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V -O -M'S

TE LEX
SUPERIORITY IN SOUND
HEARD THE WORD
ON PRIVATE LISTENING?

If not, you'll be amazed at how private listening with TELEX quality accessories is rapidly becoming one of America's best liked
indoor activities. If your customers don't
know it's possible for children to watch and
listen to their favorite programs without disturbing others, it can be very profitable for
you to tell them. While you're at it, let
them know how they can enjoy radio and
TV entertainment in the comfort and privacy of their own beds. Show them these
quality TELEX accessories . . . you'll sell
them .. .

The TV

Listener-Pleasure for one or two

without disturbing others. Ideal for hard of
hearing persons and for institutional uses.
Simple switch turns off radio or TV speakers;
TV listener's volume control regulates individual TELEX Earset volume only. Unit
has 15' cord; Earset has 4' cord. Both allow
user to stay at desired distance from TV set.
Easy and safe for children to operate.

Pillow Speakers-Private radio, tape recorder
and TV listening for home and institutional
uses. Dynamic unit has stainless steel housing. Weighs 4 oz. Magnetic unit has molded
case, hermetically sealed diaphragm and
weighs 2.6 oz. Both speakers have 5' cord
and standard plug. Miniature plug available.

Dyna-Twin®-High quality 9 oz. stereophonic headset with wide range frequency

response for perfect stereo listening in the
home, record lab or music shop. Dynamic
element has moisture proof Mylar diaphragm,
self-supporting voice coil. Sensitivity: 80 db
above .0002 dynes per sq. cm. for 1 milliwatt
input. Frequency response: 30 to 15,000 cps.
Unit has 8' cord; standard or miniature plug.
See that your customers get to know the joys of
with TELEX quality acprivate listening
cessories. Write for information today!

...

TE LEX
Communications Accessories Division

Telex Park, St. Paul
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before the instant the raster appears.
Then, as the horizontal circuit begins to operate, the wattage will
rapidly climb to its normal value.
A few exceptions to this normal
behavior must be noted. For one
thing, transformerless sets equipped
with silicon rectifiers will have
greater initial surge currents as a
result of the low forward resistance
of the rectifiers. On the other hand,
chassis employing temperature -compensating resistors for controlled
tube warm-up will have a much
lower initial surge, and a more gradual rise toward normal drain. Receivers which incorporate a delayed
B+ circuit will also show lower
"drop-back" wattage levels; when
the delay device "kicks in," a pronounced rise in the wattage indication will be noticed.
Now, let's see how we can put
this knowledge to work. We have
already cited an example of an open
filament in a transformerless set, but
suppose the tubes are OK, and the
trouble is somewhere in- the B+
circuit.
Open B+ protective devices, rectifiers, and filters result in a lower
initial surge of power, and after the
reading has stabilized, the total
consumption will be about half the
normal value. When you obtain an
indication such as this, you can tell
the customer he has power -supply
troubles-in a matter of seconds.
Excessive B+ drain, on the other
hand, will cause the wattmeter reading to surge upward and stay there.
It's time to pull the plug and explain
to the customer that you're going to
have to track down a short in his set.
Suppose there is no raster. You
know there is horizontal trouble, but
where? You try to draw an arc from
the high -voltage rectifier and get
nothing. A higher-than -normal indi-

MERCURY

cation on the wattmeter shows that
the horizontal output tube may be
drawing excessive current. Taking
the plate cap off the horizontal output tube should reduce the drain to
about 85% of its normal value; if
it doesn't, the excessive current is
going somewhere other than through
the output tube. If the wattage was
originally 85% of normal, you can
be reasonably certain the horizontal
output stage isn't functioning.
Look at a vertical problem for a
moment. Loss of sweep offers two
possible trouble areas-the oscillator or the output circuit. If the
oscillator is at fault, the wattage will
read nearly normal. On the other
hand, if the wattage is down appreciably, the trouble is probably in the
higher -current vertical output stage.
Troubles in the audio circuits will
give similar indications.
Video, RF, IF, AGC, and sync
problems won't give as much of an
indication as the troubles we've already mentioned. However, if excessive AGC voltage is biasing all the
RF and IF stages to cutoff, there
will be a noticeable reduction in
power consumption. In sets with a
power transformer, an inoperative
stage can be pinpointed by pulling
tubes, one at a time, while watching
the wattmeter. When you find one
that doesn't cause a change in the
reading, you'll have pinpointed the
trouble to a specific stage.
In Conclusion

We've only outlined some of the
salient features of tracing TV troubles with a wattmeter. If you adopt
this troubleshooting technique, you'll
soon discover many other meaningful clues which will direct you to the
source of trouble. The system is fast,
since you obtain definite indications
in a hurry-and with little effort.

TV TUNER REPAIR SERVICE
"LARGEST IN THE EAST"

TV TUNERS
ALL TYPES

$9.50

REBUILT or EXCHANGED

Includes parts and labor
(Broken parts extra-at cost)
1. Same day service on most tuners

2. 90 day warranty
3. U/V combinations $17.95

890 River Avenue
Bronx 52, New York

Phone CY 39062
CY

39060

For Checking Miniaturized Equipment, Pyramid's

SERVICEMEN

Model

instrument

Resistance -Capacity -Ratio

... the

... outstanding

RC -1 saves you both

quality
time and money.

Precision -engineered, Pyramid's new model RC -1, Resistance-Capacity -Ratio Bridge Tester has a special low
voltage bridge and stable vacuum tube amplifier for safe

SAVE $815
ON PYRAMID'S FAMOUS

New

RC -1

Bridge Tester. Budget priced

testing low voltage electrolytics such,as commonly used
in transistorized receivers.

RC -1

Checks electrolytics* in Transistor Radios,

Pyramid's RC -1, Resistance -Capacity-Ratio Bridge Tester
is a functionally designed, sturdy, compact, lightweight
unit, ideal for use by technicians, servicemen and engineers in radio, television (color as well as black and
white), industrial electronics and all related fields.
PYRAMID MODEL RC -1 FEATURES:
Special 3 volt amplifier for checking low voltage electrolytics used in miniaturized equipment such as transistor radios, etc.

Color, Black and white TV, miniaturized
equipment as well as in all radios and
other electronic equipment and gear.

Capacity Ranges-from 10 mmfd. to 2000 mfd.

Resistance-from .5 ohms to 200 megohms in

*plus all other types of capacitors

Ratio

4 ranges.

Test-provides quick reactance or resistance

ratio between any two capacitors, inductors or resistors

-range:

FORMER PRICE:

.05 to

1

and 20 to

It can be used also to

1.

determine turns ratio of transformer windings within
this range.

$4495

Leakage Tests-handles all types of capacitors at rated
voltages between 0 and 500V DC.

-0

Power Factor

to 60% (on capacitors from .1 mfd to

2000 mfd).

NOW!

Capacitor Test Voltages-variable between
DC in 17

0 and 500V

steps.
PRICE: Dealer Net-$44.95

For further information about the RC -1 see your Pyramid

SAVE!

distributor or write for complete technical data to:
Pyramid Electric Company, Union City, N.
458 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y.

1.

EXPORT:

CANADA: Wm. Cohen,

Ltd. -7000 Park Ave., Montreal.
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TIME
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Why and how much
the shunting effect
of your VOM and
VTVM affects the
accurcy of voltage

of

tests.

METER

READINGS
Of all the test instruments you
own, your VOM and VTVM probably get thé hardest workout. This
isn't surprising when you stop to
consider the versatility of these instruments. Nothing is more adept at
supplying basic information about
the operation of a circuit. One thing
should be remembered, though; the
voltages used for analysis purposes
are relative indications. Having
"learned to live with errors," most
technicians do an amazing job of
tracking down trouble. You can do
even better if you're aware of what

happens to a circuit when a meter is
connected to it.

Voltage Readings
DC voltage measurements are not
only the most common, but also the
most misinterpreted tests made with
a VOM or VTVM. In this application the technician is really connecting a resistor (the meter) in series
or parallel with one or more resistors in the equipment being serviced. The reading obtained is the
voltage drop across the meter resistance, a far cry from the actual
DC

TO

VOLTMETER

VIDEO

TO IF

-10V

1

K/V -.05V

20KN-1V

-

MULTI PLIER
RESISTORS

VTVM-8V

2.2

1K/V-10K

meg

5600
METER

20 KIV - 200K

VNM-10

Fig.

1.

errors
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Fig. 2. Open cathode

voltage reading

will give wrong

- may

damage meter.

voltage present at the test point.
To be fully aware of the discrepancies you may encounter when
making voltage measurements, take
a look at the simplified AGC circuit
shown in Fig. 1. Here we've shown
the equivalent circuit of a voltmeter
connected to measure the voltage
present on the IF side of AGC filter
resistor R1. To the right of the
meter are listed the meter resistances
for the common 1000-ohm/volt,
20,000-ohm/volt, and VTVM types
when they are set on the 10 -volt
scale. For convenience, we've assumed the potential at the AGC
source to be -10 volts. Above each
meter is the reading it would givenot a full 10 -volt deflection in any
case. Since we know there should be
no current flowing in an AGC circuit, we're likely to misinterpret the
lower-than -expected meter reading
as being the result of a leaky capacitor or IF -tube grid current. Still
lower voltage readings are obtained
on the IF side of R2, providing further "proof" of current flowing
through the AGC network. Current
is flowing, all right, but it is passing
through the voltage-divider network
consisting of RI and the added
meter resistance. Therefore, an erroneous condition is being created
by the meter itself. Failure to realize
this may send us on a wild goose
chase in an attempt to locate a nonexistent trouble.
You can easily obtain the same
type of false impression when testing any circuit containing high -value
resistors. While the VTVM gives the
most accurate reading in such cases,
don't overlook the fact that it's not
indicating the exact voltage present.
On high ranges, your VOM may
even be more accurate than your
VTVM. This is true because the input impedance of a VOM increases
with the scale used, while the impedance of a VTVM is always the
same. For example, a 20,000 -ohm/
volt VOM, on the 1000-volt scale,
has an impedance of 20 megohms.
Most VTVM's, on the other hand,
have an impedance of 10 or 11 megohms. Therefore, your VOM is
more accurate on the 1000-volt
scale.
It was mentioned earlier that
relative readings are used in troubleshooting. By now this should be
obvious. But what about the readings provided in service data? Aren't
they relative, too? Of course they

NEW!

,

RCA

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

VOLTOHMYST®
Measures AC and DC voltages
to 1500 volts; resistance from
0.2 ohm to 1,000 megohms.
Separate scales, 11/2 volts rms
and 4 volts peak -to -peak for
low AC measurements.

"PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS"

METERS and TUBE TESTERS
WV -38A

WV -77E

Only $43.95` complete with probes, leads,
instructions. (RCA VoltOhmyst Kit only $29.95`).

NEW!

VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER

THE V-O -M WITH THE EXTRAS!
Compare this superlative RCA V -O -M against the model you may
have been thinking of buying. See if it doesn't check out better
in these extra features:

volt and 0.25 volt ranges DC!
meter!
EXTRA! Non -breakable plastic case; no glass to crack or shatter!
EXTRA! Smart attractive modern styling-the V -O -M of the future!
EXTRA! Red test lead has probe and slip-on alligator clip for
EXTRA! 1.0

EXTRA! Big easy -to -read 51/4"

VOLTOHMYST®
Measures AC and DC voltages (3% accuracy); resistance from 0 to 1,000 megohms. Measures
peak -to -peak values of complex waveforms.
Rugged cast aluminum case, big 61/2" meter.
Only $79.50* with leads, clips, instructions.
Also available in economical kit form.
WT -110A

AUTOMATIC

added versatility!
EXTRA! Orderly location of jacks below switches keeps

ELECTRON

leads out of the way!
EXTRA! Spring

TUBE TESTER
Especially designed for

clips on handle to hold test leads!

TV and general service
Uses automatic
punched -card selection of correct test conditions
on wide variety of tubes. Checks vacuum -tube
rectifiers under high -current conditions.
$199.50* complete with 263 punched cards,
24 blank cards, card punch; instruction book.

clearly marked: no squinting!
scuff -proof, stain -resistant laminated vinyl carrying case,
only $4.95* extra!

EXTRA! DB scales

testing of electron tubes.

EXTRA! Rugged,

Only $43.95*

complete with batteries, instruction book and all probes, clips
and cables. (RCA V -O -M Kit only $29.95*).

SCOPES

GENERATORS
NEW!

WO -91A

WR -49B

WA -44C

SIGNAL

AUDIO GENERATOR

5 -INCH

Generates

COLOR -TV

OSCILLOSCOPE

High-performance, wide -band oscilloscope ideally
suited for color -TV, black -and -white TV, and other
electronic applications. Dual bandwidth (4.5 Mc,
0.053 volts rms/in. and 1.5 Mc, 0.018 volts
rms/in.). Internal calibrating voltage and calibrated graph screen. Includes special direct/lowcap shielded probe and cable.
Only $239.50* complete with ground cable, insulated clip, instruction book.

GENERATOR

sine and

square wave signals for

For

testing audio systems.

tracing of AM/FM re-

Frequency range: 20 cps to 200 Kc. Used to
measure intermodulation distortion, frequency
response, input and output impedances, speaker
resonance, speed of recording and playback
mechanisms, transient response and phase shift.
Only $98.50* with cable and instructions.
WR -69A

WR-70A

TELEVISION/FM

RF/IF/VF

SWEEP GENERATOR

rf/if/vf
WO -33A

SUPER -PORTABLE

OSCILLOSCOPE
A

y°,

WR -99A

low-cost all-purpose

where-only

14

CRYSTAL -

MARKER GENERATOR
To supply a fundamental
frequency rf carrier of

crystal accuracy for

aligning and troubleshooting color -TV,
white 1V, FM receivers and other
equipment operating in 19 Mc to 260
Only $242.50* cómplete with output
phone tips, instruction book.
RCA

esir.

TV

CALIBRATED

pounds-

ideal for in -the -home
servicing of black -and -white and color -TV, audio
and ultrasonic equipment. High gain and wide
bandwidth to handle the tough jobs! Rugged and
compact-scaled 3" graph screen.
Only $129.95* complete with low -cap direct input
probe, cable, power cord, cord -carrying brackets,
instructions. (RCA Super -Portable Oscilloscope
Kit, only $79.95*).

troubleshooting of

"

circuits and other electronic equipment

IF/video frequency ranges 50 Kc to 50 Mc, TV
channels 2 to 13, plus FM range -88-108 Mc.
Sweep width continuously adjustable to 12 Mc
or more.
Only $295.00* with cables, instruction book.

scope you can carry any-

alignment and signal

ceivers, low-frequency
signal tracing and alignment of TV of/if amplifiers. Six ranges -85 Kc to 30 Mc. Internal 400
cps modulation. Low rf signal leakage!
Only $79.50* complete with shielded cable for
rf and of output, instruction book.

For visual alignment and

NEW!

WV -98B

SENIOR

black -and -

electronic
Mc range.
cable, two

MARKER ADDER

''

To be used

or

with

WR -69A

similar electronic

equipment. Eliminates

waveform distortion due to receiver overloading
during visual alignment by adding markers after
the rf signal is demodulated.
Only $74.50* with cables, instruction book.

There's an RCA test instrument to help
you do every job better, and easier-and
to save you valuable time. A comprehensive line of test accessories: video multi-,
markers, TV isotaps and bias supplies,
probes and cables. See your Authorized
RCA Electronic Instrument Distributor for
complete information.

Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N.J.

*User Price (Optional)

TheMost Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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of meter was used to obtain the reference voltages!
Measuring the cathode voltages
to determine how a stage is functioning is a very good troubleshooting
technique. However, it can cause
you grief. When the cathode resistor
is open (Fig. 2) the internal resistance of a meter connected between
cathode and ground replaces the resistor. Not only does this give an erroneous reading (about the same as
at the plate), but it also may cause
damage to your meter. Excessive
current through the multiplier resistors may cause them to changé value

are. The biggest pitfall of all faces
the technician who tries to compare
one standard of relative readings
with a completely different standard
-VOM readings with VTVM readings, for example. Service information for many of the older sets contains voltage readings taken with a
20,000-ohm/volt VOM. If you try
to compare VTVM readings with
these, you're heading for trouble.
The same is true if you try to compare VOM measurements with the
readings shown in newer service literature. Always be sure to observe
the notes which tell you what type

Now Completely SEIF -CONTAINED
esting

For

&

Rejuvenating

A

BLACK
AND WHITE

and
COLOR

including

110° TUBES

Oil CRT 440
®
CATHODE

v

REJUVENATOR

TESTER

TESTS

AND REJUVENATES

all black & white and color
picture tubes at correct filament voltage from to 12 V.
1

AND REJUVENATES
110° tubes with 2.34, 2.68,

TESTS

6.3 and 8.4 volt filaments.

AND REJUVENATES
color picture tubes. Checks
each color gun separately
same as black & white tubes.

TESTS

ACCESSORIES

for

USE ONLY

Used by Thousands of Professional Servicemen
MAKES NEW PICTURE TUBE SALES EASIER

Gives you more value than ever-all-in-one.
Quickly checks and corrects most TV picture
tube troubles in a few minutes right in the
home without removing tube from set.
Gives new useful life to weak or inoperative
tubes. Checks leakage. Restores emission and
brightness. Repairs inter -element shorts
and open circuits. Life test checks gas content
and predicts remaining useful life of picture
tube. Completely self-contained in
leatherette -covered carrying case. Net, $7495
with FORMER B&K Models 400 and 350

or burn out. Therefore, it's always
advisable to merely touch the meter
probe to the cathode so you can remove it quickly if you get the wrong
indication. Better still, measure between plate and cathode before you
measure from cathode to ground;
if the cathode resistor is open, you'll
get no reading at all.

Ohmmeter Readings
Weak batteries are a common
source of erroneous ohmmeter indications. It's a good practice to check
their condition periodically by testing them under load. An easy way to
do this is to connect a 10 -ohm resistor between the ohmmeter leads
and measure the voltage across the
resistor with another voltmeter.
This test has a second advantage
in that it makes you aware of the
voltage and polarity at the ohmmeter
terminals. Check it on all ranges
while you're at it. Most VOM's will
have two different ohmmeter test
voltages, while most VTVM's have
only one. VOM voltages may range
from 1.5 volts to 45 volts or higher.
VTVM voltages, on the other hand,
will normally be 1.5 or 3 volts.
It's important that you know the
voltage and polarity of your instruments in order to obtain meaningful
indications when checking the forward and reverse resistances of
semiconductor diodes, rectifiers, and
transistors. Excessive voltages can
damage these components, and associated parts in transistorized
equipment, so be safe-not sorry.
No test instrument is handier
than a VOM or VTVM. Both have
their place on every bench. Take
some time to increase your understanding of what they have to tell
you and you'll find your work will
become easier and can be completed
faster.

CRT

Jig

Model C40 Adapter.
400 and 350 CRT's.
tubes and 6.3 volt

For use only with all previous B&K Model
Tests and rejuvenates TV color picture

110' picture tubes.

Net, $9.95

Model CR48 Adapter. For use only with all previous B&K
Model 400 and 350 CRT's. Tests and rejuvenates 110° picture
tubes with 2.34, 2.68, and 8.4 volt filaments.
Net, $4.95

See your B&K Distributor
or Send now for Bulletin AP17-R

B a K

MANUFACTURING CO.

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE
CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 10, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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"1

said look for a capacitor leak,
don't care how they check tires!"

I

BURGESS

NP omotiont

N EWS

SPRING 1961

Burgess Distributors' Salesmen Offer
New Full -Range Profit Opportunities
FREEPORT, ILL., (BNS)

...

Burgess Distributors' Salesmen have hit
the road with the newest, most complete portable radio battery sales program in industry history.
NEW PROMOTIONS

The all -new 1961 campaign provides radio -tv servicemen and appliance dealers from coast to coast with
everything they need to rack up the
biggest portable radio battery sales
ever.
NEW PRODUCTS

Leading the way are new products.
Burgess now offers magnetic recording tape and a complete line of Mer (continued in next column)

cury batteries, in addition to their
world famous line of zinc -carbon
batteries and their sealed nickel cadmium rechargeable batteries.
GREATER SALES

Servicemen and dealers everywhere
will be given the complete story by
Burgess Distributors' Salesmen.
These men will explain how to sell
more batteries with the Burgess full range sales program.

This new, eve -appealing label design
identifies the expanded full line of
Burgess Quality -Controlled Mercury Activators.

New BURGESS selling Aids Announced

Big Dramatic

BURGESS Ads
Scheduled for '61

Burgess has unveiled a sales -build- contact their distributor salesman
ing line of compact, complete displays for full information on how they can
to fit every merchandising need. get these dynamic, new displays
Servicemen and dealers are asked to
!

Burgess Portable Radio

I ìtteries

will again be pre -sold in 1961 to

literally millions of portable radio
owners
Big, colorful advertisements such
as this full page Saturday Evening
Post color ad will be seen by millions of readers in top-ranking na
tional magazines.
!

New BURGESS Magnetic
Recording Tape Now Available
40 years of successful developments in acoustics,
coatings, coating processes, and solid state physics,
have enabled Burgess engineers to produce a superlative magnetic tape characterized by these quality

features: SUPERB FREQUENCY RESPONSES;
LOW NOISE LEVEL; HIGH SENSITIVITY
UN IFORM TROUBLE -FREE PERFORMANCES
ASSURED BY BURGESS QUALITY CONTROL.
;

BURGESS BATTERIES

BURG ESMMT,Es RY COMPANY FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

April, 1961/PF
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The term industrial electronic test
equipment can have several meanings. As used in this article, it refers
specifically to instruments for testing and troubleshooting electronic
equipment in industry, rather than
those for other purposes such as

monitoring a production process.
No matter what area of electronics servicing we consider, we find a
few instruments in daily use every-

sufficiently low input and output impedances that the VOM does not
produce excessive loading. However, sequence and routing circuits
have input impedances high enough
to require a VTVM. The latter instrument also finds application in
measuring the output of sensing devices which develop a small output
voltage across a high impedance.
Various types of signal generators

Scopes with higher frequency responses are often referred to as
research or lab -type oscilloscopes.
These instruments may have a frequency response up to 1000 mc, and
may even incorporate plug-in units
to offer completely different scope
circuitry. Many special probes and
cables are available to make these
instruments highly flexible in their
application.

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC

Uses and characteris-

tics

TEST
EQUIPMENT
where. These include the VTVM,
VOM or multitester, oscilloscope,
tube tester, and signal generator. Although special design features may
be incorporated into a particular
unit of test equipment to make it
more useful in a given type of work,
the basic instrument remains the
same. In many cases, a single piece
of equipment can be utilized in several different phases of service activity without any modification.
Take the VOM and VTVM for
example. Both basic instruments
have applications in industrial servicing. Just as in any other branch of
electronics, there are "right" times
and places for using each instrument. It's best to use the VOM
whenever there are strong magnetic
fields or RF noises present. Such
conditions are common around
power -control circuitry, which has

1. The electronic switch permits
comparison of two signals on a scope.

Fig.
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are used in industrial servicing.
Sine- and square -wave generators
supply signals for checking gain,
frequency response, distortion, and
other circuit characteristics. Pulse
generators are used to calibrate
equipment and to check frequency
response, timing, etc. Double -pulse
generators find usage in checking
various types of frequency -producing and frequency -measuring equipment. As the name implies, they
produce two pulses for each cycle.
In these units, the pulse width and
spacing are variable, as is the frequency.
A wide variety of oscilloscopes
are used in industrial servicing.
Bandwidth and sensitivity requirements vary greatly, depending on
the type of equipment to be checked.
For making power -factor corrections, time - interval adjustments,
troubleshooting welding equipment,
etc., a scope with .1 volt -per -inch
sensitivity and a frequency response
of from a few cycles to 100 kc will
do a fine job. In fact, the characteristics of this scope are such that the
observed waveform will have less
distortion than with a higher -gain,
higher -frequency scope. Portability
is an important consideration in
scopes of this type.

Calibration

of the

instru-

ments with the

broadest application
in industrial servicing ... By Alan Andrews

one of the outstandbetween industrial
scopes and those found on the average TV bench. Most industrial
scopes are calibrated in microseconds and centimeters, and some
have automatic triggering circuits to
lock in the waveform when the appropriate range setting is selected.
is

ing differences

Scope Accessories
In some industrial servicing applications it is desirable to observe
two different scope waveforms at
the same time to compare frequencies, phases, waveshapes, or signal
amplitudes. This may be done by
applying two signals to an electronic
switch, the output of which is connected to the vertical or Y input of
an oscilloscope (Fig. 1) . Actually,
the waveforms are produced on the
scope at different times, but due to

SIGNAL TO
BE MEASURED

Fig. 2. Peak -to -peak voltages are de-

termined with

a

voltage calibrator.

FIND THE CULPRIT IN 1/3 THE TIME!
WITH

THE PACO C-25

For every minute you use the C-25 In -Circuit
Capacitor Tester, you save at least two minutes more than you would have spent without
it. For every hour of use, you save at least
another two. You know how much your time
is worth. The C-25 will pay back its modest
cost quickly, then go right on giving you extra
profits in less time per job-more jobs in the
same time.
Why an In -circuit tester? Every chassis you
work on is loaded with capacitors-bypass,
coupling, blocking, filter-any one of these
may be the culprit you are looking for. Checking them is strictly routine, but think of the
time this routine takes! You may have to unsolder one end, freeing it from a maze of connected leads, tacking back other leads, so you
can set up for reliable test. You may have to
tack in a test substitute-then take it right out
and solder everything else back.
A simple filter capacitor looks bad. Shunting
it with a good one will not tell you all you
want to know. How can you tell without ripping
it out first? Put your soldering iron away; it's
easy. A good in -circuit tester will call the turn
on a bad capacitor literally "at a glance,"
while it's still in place on the chassis; and do
it in less time than heating your iron.
Why the model C-25? There are in -circuit checkers-and there is the PACO C-25. What makes
this one different? When it comes to capacitors,
it will "nail them all." It will give direct, positive indication; and it will do it quickly with a
minimum of manipulation. It doesn't settle for
half a job.
Forget about checkers whose ranges do not go
down enough for those low -value disc ceramics, or up high enough to catch those
electrolytics. The C-25 will call the turn on open
units down to 10 mmf. and tell the truth about
electrolytics up to 400 mf.-and do it con -

IN -CIRCUIT
CAPACITOR TESTER

fidently. There is no guesswork about the indi-

cation you get on the special, wide-angle
indicator. Just connect your test leads across
the suspected culprit, turn a couple of knobs
quickly into position, and get your answer. The
C-25 will signal a shorted capacitor with as
little as 10 ohms shunted across it. What other
unit can match its effectiveness over such a
wide range of conditions and values?

Features and Specifications:
SIMPLE SEQUENTIAL TEST-reveals open or shorted

capacitors, Including electrolytic types.
SHARP, NON-CONFUSING READINGS-on wide-angle
EM -84 Indicator.
Indicates actual electrolytic
ELECTROLYTIC DIAL
values while capacitor is in -circuit. Any electrolytic
which yields a capacity reading on Electrolytic Dial
is automatically revealed as not open or shorted.

-

CHECKS BY-PASS COUPLING, BLOCKING AND FILTER
CAPACITORS of all types Including etectrolytics.
OPEN TEST-provides positive open -circuit test for
condensers as low as 10 mmf.
SHORT TEST-shows up shorted capacitors of all
types, even if circuit resistance is as low as 10 ohms

for 60 cycles.-

TEST-Indicates in -circuit electrolytic
capacity from 2 mfd to 400 mfd in two ranges; condenser is automatically proved non -shorted and not
open if Capacity Reading can be obtained.
RUGGED RIPPLE -FINISH STEEL CABINET-with attractive easy -reading 2-color panel.
DIMENSIONS-71h"x5316"x41/a".
ELECTROLYTIC

1

Ir
Paco Electronics Company, Inc., Dept. PF -4
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., N. Y.

SHIPPING WEIGHT -6 lbs.

Please send me your complete illustrated catalog

Model C.25: Kit complete with PACO -detailed assemKit net price 19.95
bly -operating manual
Model C -25W: Factory -wired, ready to operate.
Net price $29.95

Name

Address

City

PACO KITS BY PACOTRONICS, INC.
Zone

State

©PACOTRONICS, INC. 1961

J
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the persistence of the phosphor on
the scope screen, they are both visible.
The two signals are applied to
separate terminals (A and B) and
channeled through separate amplifiers which are alternately keyed
into conduction. Keying is done by
supplying the A and B circuits with
square waves of voltage, 180° out
of phase. Each amplifier has its own
gain control to regulate the amplitude of the signal applied to the
scope input. The distance between
the two waveforms on the scope is
determined by a balance control in

the control- or screen -grid circuit of
the amplifiers. As the balance voltage on one stage is increased, that of
the other is decreased, and the scope
traces are separated; if the balance
voltages on both amplifiers are
equal, the two signals are superimposed. For frequency or phase
measurements, the superimposed
trace is normally easier to use;
for waveform comparison, however,
separated traces are preferred.
A voltage calibrator is a handy
unit used to measure the peak -to peak amplitude of a scope waveform. It produces a square wave of

TINO -WAY

I;AIItO

commun¿cafion3 e9uipmea1

VHF -FM FOR:

VHF -AM FOR:

VHF

MOBILE

AIRPORT VEHICLES

ANTENNAS

AERCRATT

GROUND STATIONS
POINT.1D.POINT

REMOTE CONTROLS

MARINE
MOTORCYCLE

ACCESSORIES

PORTABLE
BASE

NEW

"680 BASECOM

ll

FOR VHF -FM TWO WAY

MOBILE RADIO

o

Fig. 3. Basic circuit of wavemeter uses

milliammeter to read the tank current.

voltage with a definite, accurately controllable amplitude, which can
be compared to a signal of unknown
amplitude appearing on the scope.
Fig. 2 shows the normal hook-up
for calibration. A selector switch on
the calibrator unit connects either
the signal to be measured or the
calibrating voltage to the vertical
input terminals of the scope. The
calibration -signal voltage is adjusted
to produce a deflection equal to that
of the unknown signal, and the amplitude is read from the calibrator
dial. The unit is especially advantageous for measuring signal amplitudes over a wide voltage range,
since it eliminates changing the vertical gain of the scope for every
reading.

the new 680 series offers

Frequency Meters

HIGH PERFORMANCE at
MODERATE COST

with

Frequency meters have many uses

LOW MAINTENANCE!

"68'0" FEATURES AND OPTIONS:
* PROVEN
PERFORMANCE ... all
* SIMULTANEOUS
RECEPTION...dual front
standing features of
popular "580"
for monitoring two frequencies
following.
anywhere
bond.
* HIGH POWER ... watts output
* TRANSMITTER
FILAMENT SWITCH ...
both
battery drain
"stand-by"
*
MONITORS
REMOTE
CONTROL ...
* TONE
SQUELCH ... two way tone squelch
station monitors remote transmissions. Intercompatible with other
standprovided. All functions available at
position.
*
all
the outseries,

the

end

receiver

plus the

in the

100
50 mc, 75 watts 144 to 174 mc,
and mobile.

25 to
base

FCC

when on

base

systems to EIA

ards.
Meets

re-

duces

com
remote

and OCDM requirements.

in industrial servicing. One of the
more common applications is for

measuring the frequencies of oscillating devices such as RF heaters.
Most of this equipment must meet
FCC frequency requirements; thus,
it is mandatory that the operating
frequencies be accurately measured
and adjusted. Also, many industrial
technicians work with two-way ra-

"680 FLEETCOM"i
COMBINATION
MOBILE CONTROL HEAD
SPEAKER

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY

1919
PR

o

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

41111`41114111411..RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

COMI'iN',
Inc.
MIAMI
FLORIDA

COMMUNICATIONS
FOUNDED 1938
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GABLES.

3

4,

"Hello, Ed's TV? This

is

the Hilton

Motels. We have 35 sets here and
they all need repair."

"We like to service General Electric TV"
says Royal Alvis,A.A. T. Service Co., 68 WinhamSt., Staten Island, N.Y.
"We appreciate General Electric's high standards of quality design and quality

control. As far as we can see, General Electric has made the most outstanding
The `Designer' particularly is
advances in engineering and serviceability.
a great favorite with us. It's the simplest set to work on that we've ever come
across. And we can tell from what our customers say that when a General
The reasons Royal Alvis and so
Electric `Designer' is sold it stays sold!"
many others who service TV are sold on the "Designer" are these: Tubes
are directly replaceable, fuses readily accessible, and you easily get at the check
points. Another thing: the painted schematic on the boards helps you find your
way around more quickly. All this means more calls per day more earning
"Designer" TV- it's
power for you.
called the easiest -to -service set in teleogress is Our Most important Product
vision! General Electric Co., Television
Receiver Dept., Syracuse, N. Y.
GENERAL »fa ELECTRIC

-

-

April, 1961/PF
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Watchmaker's Precision
plus a

BULL- DOG GRIP

CHAN NEL LOCK
No. 718 Long -reach

Flat -Nose Plier
Looking for a precision plier that really
takes hold in hard -to -reach places?
Here's your answer
this specially
designed CHANNELLOCK Flat -Nose
Plier. Just the ticket for electrical,
radio, TV, Hi-Fi and other electronics
work. Micro -matched, scored, long,
flat jaws. Comfortable, blue -plastic
grips. Top quality, polished forged steel.
Ask your tool supplier for a CHANNELLOCK No. 718 Flat -Nose Plier.
If he's out of them, ask
him to order one for you.

...

Write for Catalog of
Complete Line of Pliers

dio, which requires periodic transmitter-frequency checks. There are
several ways to measure frequency,
but some methods require equipment much too cumbersome for
general use. The instruments most
likely to be used in practical work
are absorption wavemeters, grid -dip
meters, and heterodyne frequency
meters.
The simplest of these, although
not the most accurate, is the absorption wavemeter-often called simply
a wavemeter. It consists of a coil
and a capacitor in parallel. One of
these components (normally the capacitor) is variable, and a pointer
attached to its shaft moves across a
calibrated scale or dial on the outside of the case. The basic circuit of
a simple wavemeter is shown in Fig.
3. In the most accurate instruments,
a meter movement is connected in
series with the L and C components
to read maximum current developed
in the circuit. Some units use a flashlight bulb or neon lamp in place of
the meter; others have no indicator,
but depend on indications from the
circuit being measured.
In use, the wavemeter is placed
close enough to the tank circuit
being measured to form an inductive
coupling. For best results, the degree
of coupling should be as low as possible to still obtain a reading, since
excessive coupling may load the
tank and change the circuit frequency. As the wavemeter is tuned
to the same frequency as the tank
circuit, it absorbs energy and increases the plate current of the stage
being measured. When the meter
has been tuned for maximum plate
current, the frequency can be read
from the wavemeter dial.
Most wavemeters have different
inductances which may be plugged
PHONE

#718 LONG -REACH DIAGONAL CUTTER

ED

4. A reed and calibrated dial
shows cycles per minute of a vibration.

Fig.

or switched into the circuit to
change the range of the meter. The
dial is usually calibrated from 0 to
100, and frequency is then read
from a calibration chart provided
for each range.
A grid -dip meter, with its own
oscillator and indicator, can measure the frequency of a tank circuit
even when the circuit is not operating. Although grid -dip meters generate their own test signal, the
method of using them closely parallels that of the simple wavemeter.
Using a heterodyne frequency
meter and an accurate reference
standard is a more accurate method
of determining frequency. A signal
from a reference oscillator (signal
generator) is mixed with a signal of
the frequency being measured. Heterodyning the two signals produces
an audible beat or difference frequency which can be monitored by
a pair of earphones or a meter. The
reference oscillator is adjusted for a
zero beat or meter null, and the frequency read either directly from the
dial or from a conversion chart.
Vibration Test Equipment
Motors, machines, and other devices which vibrate unnecessarily are
a contributing factor in poor workmanship, excessive wear on parts,
90 DAY
WARRANTY

feif>.A.

9-9653

$7.50

..

plus parts,

;

C.O.D. and postage charges
#738 LONGREACH ROUND -NOSE PLIER

Precision Tuner Service
TYPES T.V. TUNERS REPAIRED AND ALIGNED TO FACTORY
SPECIFICATIONS ON CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED SWEEP GENERATORS

ALL
*748 LONG -REACH END CUTTER

Channellock Pliers are made only by

CHAMPION DeARMENT TOOL COMPANY
oMeadville, Pennsylvania
o
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24 -HOUR SERVICE ON MOST TUNERS

UHF - VHF COMBINATIONS
See your local

distributor or send to:

P.O. Box 272, 601 N. College

BLOOMINGTON,

INDIANA

$13.50

State make and model. Send
all parts, tubes and shields

*.ENTER«=
TRE WIZARD
-Symbol of RCAs Continuing Program
to Make Your Work Faster and Easier.
The Wizard brings with him four of the most
popular service aids ever offered by RCA. You
keep asking for them, so here they are ...

RCA "QUICK CALL" TUBE CADDY

"And now, the younger brother of the
'Treasure Chest': the handy RCA
'Quick -Call' Tube Caddy! It's attractive,
rugged, compact, and holds 162 tubes
-just right for quick service jobs."

RCA"TREASURE CHEST" TUBE CADDY

"Presto! And now you see the
ever -popular RCA 'Treasure
Chest' Tube Caddy. It's exceptionally strong yet lightweight, and holds over 260
tubes."

Remember, these valuable RCA
Service aids are designed to make
your work faster and easier-and
you know that fast service means
satisfied customers. To find out how

you can get these helpful items,
check with your Authorized RCA
Electron Tube Distributor. And tell

RCA TV-TOTER HANDTRUCK

RCA TV-TOTER TABLE

"Behold the RCA TV-Toter Table-that
enables you to roll a chassis from place
to place. Gives you more work and storage space in the shop."

"And finally, the RCA TVToter Handtruck, for safe handling of chassis or sets in shop
or home. It's light and rugged
...a real time and back -saver!"

RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, New Jersey

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

him the Wizard sent you!"
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IN
TV signals get

STRONG
with new all -AC
Winegard WBC -4X
signal booster

Fig. 5. Pictorial diagram and schematic
symbol of tube used in stroboscope.

and high noise levels. Special instruments, designed to measure vibration frequency, velocity, and displacement, are helpful in locating
the cause of vibrations and evaluating corrective measures.
One of the simplest instruments
used to determine the frequency of
a vibration consists of a reed that
can be varied in length by means of
a knob (Fig. 4) The reed is extended until a point of maximum
vibration is reached, and a reading
of frequency per minute is read from
a dial geared to the reed. Once the
frequency of the vibration is known,
the search for its source can be restricted to the machines and equipment operating at this basic speed.
Several sound -pickup and amplifier devices are available for determining the severity of vibrations.
Sensitive sound pickups are placed
in direct contact with motors, machines, and even floors, to detect the
amplitude of vibrations. The output
of the sound head is fed to an am plier having enough gain to control
some form of indicating meter.
Stroboscopes are used to measure
the speed of rotating or reciprocating machinery, and also to permit
slow-motion study of any vibrations
or erratic operation of a piece of
equipment. A primary advantage of
the stroboscope is that it makes
these observations possible under
actual operating conditions with
no electrical or mechanical connections to the equipment. Essentially,
the stroboscope produces extremely
short flashes of light at a controlled
rate. Projecting this light on the machine, and adjusting the flash rate
until the moving unit seems to stand
still, gives a measurement of machine speed. If the strobe rate is set
slightly higher or lower than the
machine rate, the machine appears
to be turning very slowly, allowing
.

Here's a sure, easy way to
deliver better TV reception
to your customers sell them
a Winegard WBC -4X Signal
Booster. Get new distance,
cut snow, get more picture
contrast. Winegard WBC 4X has one tube, 4 sets of
no-strip lead-in terminals,
on-off switch, antenna disconnect plug. Runs 1- 4 sets.

-

-

It's all AC no "hot" chas-

sis. Only $27.50 list. Ask your

distributor or write for technical bulletin.

e

Everything from
antenna to set

Win egard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

3009-4 Kirkwood Ave., Burlington, Iowa
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slow-motion study.
The light is produced by a tube
known as a strobotron (Fig. 5)-a
cold -cathode tube that does not require warm-up time before operation. Neon gas is used in the tube,
causing a characteristic red glow
each time there is sufficient difference of potential between the grids
to produce glow discharge.
In operation, the anode and one
grid (usually the outer) are supplied
with fixed positive voltages. The
other grid is driven by negative
pulses, causing a glow each time a
pulse is applied. Firing pulses are
obtained from a built-in pulse generator or from some external source.
Strain gauges can also be used to
check vibration, as well as stress or
pull. By use of a resistance bridge,
the variations in the resistance of
the strain gauge can be translated
into meaningful indications of vibration.
Bridge circuits are used in a wide
variety of instruments to measure
impedance, capacitance, resistance,
inductance, voltage, etc. To attempt
to discuss all of the various pieces
of test equipment built around the
bridge circuit would fill a book.
However, studying only the common
portable potentiometer will provide
a basic idea of bridge operation.
In these instruments, a sensitive
galvanometer is in series with an
unknown voltage and the arm of a
linear potentiometer. The potentiometer is connected across a calibrated voltage standard. When the
voltage between ground and the
slider arm equals the unknown voltage, the galvanometer will read zero
and the value of the unknown voltage can be read from a calibrated
dial.
A wide selection of meter shunts
and reference -voltage sources makes
the portable potentiometer a versatile test instrument. One of its most
common uses is that of measuring
the output from thermocouples and
other pickup devices that produce
very low voltage outputs.
In addition to the test equipment
discussed here, literally hundreds of
specialized instruments are used
daily in industrial servicing. However, we have discussed only the
most widely-used instruments, citing
some of their applications, and informing you of the tools of the industrial electronics service trade.

YOU CAN TEST 'EM ALL

GC

You'll save more time ... put more profits in your
pockets with these precision -made GC Testers.
Designed by servicemen for better TV -radio service, they are built to last ... and last ... and last.
See them at your jobber.

with

TEST

ELECTRONICS

INSTRUMENTS

icS:2>

DYNAMIC SELF-SERVICE TESTERS

DYNAMIC PICTURE TUBE TESTER & REACTIVATOR

Test all past, present and future electron tubes, car radio
vibrators and portable radio batteries. Simplified design saves
space, prevents future obsolescence.

Tests and reactivates all CRT types.
including 110° tubes. "Magic Eye"
shows tube reaction with sustained

voltage, plus immediate check on
bias cut-off.

...

FLOOR MODEL
features
5 -drawer storage space: tamper-

No. 36.506

No. 36.500

Dealer Net $199.50

COUNTER MODEL
as

36-500,

3

,

Dealer Net $64.00

proof and easy to inventory.

...same

without base and

drawers.

wry

No. 36-502

Dealer Net $159.50

COLOR 8 110°
TUBE ADAPTER
Adapts 36-506 for latest test needs.
No. 36-508
Dealer Net $13.58

SERIES FILAMENT

NEW

Color & Black -and -White

TUBE CHECKER

DYNAMIC PICTURE TUBE TESTER

& CONTINUITY TESTER

& REACTIVATOR

Pocket-size unit checks for burned out tubes
without waiting for warm-up. Just plug in and
get instant filament check.
No. 9270
Dealer Net $2.40

Latest model CRT tester for color tubes and
the short -neck 110° tubes -2.34. 2.68 and 8.4

filament voltages. Exclusive "Magic Eye"
reactivator control.
Dealer Net $74.95

No. 36.516

DYNAMIC TUBE TESTER CADDY
Exclusive tube caddy with built-in tester.

PORTABLE DYNAMIC
SUPER TESTER

portable. with simplified test circuit design.
Well constructed. no obsolescence.

Tests over 99', of all receiving
tubes with just 6 sockets; also
CRT, transistors and radio bat-

Dealer Net $89.50

teries. With free picture tube

Space for 150 tubes plus tools. Completely

No. 36-504

adapter.
No. 36-512

Dealer Net S109.00

l=i
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

NOW..

shows all GC Electronic Products and Service Aids.

GC GC ELECTRONICS CO.

ELECTRON Ics

Formerly General Cement Mfg. Co.
Western Plant: Los Angeles 18, California

Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.
Main Plant: Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.
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NEW
SAMS BOOKS
IMPORTANT

ALL YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT CB RADIO!

Citizens Band Radio Handbook
by David
A

E.

IH

Hicks

E TROUBLESHOOTER

practical guide to Citizens Band

answers your service problems

radio for owners, prospective
MENS SIM
Rdti0

owners and technicians. Tells how
to get a license and select equipment. Fully describes CB circuits,

antennas, installation, operating
procedures, troubleshooting and
maintenance. PLUS VALUEincluded at no extra cost to you

are complete FCC rules and regulations all CB licensees must have
on hand. It's the complete book on CB radio.
192 pages; 534x834". Only

5re

NOW YOU CAN UNDERSTAND RADAR!

ABC's of Radar

I have a Solar capacitor tester with a
shorted power transformer. I've written
to the company, but my letters have been
returned for incomplete address. None of
my catalogs list any of their products, so
maybe they are out of business. Can you
furnish any information about where replacement parts can be obtained.

R. P. LOESCH

by Alan Andrews

complete, easy-to -understand
explanation of radar-basic principles, how it works, types of
systems, radar uses, microwave
A

principles, antenna systems,

receivers and indicators, tuners
and modulators, basic transmitter receiver theory and operation.
Want to know more about radar?
Preparing for the FCC Radar
Endorsement Exam? This is the book for you!
112 pages; 53.4 x 834". Only

SOLVES YOUR VERTICAL -SWEEP TROUBLES!

101 Key

Gone-But Not Forgotten

Troubleshooting Waveforms
for Vertical -Sweep Circuits
by Robert Middleton
4 vertical -sweep circuits: multi -vibrator driving a
vertical-output tube; multi -vibra-

Covers the

tor with 2nd triode used as VO

tube; blocking oscillator driving
VO stage; sawtooth blocking

oscillator-output. Pictures 101

s

abnormal waveforms, with accompanying circuit symptoms, tests,
evaluations of results. Helps you
quickly pinpoint and solve vertical -sweep
LL
defects! 128 pages; 534 x 834'. Only
NOW COVERS ALL LATEST AGC CIRCUITS!

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Solar is out of business, and has been
for a number of years. However, many
of their capacitor testers are still around.
Transformer breakdown seems to be common in these units. Stancor lists part number P-6459 as an exact replacement for
Solar Model CF -160; perhaps this will
solve the problem for you.

Creeps Out of Sight
My wide -band scope is giving me
trouble. The whole trace gradually drifts
toward the top of the tube, and after
about 30 minutes it drifts completely
beyond the range of the vertical positioning control. Any suggestions of how to
solve this problem will be greatly appreciated.
GEORGE D. ENGLE
Miami, Fla.
The trouble is probably the result of a
gradual change in the DC balance of the
push-pull vertical output amplifier. Since
the fault takes 30 minutes to develop, the
most likely suspects are a gassy tube, a
leaky capacitor, a resistor increasing in

value, or a defective positioning control.
The fault undoubtedly lies somewhere
between the input grid circuit of the pushpull output stage and the vertical deflection plates of the CRT. To correct the
trouble, first try tube replacement in this
section. If this doesn't correct the fault,
check the grid -coupling capacitors for
leakage, and check all resistor values in
the output stage (both hot and cold). Since
there may be series peaking coils in the
output plate circuit, also check them for
continuity after the instrument has warmed
up.

Eliminator Buzz?
Some of the auto radios I service have
buzz in the speaker when operated
on the bench, yet operate perfectly in the
car. Is my battery eliminator causing the
trouble, or what? How can the problem
be solved?
THOMAS R. MIZE
Penns Grove, N. J.
Several things could be causing your
troubles. It's doubtful if your battery eliminator is at fault, since the trouble appears
only on some sets. To find out for sure,
simply use your scope to measure the
peak -to -peak amplitude of the ripple from
the power supply. Make your test when
the trouble is present, and compare your
findings with the ripple specifications given
in the operating manual of the eliminator.
If the ripple is excessive, check the current drain of the supply. 1 f it's near the
upper limit, you must anticipate hum due
a loud

Servicing AGC Systems
by Carter 8 Lesh
This long-time favorite with service
technicians, now fully revised, is
more valuable than ever. Describes
how all types of AGC systems
operate, why AGC is needed;

explains theory and design.

Numerous case histories, pictures
of typical AGC defects, and troubleshooting procedures will help you
quickly solve troubles in this tricky circuit.
$Zoo
128 pages; 534 x 834".Only
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"PHOTOFACT-like switching on the light in
Nut
1441PpED...

SCOPE

"A"

pitch dark room"

schematic to me is like switching on the light in a
pitch dark room. It actually pinpoints the 'needle in the
haystack'-many times in one minute...1 have a complete
set of PHOTOFACT from the beginning...can't see how
any technician could possibly do...without it...as necessary
as the VTVM and soldering iron...I would like to
thank you for having chosen my shop as one of your
"PEET" memberships. I'm grateful...and honored
my shop and myself measure up to the standards
you have set in order to qualify."

"Opening

POWER SUPPLY

a

a Sams

-Joe

LEA D

Perkins

Elwood, Indiana
RADIO

RIPPLE SHOULD
NOT EXCEED

.12 VPP AT 6V.

to improper regulation. Be certain the receiver isn't drawing more current than it
should as a result of a partial short or
leakage path in the filament circuit. Heater cathode leakage in one of the tubes may
be the cause of your trouble. If the ripple
is present when the current drain is well
within limits, check the components in the
LC filter circuits for an off -value filter

capacitor.
A more likely cause for your trouble is
radiated interference picked up by your
shop antenna. The RF circuits of many
auto radios are quite sensitive, and radiated AC hum will often be picked up by
the antenna and given high -gain amplification by the radio. A condition such as
this is more apt to happen if you have
fluorescent lamps over the bench. Try repositioning the antenna lead, or completely
disconnect it, the next time you encounter
the trouble.

To Test New Tubes
My tube tester is so old that I can't obtain setup data for checking some of the
newer tubes. However, I like the tester
and don't want to give it up. Is there any
way of determining what the setup adjustments should be?
JULIAN KUPELRESKI

Jackson Heights, N. Y.
Yes, it's possible for you to develop
your own tube tester setup in order to
check newly -developed tube types. You
must know what the tube basing is, and if
possible, the transconductance rating.
The first thing to do is compare the new
tube to an older type for which you already have test information. For example,
suppose you want to determine the setup
for the rather new 6GN8 video amplifier sync separator tube. Three other types
(the 6A U8, 6AW8, and 6EB8) can be
temporarily substituted for the 6GN8, and
the setup data for any of these tubes
should suit the requiremens of the 6GN8
closely enough to give you a workable
test. Of course, Gm or emission readings
may not be valid, because of differences
in transconductance between newer and
older types.
If no substitution data is available,
studying the setup adjustments for a tube

Service Technicians! YOU EARN MORE...
YOU RATE with the public when you own

the PHOTOFACT® service data library!
HOW TO STAY AHEAD...

You enjoy maximum earnings as the
owner of a complete PHOTOFACT

Yes, the truly successful Service
Technicians are those who own

Service Data Library! It's inevitable,
because no matter how expert you are,
you can always save more time on

thecomplete PHOTOFACT Library,

who can meet and solve any repair problem-faster and more
profitably. And these men keep
ahead because they're on a Standing Order Subscription with their
Distributors to receive all new
PH OTO FACTS as they are released
monthly. (They're eligible for the
benefits of membership in PEET,
too-see below!)

any job, get more jobs done daily-

EARN MORE, DAY IN AND DAY OUT...

What's more-as the owner of a
complete PHOTOFACT Library, you
know your customers' sets best. You
can actually show each customer you
have the PHOTOFACT Folder covering
his very own set. Result : You command
public respect and acceptance which
paves the way to more business and
earnings for you.

PROGRAM

FOR QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS

you now own a PHOTO FACT Library or plan to own
one, you can apply for membership in "PEET." It's the
first industry program really
designed to build powerful
If

public acceptance for the

Service Technician who qualifies. Builds enviable prestige
and business for its members.
Benefits cost you absolutely
nothing if you qualify. Ask
your Sams Distributor for the
"PEET" details, or mail coupon today.

today, or write to Howard W. Sams...

"PEET"

NOW IS THE TIME TO JOIN
THE POWERFUL NEW

For PHOTOFACT Library Easy -Buy
Plan details and Standing Order Subscription, see your Sams Distributor

r
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
1728 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
O Send me full details on the new "PEET" Program.
Include full information on the Easy-Buy Plan and
Free File Cabinet deal.
I'm a Service Technician
My

full-time;

part-tIme

distributor Is

Shop Name

Attn:
Address
City

Zone_ State
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THIS
CONVERTER
ENABLES BENCH TESTING
OF ANY TV RECEIVER

USING YOUR PRESENT

SUBSTITUTE
TV TUBE!

2.35 V 600 MA
1.68 6450 MA

300 MA

63.450mA

6.3V600MA
8.40

V

450 MA

:1114:11 01'
TC -438

CHECK TUBE CONVERTER
The substitute TV tube you use for
receiver bench testing is now suitable to test any chassis! Anchor TC 438 Converter instantly adapts your
substitute tube for any TV receiver
... eliminates need for more than one
substitute tube to check different
voltage and current combinations.

This one converter enables 90
(large neck) or 110 (small neck)
substitute tubes to check out any
chassis!
Checks receivers with duo -decal
12 -pin; RCA 8 -pin; Sylvania 7 -pin
bases.

Write today for complete

information.

$11.95
dealer

net price.

¿u1I.
ANTRONIC CORPORATION
designers and manufacturers of Anchor Electronic Products

2712 W.
62

PF

Montrose/ Chicago 18, Illinois
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with similar basing will permit you to
identify the control on your tube tester
which connects the various tube elements
into the test circuit. A little more study will
show what the switch sequence is. (You
may be able to determine these points directly from your tube -tester operating
manual.) With this information at hand,
you can transpose tube -basing data from
the schematic directly into tube -tester
settings. This will become easier after
you've done it a few times.
With the proper tube connections set up
on your tester, you can plug in a known
good tube of the type you want to test.
Of course, you will have already adjusted

the filament -selector switch to provide the

proper filament voltage. As the tube is
being tested, the bias adjustment on your
tube tester can be varied to give the proper
transconductance or "good -bad" indication.
The bias level required to obtain the
reading should then be recorded. Test as
many tubes of the same type as you can,
and come up with an average bias level
for testing each section of the tube. By
following this procedure for every tube
section and recording the results, you'll
obtain all data necessary for future tests
of the new tube type.

Meter Shunts
I have a panel meter with a

1 -mil movement. I'd like to build up a special setup
and monitor current drains of up to 50
amps. Is there any way I could use my
meter to accomplish this?
W. P. STETTER
Pacoima, Calif.
I'm afraid not. You'll never find a suitable shunt to Increase the range of a meter
with a one-milliamp movement so it will
have a range of 50 amps.
In order to increase the range of an
ammeter, a shunt must be connected in
parallel. The resistance of the shunt must
be lower than that of the meter, and the
ratio of the resistances must be such that
the rated current will pass through the
meter movement to obtain full-scale deflection. This, of course, brings up the
question, "What is the resistance of the
meter movement?" For one - milliamp
meters, it may range from about 40 ohms
to as high as 1000 ohms.
When the resistance of the meter and
the maximum current through it are
known, the voltage drop across the meter
can be computed. This same voltage also
appears across the shunt. Therefore, since
we know the current that must pass
through the shunt, we can determine the
required resistance. To understand more
clearly why the use of a meter is limited
to a specific range, let's figure out how a
one -mil meter with a resistance of 1000
ohms would have to be shunted to extend
its range to 50 amps full scale.
The voltage drop across the meter at
full-scale deflection would be one volt.
Dividing this value by 50 amps shows that
the shunt would need to have a resistance
of .02-ohms-and it would have to pass
49.999 amps of current. Just where such
a shunt could be found is hard to say.
However, with this information, perhaps
you can find some other suitable uses for
your spare panel meter.

Picture -Tube Repair Tool
Eliminates that hard
soldering job

only $1.25

PT -1

each

3/32" PIN

loose pin connections in seconds. Pays
for itself in time saved
on first job. 3" long.
Fix

Patented

Intermittent operation of picture tubes due
to defective solder connections easily corrected. Provides solid electrical connections,
can also be used as channel - selector
wrench

and

screwdriver.
3 -in -1 tool.

Pin

keeps

its

original form. A

3 MODELS
ELIMINATE SOLDERING
Makes Solid Electrical Connections

Phono -Plug Crimper
Slip wire in "pin
plug," insert
in tool, and
squeeze .
lob is done.

t

,

lc ea.
end of
tool to push
on C -ring for
ground connection.
Ant. plugs, hi-fi, multiple plugs, public
address, radio and TV tubes, radar, speakers,
and loop connections. Many, many more uses.

Model

LC -3

C -rings

Use

AU -2
1/B' PIN

for 5/32" pin diameter

At your ports distributor or write us

Mfg. Co.
9853 Chalmers,
Detroit 13, Mich

Duotone needles, of course... tipped with
genuine diamonds, sapphires or osmium.
Most people forget to change their styli
or don't know how to change them. Why
not suggest a Duotone diamond needle
replacement for every phonograph that
comes into your shop? It's the stylus with
the whole diamond tip that's handset and
hand polished. Your customers will appreciate the service and you'll appreciate
the increase in business.

r

Write for Free 1961 Duotone
Needle Wall Chart and see
DUOTONE Distributor.

WOv0N0XWA.
COMPANY
INC.

KEY PORT, N. J.

PARTS SHOW BOOTH:
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Service Dealer Advertising
Program No. 4 in a Series

vJ
Transistor Tester

Response to the unique PF REPORTER
advertising program has proved beyond
any doubt that such a service is needed.
This response is a healthy sign that the
radio -TV electronics service industry is
aware of the necessity for good advertising
copy.
The PF REPORTER program has been
planned and executed by men intimately
aware of your needs. Some of the messages are seasonal; others emphasize specialized services on hi-fi, color TV, auto
radios, antenna systems, etc., while several are designed for special offers.
To make sure these ads will get results, the program has been carefully
developed and field-tested. As a service
to our readers, each month's selection of
5 ads is available at cost in two formsdurable newspaper mats at $1.75 per set,
or high -quality reproduction proofs at
only $1.00 per set. The latter will serve
as finished artwork for offset printing of
handbills, postcards, doorknob hangers,
direct -mail pieces. etc. To obtain your set
of this month's ads, use the convenient
order form on page 84. Your ads will be
sent to you postpaid.
YOUR

Dynamic Beta«

f"

x 4h"
ES -5: 1
Here's an ad that
puts your potential
customer in a good
mood even before he
promises
calls you

TV BEEN

ACTING PECULIAR?
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fix
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you'll
ecopromptly and
nomically.
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Want to get in a
real pitch for your
radio service? This ad
will do the trick. It [>
also points out you're
available for TV and

MODE! qQC Measures AC Beta
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hi-fi service.
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sinking TV is
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IN-CIRCUIT...with

Cartoons are always attention getters. This one teams
aup with a powerful
selling message that
plugs your TV, radio
hi-fi, auto- and transistor -radio service.
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890 is an ideal maintenance, service and production line
instrument for use in applications requiring measurement of
soldered -in transistors.
Demonstration!
Ask Your HICKOK Distributor For An

The Model

4e"

ad will draw
potential customers to
you when they want
a "bright, rock -steady
This

picture in a jiffy."
YOUR NAME

With the new Model 890, you can measure AC Beta-in circuit-with
unmatched accuracy. The key to this new accuracy standard is the
unique HICKOK-developed (patent -applied -for) method of neutralizing circuit impedance before tests are made. This effectively nullifies the loading effects of external circuit impedances and thereby
eliminates the inaccuracies inherent in other methods.

I

0-0000

¡"

Accuracy!

890 also measures these other in -circuit parameters: Rin
(transistor input resistance), Z Ohms (base -emitter circuit impedance), and lc. Out -of -circuit measurements include AC Beta, and

YOUR NAME

ES -30:
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The Model
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HICKOK Electrical Instrument Co.
10566 Dupont Ave. Cleveland 8, Ohio
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Communications

AC
DC

(Continued from page 31)

4 -WAY

NEW

POCIET 1001
a

real "working partner"

for removing backs of TV sets
and installing antennas

1

It's

a 1/4" nut driver !
Fits Parker-Kalon screws

-

Genuine Xcelite

plastic handle
shaped and

balanced for
working ease.
Equipped with

pocket clip.

2 It's

a

7/16"

nut driver!
Ideal for
antenna

installations.

3 It's

a

No.

1

Phillips
screwdriver!

Double -end blade
inserts in 7/16" hex

opening. Just push
it in or pull it out!
Patented spring
holds it firm.

4 It's

a

tions: (a) Frequency range covering
that of the equipment being serviced, 5-470 me being adequate for
most systems encountered; (b) excellent frequency stability; (c) positive suppression of RF radiation
from the generator, except via the
output cable; (d) accurate amplitude control and microvolt calibration of the generator output;
(e) frequency calibration accurate
enough so the technician can obtain
the proper frequency with ease.
Fig. 4 shows the test setup for
measuring receiver sensitivity. An
output meter is connected to the
speaker terminals (point D) to read
the amount of circuit noise inherent
in the set. With the receiver operating, the volume control is adjusted
to produce some reference reading
of noise on the output meter, say 10
volts. The signal generator is then
connected to the input of the receiver at point B. The generator output control is set for about 100
microvolts, and the frequency is ad
justed to that of the receiver. The
most accurate method of tuning the
generator to the exact frequency is
to measure the DC voltage at the
discriminator (point C) and adjust
the generator -frequency dial until
the receiver discriminator reads exactly zero volts. This quiets receiver
noise through limiter action, and reduces the output -meter reading to
zero or nearly so. The generator
output can then be reduced until the
receiver noise reading is exactly
1;10 the reference value chosen
earlier-in this case, volt. Stating
it another way, the noise output is
20 db below the original level, so
20 db of quieting has been produced
in the receiver. Checking the microvolt output of the generator gives a
direct reading of receiver sensitivity.
1

3/16"

slotted screwdriver!

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeters
Ask to see

"No. 600"
next time you
pick up parts

XCELITE, INC.
Canada

64
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Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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Although communications equipment can be serviced with the same
type of VOM used in the repair of
other electronic devices, a more
sensitive meter with a 50-ua movement comes in very handy for making tests of certain key points in
many sets.
Field -Service Instruments
Some of the above -mentioned instruments are designed for portable
use in the field, and several addi-

OUTPUT

,y-44,.,

MEIER

METER

ACCESSORY
PAD

SIGNAL
R
GENERATOR

TH

TED

F'g. 4. Test setup for measuring the
sensitivity of communications receiver.

tional items are available to simplify
and speed field -service activities.
Probably the most useful of these is
the test set intended for use with a
particular model of radio. Most
modern transmitter/receivers have
several leads from key test points
brought out to a common metering
socket or sockets, designed for direct
plug-in connection to a test set.
Switching arrangements provide for
instant metering of various pointsthereby cutting down the time consumed in checking circuit operation,
over-all performance, and results of
adjustments. Many test sets also
provide additional features (built-in
signal generators, field -strength meters, microphone testers, wattmeters,
VOM ranges, etc.)

Supplementary Test
Instruments
Many other useful pieces of
equipment are available to make the
job of troubleshooting and adjustment easier for the busy communications technician. Some of these
deserve brief mention.
RF field -strength meters are
handy to have around for field adjustment of antenna -coupling circuits and the final stages of transmitters. Relative readings obtained
from a meter placed near the transmitter antenna provide sufficiently
accurate readings to obtain optimum
coupling and output tuning.
Audio generators are useful for
testing the audio amplifier circuits in
receivers and the microphone amplifiers in transmitters. Stages can be
checked for gain and distortion by
12V

6V

BENCH

TERMINALS

BATT

6V BATT

6V BATT

Fig.

5.

supply

A

CHARGER
12
6

simple, well -regulated DC
batteries with charger.

- two

injecting the audio signal at a suitable level and noting the results.
Remember, however, that the audio
circuits of all transmitters and most
receivers are designed to amplify
only frequencies between 300 and
3000 cps.
An oscilloscope is useful in checking audio circuits, as well as in
checking power -supply circuits for
proper decoupling, hash elimination,
and filtering. Familiarity with vibrator waveforms, and the waveforms generated by transistor power
supplies, will assist in detecting and
pinpointing possible defects in these
circuits.
When used in conjunction with a
sweep generator, an oscilloscope
serves to check the receiver discriminator for a proper S -curve, the same
as in any FM receiver. In this application, scopes offer definite clues for
spotting any stage which may be
failing to respond properly to adjustment. This is a good way to track
down IF coils which have shifted
frequency or lost Q. Bandwidth can
also be checked to see if the bandpass filters are functioning properly.
Most television alignment generators
will do nicely for performing these
chores.
Much of the newer communications equipment uses transistors;
therefore, a transistor tester can help
to relieve some of the strain on the
harried technician by speeding the
discovery of trouble spots.
For bench-testing mobile equipment, a dependable source of 6- and
12 -volt DC is a necessity. The supply must have excellent regulation
because of the wide difference in
current requirements between "receive" and "transmit" conditions.
One of the best setups for bench
power consists of two 6 -volt batteries interconnected with a battery
eliminator as in Fig. 5. The batteries
maintain excellent voltage regulation, while the eliminator provides
the current to bring the batteries
back to full charge after being used
on a transmitter.
A collection of alignment tools
and the usual assortment of coupling
clips, pads, jumpers, and input and
isolating gimmicks (already in daily
use by most technicians) complete
the test -instrument requirements for
professional -grade maintenance of
mobile radio communications systems.

cartridge-not even the finest
magnetic in the world-outperforms the

No stereo

Sonotone Ceramic "Velocitone"
Listen!.

with any magnetic you sell today-at any price. Then replace
it directly in any component system with Sonotone's new
"VELOCITONE" STEREO CERAMIC CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLY. Listen
again! We challenge you to tell the difference. Experts have
tried ... in dozens of A -B listening tests. And, in every single
one, Sonotone's "VELOCITONE" performed as well as or better
than the world's best magnetic.
Listen!.. perfectly flat response in the extreme highs and lows (better
than many of the largest -selling magnetics) .
Listen!.. excellent channel separation-sharp, crisp definition.
Listen!.. highest compliance-considerably superior tracking ability.
Listen!.. absolutely no magnetic hum-quick, easy, direct attachment to
any magnetic inputs.
Listen!.. remarkable performance characteristics unexcelled anywhere.
(Write Sonotone Corporation for specifications.)
Now listen to the price. Only $23.50... about one-half the price
of a good stereo magnetic cartridge. Stock and sell Sonotone's
"vELOCITONE"...the stereo ceramic cartridge system that
can't be outperformed by any magnetic, regardless of price.
.

Sonoton.
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION,

ELMSFORD, N. Y.,

DEPT. C10.41

IN CANADA, CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., TORONTO

LEADING MAKERS OF CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

TAPE HEADS

MIKES

ELECTRONIC TUBES
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Old Faithfuls
(Continued from page 24)

being "power-starved." This trick of
the trade is just as applicable to TV
sets, or any other electronic device,
as it is to portable radios.
Besides its usefulness in troubleshooting intermittents, the isolation
transformer is indispensable for
servicing transformerless equipment
if this fact needed mentioning.
Many "bites" could have been
avoided if an isolation transformer
had been put to work in the first
place. Even more important than
avoidance of accidental shocks is the
protection an isolation transformer
gives to the receiver under test. For
instance, think of the balun coils
that have been burned up in "hot chassis" TV sets when a grounded
antenna was accidentally connected
on the wrong side of the antenna isolation network-and baluns are
so hard to replace.

here
does he

-as

buy
his
clothes?
(His low voltage

ceramic capacitors
are clearly from

DC

PHOTO: BETIMAN ARCHIVE

You'll look long and hard in today's men's stores to duplicate this
outfit-but for ceramic capacitors for transistor circuits, there's a
ready source: your CENTRALAB distributor.

There's nothing old-fashioned
about CENTRALAB'S ceramic

capacitor line, except the quality.
The styles are up to date, and
there's a complete range of sizes,
capacitances, and voltages, so you
can rely on CENTRALAB for those
"hard -to -fit" applications.
For every low voltage application,
your CENTRALAB distributor has
the ceramic capacitor you need.
Ask him for your free copy of
CENTRALAB'S Catalog 31, which
gives complete listings on 3 V
and 10 V Ultra-Kaps®, 30 V DA
Series, 75 V DDA Series, and 150
V DM and DDM Series.
D.6109

Variable DC supplies (6/12 -volt
battery eliminators or transistor
power supplies) are as helpful as
their AC counterparts. Their well regulated outputs eliminate any
shadow of doubt as to whether or
not a unit under test is receiving
proper input power. The majority of
DC power supplies are equipped
with panel meters to indicate voltage
and/or current output. When the set
under test is first turned on, the immediate indication given by these
meters often suggests where to look
for trouble. In vibrator -powered
equipment, such as older auto radios
SIMULTANEOUSLY
CLAMP RF AND IF
BRANCHES OF AGC LINE,
IF P CTURE IMPROVES,

AGC TO
TUNER

TROUBLE IS IN AGC CIRCUIT.

AGC TO

1st d2nU

50

Das

100K

Cen4ab
ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE
942D EAST KEEFE AVENUE
äl

CENTRALAB CANADA

VARIABLE RESISTORS

-UNION INC.
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VIDEO AMP

705V

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN

LIMITED-AJAX, ONTARIO

1000 mmt
1000V
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Power Supplies

and mobile PA amplifiers, these immediate meter readings can provide
clues to shorts and similar troubles
before the fuse has a chance to blow.
Stuck vibrators or power-tuning
units, as well as shorted filament
leads or spark plates, will often peg
the ammeter hand-calling for immediate removal of power until other
tests are made.
In servicing transistor radios, the
meters built into the power supplies
provide useful clues in localizing inoperative stages and tracing the
causes of excessive current drain.
Simply shorting the base of a transistor to the emitter should produce
a specific decrease in total current if
the stage is operative. If there is no
noticeable change in current when
this test is performed, the stage may
be assumed to be dead. If there's a
radical change, you can be sure the
stage under test is drawing excessive
current.
Variable DC supplies are also
helpful in tracking down intermittent
troubles. One example is the way
reduced input voltage causes a weak
OZ4 tube to show its true colors.
Bias packs are not normally considered as "DC power supplies," but
in a sense, they can be regarded as
such. These units normally offer one
to four DC outputs which are variable from zero to around 15 volts.
The output impedance of the supply
is quite low, so it can simulate the
circuit -loading characteristics of a
battery.
Clamping AGC lines at a fixed
voltage is the main use for bias
packs (Fig. 3) This procedure
offers one of the surest ways of determining if an AGC trouble exists,
and also provides a handy voltage
source for establishing proper bias
during alignment. Since the bias
supply has such a low output impedance, and AGC circuits have
such limited power, connecting the
bias pack automatically disables or
overrides the action of the AGC system. Thus, the bias pack can compensate for excessive, as well as
insufficient, AGC voltage. When the
bias supply has been adjusted to
provide the proper value of negative voltage, normal troubleshooting
techniques can be employed to trace
the trouble to its source.

have at the bench are substitution
units for temporary replacement of
components. Decade boxes provide
substitute parts with values adjustable in graduations of 10; other replacement units offer a variety of
EIA standard values. Either way, a
suspected component can be substitution -checked by the flick of a
switch and the attachment of test
leads.
Back in the old days, when you
wanted a useful little substitution
unit, you took the time to assemble
a handful of capacitors, resistors,
and a rotary switch or two. Since

then, however, many manufactured
substitution units have become available for a wide variety of applications.
Now it's possible to substitute for
almost any value of resistance-and
several wattages are available. Substitution units for capacitors are also
made, covering a wide range of
values; some that include electrolytics even have a test switch to discharge the 'lytic when the test is
completed. While capacitor -substitution units are extremely versatile,
small -value capacitors aren't included because of the additional

Professional Technicians Use CASTLE'S

Complete

TV TUNER

OVERHAUL

ALL MAKES
ONE PRICE

$Q95

J

VHF TUNERS

SAME DAY
SERVICE!
on Popular Types

48 Hours most Others

UHF TUNERS
UV
*UV

Combinations*
combination tuner

must be of one piece construction. Separate UHF
and VHF tuners with cord
or gear drives must be
dismantled and the defective unit only sent in.

.

Component-Substitution Boxes
Among the hmndiest things to

Castle overhaul charge includes all labor and
minor parts and written 90 day warranty.
Tubes and major parts are extra at net prices.
Tuner to be overhauled should be shipped
complete; include tubes, shield cover and any
damaged parts. Write down model number
and state complaint. Pack well and insure.
Write for Special Quantity Rates and Discounts

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5710 N. Western Ave.

Chicago 45, III.

IN CANADA
136 Main Street

Toronto 13, Ontario

Overhauling TV tuners is
our only business. We
do not manufacture and
sell you a so called
"universal" replacement
tuner. When the original
equipment tuner is overhauled by Castle you
are assured that it will
fit properly and the
electrical specifications,
set by the receiver manufacturer, will be met
exactly.

Castle

a

stray capacitance of the test leads.
Other component - substitution
units are available for quick checks
of semiconductor diodes and rectifiers, speakers and/or audio output
transformers, deflection yokes, and
even picture tubes.
Picture -tube substitution units,
often referred to as check tubes, are
useful in determining the true condition of a suspicious -acting CRT,
or in taking the place of a cabinet mounted picture tube for bench
servicing. The growing trend for TV
manufacturers to mount the picture
tube in the cabinet promises to make

the check tube more popular as time
goes by.
One of the newer instruments, the
flyback and yoke tester, has already
saved many an hour in servicing.
This specialized component tester
offers "proof positive" of the condition of a flyback or yoke. Unfortunately, some servicemen have been
reluctant to trust the answers obtained with this type of tester, regarding them as "maybe not right."
A man may be tempted to adopt
this attitude when he hasn't been
able to pin down a difficult horizontal sweep problem, and hopes

BOOST YOUR BRITENER SALES
with these

SIX MAGIC WORDS
from

felt:m417Crtve,

WOULD
YOU LIKE A
BRIGHTER
PICTURE?

That's a question with only one possible answer-YES.
Every customer wants a better, brighter picture ... but
doesn't realize how easy it is to get one.
When you say you'll brighten the picture-When you quote
the low cost-you've sold the customer.

Don't sell Briteners-sell Brighter Pictures!
On every service call, remember to use Perma-Power's 6
Magic Words-Would You Like A Brighter Picture? You'll
sell a 12 -pack of Briteners almost as fast as you can say
Perma-Power
!

COMPANY -3102 N. Elston Ave.-Chicago 18
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without hope that the flyback is at
fault. This often results in an unnecessary flyback replacement that
fails to solve the problem.
Radio Signal Tracer

For many of you who are new to
radio, you'll find the old faithful
signal tracer mighty handy to have
on the bench. The simplest of these
units consists of a demodulator
probe feeding an audio amplifier
that has sufficient gain to amplify a
signal detected at the radio antenna.
Beginning at this point, and tracing
through the RF, IF, and audio circuits, you should pick up a steadily
increasing signal until you reach a
dead stage-where the signal will be
lost.
Since the signal tracer is a sensitive signal amplifier, it is very useful
in tracing hum modulation. When
the offending modulation is entering
the circuit via a radiation path, the
probe of the signal tracer will often
"pick the signal out of the air" and
direct your attention to improper
shielding or lead dress.
Of course, several other "old
faithfuls" found on nearly every
bench are still to be mentionedpanel meters, volt-ohm-milliammeters, VTVM's, signal generators,
scopes, etc. In this article, however,
we've made a point of concentrating
on the items that seldom gain attention, but still are used day in and
day out to improve efficiency. The
reason for considering these instruments is to make the newcomer
more aware of the various types of
equipment used to speed troubleshooting, and at the same time remind the "old pro" to get some of
these instruments down, dust them
off, and restore them to their rightful
place on the radio-TV -electronics
service bench.
Answer to Crossword on page 42
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VTVM

(Continued from page 33)

rectifier results in a problem. With
no signal applied, the few electrons breaking away from the space
charge about the cathode will pass
through the plate circuit and develop
a voltage drop across the rectifier
load resistor. This undesired voltage
is contact potential, and its value
may rise to as high as one volt. To
overcome this problem, two diodes
are used. With no signal applied, the
polarity of the contact current of
diode V2A is developed across R1
in the direction shown by the arrow.
The contact current of diode V2B
flows through R1 in the opposite direction, as indicated by a second
arrow. By adjusting R2 to the correct value, the contact current of
V2B can be made equal and opposite to that of V2A, cancelling any
contact potential. R2 is called the
AC BALANCE or AC ZERO adjustment.
The rectified output is then handled
as a DC signal by the DC voltagedivider circuit.

Ohmmeter Circuit
To use the measuring circuit as
an ohmmeter, a known voltage is
placed in series with a known value
of resistance. The unknown -value
resistor is then placed in series
with both, and the resulting voltage
division is read by the measuring
circuit. The resistance -divider circuit
is shown in Fig. 5. Shorting the
input terminals places the grid of
V1 A at ground, or zero potential.
Placing an unknown resistor across
the input terminals causes the voltage of the 1.5 -volt cell to divide
between the series resistor of the
selected range and the unknown resistor. The measuring circuit then
reads the value of voltage across the
unknown resistor. As the value of
this resistor is increased, the voltage
drop across it will increase proportionately, and this will be indicated
by a higher reading on the meter.
By calibrating the dial scale in ohms
instead of volts, the resistance value
may be read directly from the meter
face, with maximum resistance readings on the right-hand edge of the
scale and zero at the left. When the
value of the unknown resistor becomes too large in proportion to the
value of the known resistor, a larger
value of known resistance is switched
in place. By using multiples of 10,

TUBE TESTER
Model 658 Dynamic® Output Type
Faster, more versatile, more accurate.
Makes more tests than any other tube
tester. Meets the needs of every engineer, lab technician and serviceman.

OSCILLOSCOPE

Model 600 Laboratory type, wide
band/high sensitivity operation . .
for every industrial, scientific and
service application. Has every performance feature of higher priced
scopes.

$335.00 Net

ALL -NEW
JACKSON INSTRUMENTS
for profit-minded service technicians

SINE/SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR
Model 605 Precision unit gives both
sine and square wave output for accurate amplifier circuit checks in hi-fi,
stereo, video and industrial lab applications. 20 to 200,000 cycle range.

$129.95 Net
POWER SUPPLY

Model 607 Laboratory unit provides
heater, Negative and regulated variable B voltages in one compact
package.
$79.95 Net

o"

o...o...o..

Investigate these new Jackson instruments. See your
electronic distributor ...or write for literature.

o

jäckson

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
124 McDonough St., Dayton, Ohio
In Canada: The Canadian Marconi Co.
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for making superior television antenna installations

e

Take "Snap -In" Type
TO DC

CHIMNEY MOUNTS and WALL BRACKETS
for instance

.

.

VOLTAGE

DIVIDER
CIRCUIT

.

Unique U Bolts instead of two screws
make for quick, simple, antenna
installation. Spring tension on steel
mast retainers holds antenna mast
while Special U Bolts are inserted
and tightened. Saves installer tune
permits greater safety. Same features
are included in Snap -In Wall Brackets.

4. Extra diode V2B prevents a
contact -potential error on AC scales.

Fig.

100, etc., the dial scale is simplified
to one resistance calibration, and
only the correct number of zeros
need be added to readings on the
higher ranges.

-

VTVM Troubleshooting
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Products made better by design
with the installer in mind
MAKE
,

.

.

IT EASY

CHIMNEY MOUNT

SN -50

FOR YOURSELF

Better for your Customers

(Two To A Set)

Insist on mountings and

accessories

made

by

METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
South River, New Jersey
PIONEER

MANUFACTURER AND OUTSTANDING

PRODUCER OF

LINE OF

ANTENNA

MOUNTING

ACCESSORIES

who want to work
for you.

sent direct

to your shop
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Two Fellows

SAMS PHOTOFACT INDEX
MAVEN INDEX

THE

VG -1 Voltage Gauge

...,

SEND FOR IT!

Yes, now you can have the valuable

Quickly tells you what the voltage
is at the flyback transformer.

SAMS MASTER INDEX TO PHOTOFACT
FOLDERS and Index Supplements

sent direct to your shop at no cost
to you! Just mail coupon below and
you'll be sure to receive regularly
your handy guide to the world's
finest service data covering over

$1.98

Model 50-A
Inductive Winding Tester

33,000 TV, Radio, Amplifier,
Tuner Tape Recorder and Changer

it-it's FREE!
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Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
EIPut me on your mailing list to receive the Sams
Photofact Master Index and Supplements
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State

2516 Dodge Avenue
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Even if there is no sign of trouble,
the technician should periodically
test the instrument and provide preventive maintenance. It is important
to keep a close check on probes,
which are a constant source of difficulty because they are handled so
often. A broken center conductor in
the shielded lead where it connects
to the DC isolating resistor is a
typical fault. Poor connections to
the ground lead or AC -OHMS test
prod are also common problems.
On some instruments, separate
test jacks are used for each plug-in
test lead; these often come loose
from the instrument panel. A loose
test jack will cause difficulty if the
jack is part of the ground circuit.
To prevent an intermittent ground
because of this loose mounting, a
lead from the test jack to an internal
chassis ground is a good safety
feature. Speaking of safety-is the
VTVM anchored? Too many times
someone has tripped over hanging
test leads, pulling the instrument off
the bench.
When circuit trouble develops in
a VTVM, it is usually of a straightforward nature, and can be readily
localized. A typical problem is a
VTVM which is inoperative on all
ranges and functions. Frequently,
the pilot lamp does not even glow.
The obvious location of the defect is
in the power supply, which is common to the entire instrument. Since
the power-supply circuit is simple,
the serviceman usually has no difficulty-if he has another meter to
check the VTVM.
When a defective tube other than

Fig. 5. Known and unknown resistances
are placed in series across battery.

power -supply rectifier needs replacing, it is good policy to age the
tube before recalibrating the meter.
The length of time required for
aging the average tube is about 30
hours. If a tube is not aged before
calibration, the meter will probably
have to be recalibrated within a
week. A tube with high gas content,
although aged, may cause the zero
setting of the pointer to shift when
switching ranges.
When the meter pointer will not
deflect to full scale on the ohmmeter
range with an open circuit across the
test leads, the battery in the ohmmeter circuit is probably weak and
needs replacing. This should be done
just as soon as this trouble is noticed, since a weak battery, if left
unattended, may leak and or corrode. When replacing the battery, be
sure to observe the correct polarity.
If the instrument uses spring contacts instead of soldered leads, be
sure the contacts are clean. A slight
burnishing with fine sandpaper is a
good precaution. In addition, the
tension of the spring contacts should
be checked.
Although not a common problem,
dirty switch contacts may cause intermittent difficulties. These can be
cleaned by the same methods used
on TV tuner switch contacts-employing a chemical which leaves a
thin film of special corrosion -resistant lubricant.
a

voltage -Overloads

and no wonder they do!
MERCURY TEST EQUIPMENT
meets all their every day servicing
requirements and will meet all
moors too! You want test instruments that save you valuable time,
ncrease your earning power and
build customer goodwill.
l'ou want all these things but you
don't want to go overboard on
price! And you don't have to!
Mercury test equipment is priced
sensibly low and represents extraordinary value
Brilliantly engineered
constructed of top
carename brand components
fully hand -wired throughout.
Ask to see them at your jobber today! Learn why thousands of servcernen from coast -to -coast say

-

...

-

"We Want Mercury".

$9915

SPOT
HARD -TO 3

FIND

It is almost impossible to burn out
a meter movement in the circuit of
Fig. 2. It is quite common, however,
to have voltage overloads damage
the divider circuits by changing the
values of the precision resistors.
This trouble is commonly caused by
attempting to measure voltage with
the function selector set to ohms.
When checking a suspected di -

INTO

ONE COMPACT UNIT!

TUBE DEFECTS

Multiple socket tube tester
CRT tester-reactivator
Volt ohm milliameter and capacity meter

IN JUST

SECONDS!

a complete portable service shop at your
side wherever you go. As a TUBE TESTER, it will
check cathode emission, inter -element leakage
As a CRT TESTERand gas content of all tubes
REACTIVATOR it will test, repair and reactivate
all black and white and all color picture tubes
As a VOM sensitivity is 20,000 ohms per volt/DC.
5,000 ohms per volt. AC
Capacity Range: .001
mfd. to 80 mfd. Handsome wood carrying case.

Here is

...

$4715

...

...

The Model 103 is compact in size but is

of

a

a whale
money-maker. Although unusually low in price

it has a range of operation that will outperform
far more expensive testers. It checks all radio and
TV tubes (including all black and white picture
tubes) for cathode emission, shorts, grid leakage
and gas content. The speed and accuracy achieved
with the 103 is so great that you will find it profitable to check all tubes when repairing a TV set.

TESTS
REPAIRS

REACTIVATES

ALL
BLACK AND
WHITE

complete range
of components
at your fingertips
A

AND

ALL

COLOR

PICTURE
TUBES

for fast
substitution

9Net
Model 800 employs a new brilliantly engineered circuit designed to handle every black and
whether in
white or color picture tube made
the set or in the carton. It will TEST for emission.
inter -element leakage and life expectancy
REPAIR inter -element shorts and weld open elements
REACTIVATE low emission tubes with a
controlled high voltage pulse (reactivation is seen
and controlled on the meter). Wood carrying case.
The

The Model 500

does the whole job
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...

Net

-- -----

COMBINED

ESSENTIAL INSTRUMENTS

All the substitutes for electronic components you
want and need in your every day work are here in

this advanced design component substitutor

..

.

more than any other instrument of its type! Covers
a full range of resistors, condensers, electrolytics
.. and also contains many exclusive features covering the substitution of crystal diodes, power
rectifiers, power resistors and bias voltages.

SEE

Other Mercury profit -making instruments
Model 201-F SelfService Tube Testers
Model 600 In -Circuit
Rectifier Tester
Model 700 TransistorDiode Tester

Model
Model
Tester
Model
Model
Model

102-P Tube Tester
400 VOM -Capacity
MH-1
MP -1
MT -1

Multi -Head
Multi -Probe
Multi -Tracer
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vider resistor for correct value, bear
in mind that the accuracy tolerance
of the meter you are using may be

broader than the value tolerance
prescribed for the resistor. A laboratory -type bridge circuit should be
used for accurate testing. If a bridge
is not available, check the reading.
obtained with a 1% resistor of the
same value against that produced
by the resistor in question.

Meter Movement

NEW COUNTER DISPLAY
HELPS RCA BATTERIES

SELL THEMSELVES!
This unique "Change Tray" Counter Merchandiser leads the list of
dealer promotional aids in RCA's newest battery program. Here's a
battery display with real use value! Now, every time you return a
customer's change you automatically remind him of his battery needs.
Other new RCA sales stimulators include:

* Full -Line Battery Merchandiser
* Outdoor Thermometer
* Essential battery reference material
* Full -Color "3-D" Window Display
* Streamer, Decal, Counter Card
Plus these special sales advantages of the RCA Line:

* Wide choice of battery types: mercury, zinc -carbon, new alkaline!
* Famous RCA reputation for quality
* Customer acceptance second to none
* Selective dealer distribution
Such solid support can pull in more store traffic for you. It can help
you sell more batteries in '61 and develop additional business while
doing so. Your Authorized RCA Distributor is the man to see!
RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, New Jersey

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Should the meter movement itself
be under suspicion, don't check it
with an ohmmeter; the battery voltage in the ohmmeter circuit may be
high enough to burn out the meter
movement. For test purposes, temporarily substitute another movement of equal value. If this can't be
done, play safe and return the movement to the manufacturer or someone else known to be qualified to
test and repair it.
With the power to the VTVM
turned off, check the meter pointer
to be sure it is resting at zero. If
not, a mechanical adjustment can be
made by turning the positioning
screw located on the front of the
meter at the base of the pointer. Be
sure to make this adjustment with
care, as it does not require a "heavy
hand." If the pointer will not return
to zero, return the meter to the

manufacturer.
If you should be brave enough to
take the meter movement out of its
case, proceed with caution. Be sure
to do this anywhere but at the service bench. The magnet of the meter
movement has an unhappy faculty
for picking up stray pieces of metal
seemingly from nowhere. Take the
meter movement apart over a large,
clean, solid sheet of blank paper.
This will enable you to keep track of
all mounting screws and to keep iron
filings, etc., out of the meter movement. If the case is plastic, it will
probably have an antistatic coating.
If this needs replenishing, and no
antistatic solution is available, a detergent such as that used in home
laundry machines may be substituted. After washing the case with
the detergent, be sure to allow sufficient time for drying.
More complete suggestions for
troubleshooting a defective VTVM,
summarized in Table I, touch on
practically every defect which might
develop in this type of instrument.A

Analyzers

Get ALL Basic Color-TV Test Patterns

(Continued from page 22)

From This ONE Low -Cost Generator
Fig. 2. Signals in
be viewed with

RF

or

IF

section can

waveform analyzer.

then substitutes for the RF stage,
and indications are observed on the
picture-tube screen. In a like manner, you can "bridge" the mixer
stage by connecting the probe's test
leads across points B and C.
Another type of analyzer from the
probe family can be used with a
scope to sample the television signal
at various stages. The amplifier in
this type of probe may also be
tunable to cover the RF, IF, and
video frequencies. For example, the
signal may be picked off at the output of the tuner, passed through the
probe where it is amplified and detected, and then fed to the vertical
input of the scope for visual inspection.
When you check the IF stages of
the receiver using one of the elaborate generator -type analyzers, you'll
find that the troubleshooting procedure remains about the same, except
now the output carrier frequencies
are in either the 20- or 40-mc band.
Here, test points D, E, F, and G of
Fig. 1 are involved, and various patterns from the scanner can be monitored on the picture -tube screen.
Incidentally, these analyzers will
usually provide control over both
output level and percentage of modulation.
When troubleshooting with a
probe instrument in this section of
the receiver, you again use either the
stage -substitution or signal -sampling
method. As you gain experience
with the sampling type of analyzer,
you'll find that you can even perform
stage -by-stage alignments.
'Letters H, I, J, and K in Fig. 1
represent key test points for check -

RCA WR -64A

COLOR-BAR/DOT/CROSSHATCH GENERATOR
Here is the low-cost, lightweight, high -quality instrument that gives you all essential Color -TV test patterns:
ONLY
Color -bar signals for checking, adjusting and troublefor adjusting consignals
pattern
and
dot
crosshatch
shooting Color -TV circuits;
vergence in color receivers and for adjusting linearity and overscan in either color
or black -and-white receivers. Designed for in -the -home or shop servicing.
*User Price (Optional)

189.50

GENERATES:

SIMPLICITY:

Only three operating controls!
Provides RF output ...connects directly to
antenna terminal of receiver. No external sync

Color -Bar Pattern...Ten
bars of color including

leads needed.

R -Y,

Crystal controlled signals assure accuracy and dependability. Patterns are
rock -steady, free from "jitter" and "crawl".

PORTABILITY: Weighs only

13 pounds. The
ideal test instrument for proper in -the -home
color -TV adjustment and servicing.

and

Q

for

and
auand

Crosshatch Pattern..
A crosshatch of thin
sharp lines for adjusting vertical and horizontal linearity, raster
size, and overscan.
Dot Pattern (not illus

Extra wide range on,chroma

control..."standby" position on function switch
...fixed number of dots and bars..."on-off" control on sound -carrier.

GET

I

phase intervals
checking phase
matrixing, and for
tomatic -frequency
phase alignment.

STABILITY:

FLEXIBILITY:

B -Y, G -Y,

signals spaced at 3O -

trated) permits accurate color convergence.

LL THE FACTS ON THE NEW RCA WR -64A

RCA Electron Tube Division

Dept.

PF -D

Commercial Engineering
Harrison, N. J.

;

Please send me your folder (101017) on the new RCA WR -64A Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Generator.
Name

Title

Company
SOUND IF

DET

AUDIO OUTPUT

Address._

City
SPEAKER

State

Zone

Or see it at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor
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TAKE OFF

Analyzer test points in sound
reproducing system of a TV receiver
Fig. 3.
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ing the video stages of a receiver. If
you use one of the flying -spot scanners to analyze this section, you
merely switch over to a video -signal
output. You'll find that the instrument will provide an output with

either positive- or negative -going
sync pulses. The polarity to be selected will depend, of course, upon
the point of signal injection. Through
the use of transparent slides, the
flying -spot scanner can generate almost any pattern you need for troubleshooting-a standard TV test
pattern, white dots, bars, crosshatch,
etc.-on the screen of any normally operating receiver. These features
also permit the analyzer to be used
for convergence adjustments and
signal -tracing in color receivers.
One interesting approach to localizing a defect in the video section is
to use a stage -substitution type of
probe. One lead from the analyzer
is clipped to the plate of the vertical
output tube, while the probe tip is
placed at the video detector load
(point H in Fig. 1). If the video
amplifier is operating, a hum bar
(60 -cycle modulation) should appear on the CRT.
A different approach is to use the

speaker in the receiver as an indicating device. For example, one
probe lead is attached to the ungrounded end of the volume control,
and the probe tip is touched to the
plate of the video output tube (test
point J) With the sound IF stage
disabled, sync buzz should be heard
in the speaker if the composite video
signal is reaching point J.
Another special analyzer permits
observation of signal waveforms
from the top side of the TV chassis.
Basically, this instrument is either a
highly sensitive scope in itself or a
preamplifier for use with an oscilloscope. It makes use of special probe
adapters capable of sampling signals
from the glass envelope of both
single -stage and multipurpose tubes.
This type of analyzer is especially
useful in high -frequency, low-level
circuits. Since the input of the instrument features tuned amplifier
stages similar to a conventional TV
tuner plus a detector network, you'll
find it possible to view the composite
video signal anywhere from the antenna to the driven element of the
picture tube. To illustrate what you
can do with one of these analyzers,
Fig. 2 is the demodulated waveform
.

Precision -crafted by expert workmen who grind welds marble smooth and finish off all dangerously sharp tray and shelf edges.

POWERS

obtained by sampling the signal at a
second IF amplifier stage with a
ring -type pickup probe slipped over
the tube envelope.
Before we leave this section of the
receiver, let's look at the AGC system. Since trouble in this circuit can
produce so many different symptoms
affecting both picture and sound,
there is a real need for a rapid and
systematic method of troubleshooting the entire AGC network. Several
instruments needed for this job are
all combined in one type of special
analyzer including an RF signal generator, VTVM, and small DC power
supply. With these built-in features,
you can check AGC action at different RF signal levels, monitor
AGC voltage (including the high
peak -to -peak pulse present on a
keyer tube) , and substitute for AGC
bias at any point. Small bias units
designed for the express purpose of
clamping the AGC line with a fixed
voltage are also available; these are
especially useful for quickly confirming a diagnosis of AGC trouble,
as well as for alignment work.
Sound

IF -Audio

The major problem in trouble -

Compare doors! Open and slam
ours
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our "solid" sound, balanced "feel",
superior construction, and "can't bind", nylon bushings.

...
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Optional Canopy Top, at left, has 53" floor to -roof height. Body is also available with
compartment -high telescopic roof.

McCABE-POWERS BODY COMPANY
5900
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Concealed fenders with built-in
"lastability" assure at least 10
years of rugged service , truly
your best body buy.

N. BROADWAY
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Fig. 4. Some analyzers also permit a
stage -by -stage check of sync circuits.

shooting audio circuits arises when
you attempt to pin down the fault
to one particular stage. Here again,
special analyzers come to the rescue.
Radio signal tracers, harmonic signal or noise generators, and signal substitution probes are well suited
for troubleshooting the sound section. Signal -tracer instruments will
usually include a detector probe,
built-in test speaker, and output
jacks for monitoring a signal using
an external indicator (earphones, a
VTVM, or a scope). In some designs, the VTVM may be a built-in
feature.
Since the sound IF and detector
stages are designed for FM operation, you may find it necessary to
use an auxiliary generator in connection with the signal-tracer type
of analyzer. In the case of an inter carrier sound system, the audio modulated output of a generator
tuned to 4.5 me is injected into the
grid of the sound IF stage at point A
(Fig. 3) . The signal -tracing probe
is then placed on the plate of that
stage, or point B. Providing the stage
is operating, the AM test signal
should be heard in the instrument's
speaker. This test may not be entirely conclusive, since the detector
is not actually responding to a frequency -modulated signal. However,
if the stages preceding and following
the detector check out okay, you can
assume that any difficulty must be
originating in the detector circuit
itself. For the audio section of the
receiver, the signal tracer can be
employed as in conventional radio
circuits. The built-in AF amplifier
and speaker system of the analyzer
reproduce the TV sound signal from
test points D, E, F, and G shown in
Fig. 3.
A noise generator can also be successfully used to troubleshoot the
TV sound section. The output is
usually an audio -frequency square
wave, with harmonics extending well
up into the RF range. When injected
into a sound IF circuit, this signal

1

F

Series

H

Series

Series units
for stereo... hi fi ...television

Now 600 piv

F

Series and

H

Tarzian 600 -volt F and H series units are now available to meet
the popular demand for them for servicing stereo, hi fi, television.
The 600 -volt units reduce failures due to line voltage transients.
400 and 600 volt F and H series rectifiers are available in Doubler
Replacement Kits-also in Ten Packs and in bulk. And remember
-M 150 and M 500 conversion Kits are available for those who
prefer snap -in mounting.

M

150

M

500

Tarzian Tube Replacement

Silicon Rectifiers
9 standard models of tube replacement rectifiers are directly interchangeable with over 95 % of
all popular vacuum tube rectifiers. An added plus is
the Full Wave Silicon Rectifier (S5347), replacing 6BW4
or 12BW4 in Citizen's Band radios for maximum performance in reception quality and range.
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J

Tarzian "Condensed -Stack"
Selenium Rectifiers

Model

`

300-500 now

smallerthan before;
only 11/4" wide. Other
models are 50-75,
700 150 200-250
Y3

Tarzian's four "condensed -stack" selenium
rectifiers replace the 20 types that formerly
made up the 50 to 500 -milliampere line.
Their small size eases both your application
and inventory problems. Improved production processes have substantially reduced
watt losses by as much as 50 %.

Send for Tarzian "Distributor Line" Rectifier Catalog

J
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Vertical and horizontal sync
from a flying -spot scanner.

behaves as if the RF harmonics
were modulated by the basic audio
frequency; thus, it can pass through
the 4.5 -mc tuned circuits, and can
produce sufficient output from the
detector to be heard in the speaker.
An input for signal -injection testing of the audio section can also be
obtained from the vertical sweep
circuits of the receiver, using a
signal -substitution probe in much
the same way as described for testing the video amplifier.
Recent models of flying-spot scanners have a frequency -modulated
4.5 -mc output for signal -tracing
sound IF and detector stages of intercarrier receivers. Troubleshooting
information can also be obtained
from the above -chassis waveform
analyzers which sample signals from
the tube envelopes.
Sync

copy. Sorry-no C.O.D. orders.
AUG. SEPT.

5.

signals

Several recently -developed special
analyzers incorporate test facilities
expressly for the sync circuits of TV
receivers. These instruments range
in design from complex generators
to small signal -substitution probes.
A sweep -circuit analyzer, for example, might include a separate output
jack for a composite signal of both
vertical and horizontal sync pulses.
In some units, this signal is made
available in either a positive or negative polarity. In other types of analyzers, separate adapters are necessary to convert sawtooth drive pulses
into usable sync signals.
Using the sync pulses generated
by this type of analyzer, you can
inject the signal into the various test
points illustrated in Fig. 4. Since it's
almost impossible to synchronize the

generator with a TV -station signal
accurately enough to get a stable
picture, you'll find it more convenient to monitor the signals passed by
each stage on a scope rather than
viewing the TV screen. An output
signal from a flying -spot scanner can
be used in this same manner, provided video modulation is switched
off. The signals do not have precisely the same waveshape as those
originating from a TV station, but
they come close enough to do the
job. Examples of these sync waveforms are presented in Fig. 5.
About the simplest probe analyzer available for sync troubleshooting is the type that merely
samples the sync signal and applies
it to the audio section. If the particular tube or circuit being checked
is passing vertical sync, a buzz will
be heard in the speaker.
Another analyzer in the probe
family contains built-in vertical and
horizontal oscillator circuits for substitution testing of those in the receiver. This instrument also provides
sync pulses for controlling the
frequency of each oscillator, thus
making it suitable for checking synccircuit operation.

Quality you can count on

EVERY SINILE lIME!
AEROVOX

CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

DISK

Bypass -Coupling
General Purpose
Hi -Voltage

Temperature Compensating
quality components to assure top quality
performance every single time! That's the
whole story "in a nut shell" when it comes to
Top

Aerovox ceramic capacitors.
Your Aerovox Distributor offers you a complete
line of rugged, dependable ceramic capacitors
in every case style for your every replacement
need. Choose from a wide selection of disk
types for bypass -coupling, general purpose,
hi -voltage, and temperature compensating

Vertical Sweep
When confronted with a trouble
symptom involving the loss or distortion of vertical sweep, we naturally welcome any device that will
help us isolate the fault to either the
oscillator circuit, output stage, or
deflection yoke. Several modern-day
instruments include test methods for
checking this section of the receiver
by signal substitution. Certain sweep
analyzers, for example, provide a
grid -drive signal for the vertical output stage. If sweep returns to the
screen when signal is applied between point A (Fig. 6) and ground,
you can assume that the vertical oscillator circuit is at fault. If sweep
is not restored, the trouble must be
somewhere between point A and the
vertical yoke winding.
In addition to this grid signal,
some special analyzers include plate VERT OUTPUT

VERT OSC

B
SYNC
INPUT

A

C

YOKE

applications.
Top quality Aerovox tubular types are available from general purpose to hi -voltage to
temperature compensating units. Vibrator buffer capacitors are also available for use as
replacements where original equipment uses
ceramic buffers. And for those special applications you have feedthru, standoff, and high voltage cartwheels, as well as plate assemblies, in all sizes and values..

HI -VOLTAGE
"CARTWHEELS"

save

time... boost profits...

BUY 'EM BY THE KIT

Disk ceramic kits AK -200 and AK -201 HS, conPLATE ASSEMBLIES

taining fastest moving values in special metal
drawers, are available now. The drawers may
be stacked when additional kits are purchased.
Pay only for the capacitors and the handy file
drawers are yours free.
Yes, your local Aerovox Distributor is your
one -stop source of supply. Call on him for all
your capacitor needs... it pays to use Aerovox!

AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

Fig. 6. Vertical sweep section and
its three basic analyzer check points.
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and yoke -drive pulses which can be
used to localize trouble to either the
output transformer or the vertical
windings of the deflection yoke.
These signals are applied to points
B and C (Fig. 6). Here again, the
indicating device for such tests is the
TV screen itself. It's interesting to
note, however, that the signal used
to test the deflection capability of
the yoke is likely to produce a raster
resembling Fig. 7, rather than a
linear sweep. This is due to the fact
that the driving signal from many
analyzers is a sine wave rather than
the normal sawtooth.

Simple probe -type analyzers have
also been developed for troubleshooting this section of the receiver.
For instance, one such instrument
makes use of the sound system in
the set as an indicating device. A
lead is attached to the volume -control arm, while the probe samples
the signal at the vertical oscillator
or output stage. If a 60 -cycle buzz
is heard in the speaker, this indicates
that the vertical signal is at least
present.
A stage -substitution probe is another type of analyzer useful in pinpointing a faulty stage in the vertical

Now 24 -Hour Tuner Service
Tarzian Offers 24 -hour
Direct Factory Service
on TUNER REPAIRS

...$8.5O

TAttztAN tuners received one day will be repaired and shipped

out the next. No increase in price: $8.50 per unit and
$15 for UV combinations. That includes all replacement parts,
and a 6-month warranty against defective workmanship and parts
failure due to normal usage. Tuners repaired on approved,
open accounts. Replacements available at low cost on tuners
beyond practical repair.
Tarzian-made tuners easily identified by this stamping.
When inquiring about service on other than Tarzian-made tuners,
always give tube complement
shaft length
filament
voltage
series or shunt heater
IF frequency
chassis
identification. And, allow a little more time for service on
these tuners. See your distributor, or use this address for fast,
factory repair service:

...

...

SERVICE MANAGER

IT SARKES

...

...

TUNER DIVISION

...

DEPT

2A

TARZIAN INC

east hillside drive

bloomington, indiana

edison 2-7251
M1grs. of Tuners, Semiconductors, Air Trimmers, FM Radios, AM -FM Radios, Audio
Tape,
Broadcast Equipment and Shish -Kabob Grilles
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Fig. 7. Raster produced by sine -wave

signal fed to grid of vertical output.

system. This particular kind of unit
features a built-in oscillator circuit
which may be substituted for the
receiver oscillator. Component analyzers for testing transformers and
yokes are also of considerable value
in servicing this section.

Horizontal Sweep
The horizontal sweep and high voltage section is the "hot spot" of
the TV chassis, with high DC and
pulse voltages that tend to produce a high failure rate of components. Test -equipment manufacturers,
aware of the serviceman's problems
in this area, have developed numerous analyzers especially for the horizontal section. Many of these are
self-contained instruments that employ a signal -substitution method of
tracking down trouble. Most such
units include a built-in signal generator plus a circuit for testing flyback transformers and yokes. From
the generator, a grid -drive signal
may be applied to the horizontal
output stage between points B and C
in Fig. 8. If the output tube and
flyback system are working properly, high voltage and a raster should
be obtained. The analyzer may also
provide a pulse for directly driving
the flyback transformer. In this case,
the test signal is applied between
points D and C.
Tests of the flyback or yoke are
usually made with the component
partially disconnected from the circuit. This type of analyzer will generally employ a panel meter or a
tuning -eye tube as an indicating device, and some even include features
for testing capacitors.
More specialized instruments for
troubleshooting the horizontal section not only isolate the faulty stage,
but are also capable of measuring
various circuit parameters. Through
the use of panel switches and tube socket adapters, a built-in meter

MORE MONEY
* EARNBUILD
A BETTER FUTURE
*

HV RECT

HORIZ

OSCA

HORIZ OUTPUT

D
-

YOKE

DAMPER

e
Fig. 8. Diagram showing major ana
lyzer check points in horizontal section.

can be rapidly set up to read voltage,
current, resistance, and peak signal
values. These more or less automatic
measurements naturally save a tremendous amount of time in localizing trouble to the oscillator, output,
B+, damper or high -voltage circuit.
This variety of analyzer may not always include an internal switching
arrangement; it may instead provide
test jacks on a tube-socket adapter
so that conventional tube-pin measurements can be made from the tube
side of the chassis.
Special flyback and yoke checkers,
without drive -signal test facilities,
also find application in servicing
horizontal sweep systems. In addition, the previously -mentioned top of -chassis waveform analyzers, as
well as signal- or stage -substitution
probes, can also be of great help in
solving horizontal sweep problems.

Summary
In addition to the many specialized instruments just discussed in
relation to specific sections of the
television receiver, there are also
other devices which fall into the
"analyzer" category. These include
intermittent -trouble locators, various
component analyzers, and combination units capable of signal -tracing
more than one certain section or
troubleshooting both sweep circuits.
It might be well to point out here
that most analyzers are designed
primarily for speedy localization of
a defective stage or network. To
pinpoint a faulty component, conventional instruments like the voltohmmeter will usually take over
where analyzers leave off.
This general discussion of analyzers has barely scratched the surface of the subject. However, it will
serve to illustrate how you can vary
your troubleshooting tactics to save
time for greater profits in servicing.

NOW you can learn 2 -way radio

servicing at home from Motorola
NOW, for the first time, a home
study course devoted exclusively to
2 -way FM radio servicing.
The MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE trains you for a pro-

fessional career with unlimited
potential. The booming 2 -way radio
market should triple in the next 10

years. Qualified servicemen are
urgently needed!
The Motorola Training Institute
course covers everything in 2 -way
radio from basic principles to system analysis and troubleshooting the
latest transistorized equipment.

NEW TECHNICIANS: Learn in just a few months what
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Training Institute home study course teaches your technicians the right way to do 2 -way radio servicing and enables
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"The section on transistors alone is
more than worth the price of the

full course." (K. F.-Illinois)
"Although I have an FCC license
and some experience as a technician,
I did not have a good working
knowledge of the squelch circuit.
Now, through my Motorola Training Institute training, I am able to
do a decent troubleshooting job."
(P. C.-Indiana)
"Personally, I think any technician that does not sign up for this
course is missing a good opportunity

to ease his servicing problems."
(N.

V.-New Jersey)
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Select Test Equipment
(Continued from page 27)

capacitance. Therefore, the loading
effect may differ for DC, rms AC,
and peak -to-peak AC measurements. These factors should be
borne in mind by anyone using the
various functions of the VTVM.
In work demanding accurate signal -level measurements, frequency

TV TUNER $9.95
SERVICE

net

Price includes

Minor parts
Labor
90 day guarantee

VHF/UHF $18.50
PROMPT,

ACCURATE

Scope

REPAIR

Send make, model, and chassis
no. along with shields, tubes,

and damaged parts

.

.

.

TEST EQUIPMENT
REPAIR
FAST EXPERT service on ALL

makes
Prices you can
ALL parts and

afford
labor fully

guaranteed
quote submitted for
your approval before work
is begun, if you desire.
For FASTER than FACTORY servPrice

ice insure unit and ship post-

paid with all attachments

.

.

.

ATLAS TV TUNER SERVICE
6856 S. Halsted
TR 4.1155

Chicago 21, III.
Dept. 220

The oscilloscope is now practically indispensable in all branches
of the electronics servicing industry.
Its most important job is to convert
signal voltages into a visual display
to be analyzed for shape, amplitude,
and frequency. The faithfulness with
which it accomplishes this depends
upon a number of characteristics.
The specifications of a scope express
its capabilities, but they may be
somewhat difficult to interpret or
evaluate.
Sensitivity and frequency response are among the first features
of a scope to be considered, but one
is normally attained at the expense
of the other.. Some instruments, on
the other hand, may provide a selector switch that offers either high sensitivity or wide -band operation.

Frequency response of both deflection systems in the scope may be
given, but generally the vertical is
of greater significance. The typical
specification, "DC to 4.5 mc, ± 1
db," as given in Fig. 2, means that,
for input signals between the frequency limits of 0 and 4.5 mc, the
gain characteristic of the vertical
amplifier section is flat-except for
variations within 1 db above or
below an average gain level. Specifications may also state that this
same instrument is useful to some
higher frequency (for example, 6
mc). This indicates that the scope
can furnish sufficient amplification
to allow signals between 4.5 and 6
mc to be reproduced, but only relative amplitudes can be measured. A
wide -band response is not always essential; the scope bandwidth needed
for a specific job depends on the frequency of the signals to be viewed.
Deflection sensitivity must be
evaluated from specifications such
as 30 mv/in rms, or 10 my/cm, etc.
These ratings tell how much signal
is required to produce a certain deflection. Thus, "30 millivolts per
inch" means that an input signal of
.03 volts rms will result in a 1 -inch
trace on the CRT screen. From this
it can be seen that lower mv/in
ratings signify higher -gain scopes.
Generally speaking, the horizontal
sensitivity needs to be considered
only when applications call for external sweep -driving signals.
Characteristics such as sweep frequency ranges, rise time, writing

BOGEN SOUND SYSTEMS

o

exclusive Bogen
Flex -Pak offers:
wall -mount
bracket

rack panel mount

response and the type of AC test
circuit employed (full- or half -wave
rectifier) must also be considered.
Unusually sensitive DC - voltage
ranges are certainly advantageous if
the instrument is to be used to service transistorized circuits.
Provision for polarity reversal is
standard on a VTVM; a couple of
other convenient features, found on
many but not all meters, are probes
with selector switches for either AC
or DC functions, and a scale with a
zero -center indication. The availability of accessory high-voltage and
RF probes for extending the ordinary ranges of a VTVM may influence the decision between different
units.

carrying case. with
or without speakers

plus: tamper -proof locking plate
E -Z Service removable cover
easily -mounted turntables...
and many other optional features.

Bogen Flex -Pak" Series
Bogen -Presto, world's leading manufacturer of packaged P.A. and sound products,
serves all sound needs ..."across the board." All 13 exclusive Bogen Flex -Pak
models offer the very finest sound equipment available... featuring award -winning
styling: and many special features designed to meet all requirements.

MX60 Deluxe 60-watt Amplifier.

master gain control
built-in
remote gain control circuit
4
mike channels (one converts
to phono).

*Styling plus! MX60

is

the winner of the Milan Triennial Gold Medal for design excellence.

For information on the complete line, write for FREE Sound Systems file TODAY.
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M0100 100-watt Booster Amplifier.
Exceptional wide -range
frequency response. Ideal
wherever undistorted high
power is required.

BOGEN -

speed, etc., can also qualify a
scope for certain specialized jobs.
The maximum sweep frequency, of
course, governs the number of individual cycles which can be reproduced on the scope screen; if the
upper limit is relatively low, it becomes impossible to view one or two
cycles of a relatively high -frequency
signal. Rise time is the period required for the vertical amplifiers to
respond to an input signal that instantaneously changes from approximately 10% to 90% of its over-all
peak value; the shorter this time, the
more accurately the scope can reproduce square waves and sharp
pulses. Writing speed indicates how
fast the CRT beam can trace across
the screen, and is rated in terms of
microseconds per inch. This rating
is helpful in determining the amount
of pulse detail that can be observed.
Writing speed depends on both
the horizontal sweep frequency and
the horizontal gain. For example,
assume the writing speed of a scope
is rated at .25 microseconds per
inch, and the scope has a maximum
sweep rate in excess of 1 mc. When
one cycle of a 1 -mc signal is locked
in, it will spread across four inches
of the screen. With the scope set in
this manner, a 3.58 -mc color burst
signal will be slightly over 1" wide
and quite distinguishable.
"Additional Features" listed in
scope specifications may influence
the choice of an instrument. For
example, expanded sweep provisions
make it possible to view pulse de-

tails with greater clarity in certain
critical tests. Some scopes have 30 and 7875 -cps sweep -selection positions that enable the operator to lock
in TV signals with the flick of a
switch. Built-in calibration systems
simplify making peak -to -peak voltage measurements, while retrace blanking, sweep-phasing, and intensity -modulation features can be
used to provide clearer presentations
of alignment response curves and
marker indications.
Scopes with vertical -amplifier frequency responses rated in kilocycles,
and a numerically high vertical sensitivity rating, are satisfactory for
radio and hi-fi work. They can be
used to service TV, but greater detail is obtained with scopes having
vertical -response figures in the megacycle range. Color -TV service requires a minimum response rating of
4 mc. Many scopes classified as industrial or research types have such
features as automatic lock -in regardless of range, higher frequency response, increased sweep rates, and
high writing speeds, which appeal to
some radio -TV -electronics service
shops.
When choosing a scope, however,
remember not to overlook elementary features such as screen size,
portability, and availability of accessory probes for the instrument.

Generator
Most RF signal generators can
also be described as AM generators;
i.e., their continuous -wave RF out-

put can be amplitude -modulated by
either an internal or external signal
of lower frequency. Specifications
stating the output signals and frequency ranges of these instruments
are fairly self-explanatory (see Fig.
3) The frequency coverage is divided into a certain number of
bands. Signal -output levels are generally specified in voltage (e.g., .1
.
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Bogen Challenger Series
Engineering precision and peak performance make the famous.Bogen CHALLENGER
series the sound choice of many organizations and institutions. Designed and
assembled with all the care and quality of the exclusive Flex -Pak line,
the CHALLENGER series offers performance, versatility and value in all nine models.

product
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P.A. Systems

Office and Home Intercoms

Internal Telephones
School Consoles
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CHA75A 75 -watt Amplifier
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circuit with specifications
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DESK 611, PARAMUS. N. J.

Pro-essional Studio Equipment
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volt rms within 1 db) either for the
whole frequency range or for certain
bands.
In selecting a generator for a particular job, the main question to be
answered is, "What test signals are
standard AM or FM
needed

-

broadcast, VHF, or UHF?" Most
generators cover certain RF bands,
and furnish IF signals which are
commonly associated with these RF
frequencies.
Accuracy and stability are imperative in a signal generator, especially when it's to be used for tuned stage alignment or as a marker
source. To this end, instruments
with crystal -controlled oscillators,
regulated power supplies, large calibrated dials, and hairline pointers
offer certain advantages. Another
feature to consider is the provision
for modulation. Many units afford a
choice of unmodulated RF, internal
modulation, or modulation by an
external source. The low -frequency
modulating signal, usually 400 cps,
is almost always available at a jack
on the front panel so that it can be
used alone as an audio test signal.
In addition to furnishing RF and
IF signals, a generator for use in the

-

RF Outputs

response for any frequency -sensitive
circuit within the range of the generator.
The most important characteristics of a sweep generator are sweep frequency ranges, output -signal amplitude, and sweep width. Specifications show the frequency limits of
the unit, which may include RF, IF,
and video bands. In the case of most
TV generators, the RF ranges may
cover VHF, UHF, and IF bands;
however, some units provide only
partial coverage. Signal -output level
is generally expressed in rms voltage for either all frequency ranges
or certain specified bands. High output ratings assure sufficient signal
strength for performing RF alignments.
Sweep width is normally variable
by means of a step -type selector
switch or a continuous control. As
an example of what might be required for various applications, a
sweep width of only 450 kc is often
used in FM alignments, while directions for aligning a TV set will
usually recommend a width of from

AM: 110 kc to 110 mc in 7
ranges;
FM: 100 kc to 160 mc in 7 ranges;
all bands fundamental;
.1 volt rms ± I db all ranges;
0-60% modulation control;
70 -ohm output cable provided.
AF Output
0 - 3 volts, 400 -cycle tone
for internal modulation
and to external output jack.
Other Features
Hairline pointer and
illuminated scale.

-

-

Fig. 3.

Example of specification list
RF
signal generator.

for shop -type

color -TV field should also cover
frequencies in the range from .5
to 4.5 mc for use as an accurate
marker source in checking the response of video stages.
Sweep Generator

The sweep -signal generator is unlike conventional RF generators in
that it supplies an output signal
which changes frequency at a constant rate and over a selected range.
When this piece of equipment is employed in conjunction with an oscilloscope, it's possible to obtain a
visual representation of the voltage

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
FOR TESTING TRANSISTORS

6 to 10 mc.

The generator should have a relatively flat response over all bands.

SAVES
your back...
SAVES

your time ..

.

IF- 47.--ri
SHORTY
DOLLY
t

I

for

RADIO and TV

Plug this instrument into any 60
cps, 95/130 volt
circuit and get a
stabilized source
of direct current,
adjustable over a
range from 0 to
AC to DC
45 volts DC, with
current output.
0/2.5 amperes. Filtered direct current output range 0/45 volts, 0/2.5
SUPPLY
amperes is continuously adjustable
and stabilized ±1% at any setting
regardless of alternating current
fluctuation. Voltage regulation is
approximately 5% between full load and no load at full
voltage setting.
This DC Power Supply instrument is ideal for use in transistor testing, circuit testing, to provide regulated voltage
for light testing, eliminates the need of batteries by supplying exact DC voltage required.
Write for Bulletin 17-BLO1 which gives full details and
models available.

just 47 inches high for STATION WAGONS
and PANEL PICK-UPS
Designed for TV, radio and appliance
men

POWER

St.

S.3499/1952

FOLDING PLATFORM

151/4" x 241/2" top.
Snaps on or off.

(Platform only)
311.95
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front, fast (30 second) web strap
ratchet fastener and two endless rubber belt step glides.
New folding
platform attachment, at left, saves
your back handling large TV chassis
or table models.
Call your YEATS
dealer or write direct today!

'EG -e41.4 te COVER

YEATS

Model No. 5

Height 47"
Weight 32 lbs.

AND PADS

fitted covers are made
of tough water repellent fabric with
adjustable web straps and soft,
YEATS semi

Cuba, N. Y.

AcJEkÄr

make deliveries by station

minum alloy frame has padded felt

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
944 Water

who

wagon or panel truck
the short
47 inch length saves detaching the
set for loading into the "wagon" or
pick up. Tough, yet featherlight alu-

FURNITURE PAD

-

scratchless white flannel liners. All
shapes and sizes
Write
TV COVER

j.c

YEATS

APPLIANCE DOLLY SALES COMPANY
2103

N.

121h

STREET

MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

Output impedance of the instrument should be noted so the output
cable can be properly terminated
and matched to the load circuit. If
this is ignored, both response and
signal level may suffer. Settings for
the center sweep frequency need
not be extremely accurate; however,
if the instrument incorporates a
built-in marker generator, its dial
calibration must be very precise.
Some sweep generators have additional features which may influence the selection of a certain instrument to fit specific demands.
Blanking provisions add a base line
to the scope presentation, providing
a zero level for the response curve.
Sweep -reversal switches can convert
the curve to a "mirror image" in
order to match figures shown in
service literature. Crystal-calibration
features are found on some sweep
generators that include a marker
generator; this permits accurate adjustment of marker frequencies.
Horizontal - sweep driving signals
and phasing controls are helpful in
obtaining a steadier pattern on the
scope. A few units include bias supplies for clamping AGC lines during
alignment; still others have low
sweep ranges to facilitate checking
video circuits as well as bandpass
amplifiers and demodulators in color

SFCQ

°
1/44"bN141 le..

"MAro"1{.

1
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-.Km/MODEL 510-CHECKS

PERCENTAGE
OF MODULAT!ON AND R. F. POWER OUTPUT!
Boost range and performance! Fast, accurate trouble shooting!
Ideal for alignment and tuneup of Citizens Band and other low power transmitters up to 160
MC. Portable, fast and easy to use
large 3" meter calibrated for direct reading of both
positive and negative modulation peaks (also connect scope, or headphones for further modulation checks); 0-5 watts RF output; 0-400 ma. RF output. High impedance input for use with
Handy Talkies. Excellent for field or laboratory testing, installation checks, routine maintenance-selector switch removes the 50 Ohm load from meter for small RF signal tune-up!
Measure losses in transmission lines
test coaxial insertion devices such as connectors,
switches, relays, filters, tuning stubs and patch cords. Complete with necessary cables and
adapters-Attenuator cable available as an accessory for remote RF metering up to 15 feet.
"T" pad attenuator available to adapt Model 510 for use with transmitters rated up to 50 watts.

...

...

Model 510

...

Transmitter Tester

$46.95 Net

HANDY ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR MODEL 510
ATTENU-LOAD-Ten db "T" pad attenuator for
reducing power levels by ratio of IO to
fully
shielded 50 ohm termination for coaxial cable applications!
Model S11A Attenu-Load
$21.50 Net
1

REMOTE CABLE-Attenuator cable with all necessary connectors for remote RF metering up to 15
feet. Fits the Seco Model 500 and Model 510.
Model 501A
$4.95 Net

ANOTHER POPULAR SECO CITIZENS' RADIO TEST SET
Cuts servicing and installation time-compact, portable, use it anywhere!
Checks fundamental crystal types at fundamental frequency-5th and 7th overtone types at fundamental frequency -3rd overtone types in 25-30 me range in
special overtone circuit. RF power indicator for direct or remote metering -15
ft. remote cable furnished with unit. Modulated RF crystal-controlled signal
generator
modulation checker
beat frequency demodulator
plate
milliammeter for RF tuning... audio frequency signal generator! Fully transistorized.

sets.

Pattern Generator
Falling into the category of pattern generators are several units designed for either black -and -white or
color TV applications. Such instruments have output signals capable of
producing dot, bar, crosshatch, or
Indian -head test patterns. These patterns are convenient for signal tracing, linearity adjustments, response
checks, color convergence, etc. Specialized generators falling into this
category may simulate a closed-circuit TV transmitter and furnish
complete signals (modulated RF or
composite video) for injection into
RF, IF, or video-amplifier sections
of a receiver.
Specifications for a typical pattern
generator will usually list all available output patterns in a straightforward, unabbreviated form. A separate heading, "Other Features," tells
whether the instrument provides
only a modulated RF output, or
gives a selection of RF, IF, and
video signals. The latter naturally
provides greater flexibility in the

ä
alert'

Pt

ene

...

...

...

Model 500

SAVE

$29.95 Net

TIME...MAKE MONJY...WITH

SECO TEST EQUIPMENT

ONLY GRID CIRCUIT TUBE TESTER WITH FULL TV TUBE COVERAGE! Test

for
Grid Emission, Leakage, Shorts and Gas in one operation-indicates results
instantly. Two exclusive new tests: I. Cathode Continuity Check; and 2. Complete Inter -Element Short Test, with shorts identified to pin numbers. Wired
and factory tested in sturdy metal case (GCT-9S) or portable carrying case
(GCT-9W)-with easy to read tube set-up data and "Piggy -Back" caddy
adapter.
Model GCT-9S
Model GCT-9W

$32.95 Net
$34.95 Net

MOST COMPLETE TESTER AVAILABLE! Model 107-Finest, fastest tester at a
popular price-won't be obsoleted-offers every important test you need!
Dynamic Mutual Conductance Test on pre -wired chassis. Cathode Emission
Test by free point selector system. Nationally accepted Grid Circuit Test
patented by Seco-up to I1 simultaneous checks for leakage, shorts and grid
emission. In carrying case with handy chart for tube set-up data.
Model 107-Wired and Tested
$139.50 Net

Dynamic check
on transistors

or

"in"

"out" of circuit!

Fast and easy to use! Dynamic check for "opens",
shorts or gain-permits matching of similar
transistor types. Wide range. No set-up necessary. MODEL loo
$19.95
WRITE TODAY!
NEW'LITERATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLE ON ALL

SECO TEST EQUIPMENT.

Fast, low-cost tester-complete TV tube coverage!

Checks all modern TV
tubes and heater type
radio tubes. With Seco Grip Circuit Test,
Cathode Emission Test. In carrying case.
MODEL 78
$69.50 NET

SECO

ELECTRONICS, INC.
tnow, SECO
5015 Penn Ave. So. Minneapolis 19, Minn.

EAST CANADA: Daveco Agencies, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec

WEST CANADA: Roe Merritt Co., Vancouver
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The Modern

"PUSH BUTTON"
way to protect
ELECTRONIC PARTS!

Prevents corona in high
voltage section
Keeps lead-in connections

tight
Prevents rusting and pitting of antenna

`ROIfO/7WNN;

KRVION.
CRYSTAL
CLEAR
Me

Goes

on

in

seconds-

1PRAy

rat

COA1010

IN MINUTES

DRIES

KF(YLDN
CRYSTAL CLEAR
ACRYLIC SPRAY
Protect radio, TV and hi-fi equipment indefinitely against humidity
and dust with Krylon Crystal -Clear,
the modern "push button" acrylic
spray. High dielectric strength, excellent weatherproof qualities. Available at your favorite radio -TV repair shop.
KRYLON, INC., Norristown, Pa.
Paint touch-up work easily, expertly, with

Krylon Spray Paints-choice of 24 colors

IF YOU PRIZE IT...KRYLON-IZE IT!

use of the instrument. Tuning ranges
of the RF output, and the availability of both positive and negative
video signals, are factors to be considered.
In certain instances, provisions
for varying the size and number of
dots or bars produced by the generator may be advantageous. Specifications normally state this feature if
it exists. Either dark patterns on a
white background or white patterns
on a dark background may be afforded by the instrument. For color -

convergence adjustments, white dots
and bars of relatively small diameter
or thickness are mandatory. A provision for external synchronization
is also desirable in many applications.
When choosing a pattern generator, be sure to consider what types
of patterns are needed, which frequencies are available, whether a
portable unit would be desirable,
and how well the instrument is
equipped with properly -matched
output cables.
Color -Bar Generator
Another piece of equipment designed strictly for television servicing is the color -bar generator, an indispensable unit for checking, troubleshooting, and adjusting color-TV
circuitry. These instruments are generally classified into either rainbow
or keyed -rainbow types, or those
capable of producing an NTSC
color -bar pattern.
Servicemen experienced in color
television will find that the specifications are as easy to understand as
those for any conventional pattern
generator. Some of the terms that
might be a little unfamiliar are:
NTSC
National Television Systems Committee; R-Y, B -Y, G -Y,

-

I, and Q
different types of color
signals minus brightness modulation,
and demodulated signals; phases
the angle of phase separation between various signals.
A color -bar generator should provide standard color outputs for RF,
IF, and ± video, in addition to
color-subcarrier signals in phases
necessary to check the operation of
demodulator circuits. It's best to
have all output signals crystal -con-

trolled for greater accuracy.

Audio Generator
As the name implies, the audio
generator is used to analyze or
troubleshoot sound systems. Tests
for harmonic distortion, frequency

response, intermodulation distortion,
and power gain require an audio
generator of some type. Such generators also find use in testing and
determining resonant frequencies of
individual components, impedance
matching, signal tracing, and other
applications where relatively low
frequencies are required.
The instruments are available as
harmonic generators, pure sine-wave
generators, pure square -wave generators, and combined sine- and

vawERmaNSIsraRs
FOR GENERAL REPLACEMENT

Individually packaged in n plastic
see-thru boa with Instructions and
cross-refer
Information.
POWER TRANSISTORS

TYPES OF

3

THAT WILL REPLACE
OF

PF REPORTER

46th Street
Indianapolis 6, Indiana
2201

461

BEEN

TV sosj

^' /1

Please send me:

V176 LOW WATTAGE TYPE
V155 MEDIUM WATTAGE
V40 HIGH WATTAGE TYPE

r.. ME

0.0000

I\. INA h -II'

$

to cover cost.

PLASTIC

SEE

-THOU SOX

amplifiers and electronic
equipment where an RMS
voltage of 140 volts or
less is applied.

YOUR NOME

PART
EE

moan semce call KIM
YOUR NAME Address
For the finest

lone -State
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TYPE

Ne. se -54

For use in all TV sets

and

electronic equipment

PE,x'U..xi

where an RMS voltage of
080 volts or less is applied

TV

YOUR NAME

it

desire

ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP.
ROOSEVELT, N. Y.
TPKE.

365 BABYLON
84

500 MA

400 P.I.V.

a

ac o-aooe

Address

City

INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN A

PART No. 3R.52
For use in all radios, phono

0-0000

U

Name

amplifiers

or any electronic equipment presently using a
tube, selenium or silicon rectifier.

500 MA
200 P.I.V. TYPE
TOUR NUME

D both for $2.50
Enclosed is

REPLACEMENT PURPOSES

YOUR NAME

ad mats @ $1.75

glossy prints @ $1.00

LARGE MAJORITY

For use in radios, television sets,

ACTING PECOIUR7

E.

A

TRANSISTORS IN USE TODAY

FOR GENERAL
INN TV

RADIOS,

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Service Dealer Program No. 4 in a Series
COUPON TO ORDER
ADS DESCRIBED ON PAGE 63

PURPOSES IN AUTO

POWER AMPLIFIERS, FARM RADIOS, MARINE RADIOS, ETC.

-

USE THIS

-

-

-

square -wave generators. Their specifications generally include frequency range, output level with respect to frequency and load, and
sometimes maximum hum and distortion given either as a percentage
of the output signal or in db attenuation. For a unit with a square -wave
output, the figures might also include rise time (as mentioned for
oscilloscopes) , percentage of tilt or
rounding of the output wave within
certain frequency limits, and provisions for symmetry adjustment.
Intermodulation - distortion tests
require two separate signal outputs
within the audio range. One must be
of higher frequency than the other;
a typical combination is 3000 and
60 cycles. In some commercial units,
the regular variable output may be
used for the higher frequency, while
the lower is supplied from a line frequency source within the instrument.
Almost every audio generator now
on the market covers an adequate
range of frequencies and provides a
suitable output level for just about
any application in the field of audio.
The characteristic of utmost concern, however, is the output purity
or fidelity. If the generator signals
are distorted, and are accompanied
by excessive hum or interference,
the instrument can be of little value
in analyzing hi-fi equipment.

Summary
The usefulness of various instruments can be expanded by gaining
a better understanding of their capabilities. Troubleshooting techniques
can then be tailored to utilize instruments to their fullest potentialities.
For the servicemen selecting new
test equipment, the following rules
should serve as a guide to assure
that the right instrument is chosen.
1. Decide on the general type of
instrument needed to meet the
demands of the test work to be
done.
2. Study specifications for various
instruments in this general category.
3. Single out the important characteristics that apply only to the
operations to be performed.
4. After weighing features of the
various instruments and considering price, size, etc., choose a
unit
confident that the choice

-

is wise.

TV TUNERS

*

REBUILT OR°
EXCHANGED

ALL TYPES

9.95 Including all parts and labor
(except broken

wafers-billed at

cost/

Normally shipped same day received
90 day full guarantee
U/V combinations $17.95
FREE-Il Mailing carton sent to you on request

Phone REpublic 3-9189
4611 West Jefferson Blvd
Los Angeles 16, California

L. A. TUNER EXCHANGE

COMING IN MAY
Like to know what PF REPORTER
has in store for you next month?
Here's a preview of just a few of
the features.

Renew or extend your subscription today and get your choice of these three

premium books free.

The
s

The Service Dealer and the CB

Market

Troubleshooter
Handbook

Sales of CB units are expected to top a quartermillion in 1961. If you want to know where you fit in
this picture, don't miss this special feature.

THE
TROUBLESHOOTER'S

HANDBOOK

Pinpointing Yoke and Flyback Troubles
The yoke and flyback are often suspected of causing
horizontal -circuit problems. This "Quicker Servicing"
approach outlines troubleshooting techniques you can
use to prove the merit of these components.

kinp
INDUSTRIAL

Noise Inverters in Action

SERVICING
INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

Waveform comparisons show what's going on in the
newer noise -cancelling circuits, and detailed descriptions of how the circuits work.

ELECTRONICS

Selecting a CRT Replacement
There are many factors to consider when replacing a
picture tube. A CRT substitution chart provides information for replacing "not available" types.

What You Should Know About Speakers
There's more to selecting a replacement speaker than
you might think; all types are considered to show why
certain designs fit certain jobs.

...

plus the many other regular
look forward to every month.

PF

SERVICING TV
FROM TUNER
TO PICTURE TUBE

REPORTER features you

Enter my subscription to PF REPORTER
and send me free book(s) checked.
3

Years $9.00

L

2

461

Years $7.00

1

The Troubleshooter's Handbook

Servicing Industrial Electronics
Servicing TV from Tuner to Picture Tube

Bill Me

Remittance Enclosed

Take this coupon to your

distributor, or mail to:

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

subscribe

Cl Extend Present Subscription

i

Please Check Your
Business Classification

1P-

Independent Radio,
Serviceman

Name

Year $4.00

Check one for
each year you

TV

Reta ler with Service

(3 Owner, Mgr.
[.2 Service Mgr.

Department

Firm

Industrial Electronics
Se

Address

Employee

-vice

Othe- (Specify occupation and

City

Zone

__

State

title)

S7
LUCV7

@IIL°4
P@MI2MFor further information on any of the following items, circle
the associated number on the Catalog & Literature Card.

Industrial Pentode
SUPER POWERTRON

with built-in amplifier
Model SP -44X
$104.95 list

innegale Electronic
P@MUL712@M
TV ANTENNA
This is the antenna the whole TV industry
is talking about! 30 elements driving a
making
built-in electronic amplifier
the Super Powertron by far the world's

...

most powerful TV antenna. Recom-

mended for extreme distance reception
or any installation where only the best is
good enough. You'll be amazed when you

try one!

BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER ADDS
14 DB GAIN TO POWERTON
Photo shows high impact
housing that weather -proofs

built-in Powertron amplifier.
All components operate well
below ratings. The amplifier
plate circuit draws 15 milli amps at 120 volts, and we
use a 170 volt, 65 mill rectifier. The filter condenser is
more
rated at 250 volts
than a double safety factor.
The 6DJ8 frame grid tube
has a normal life expectancy
and is
of 2 to 5 years
easily replaced if necessary.
Antenna with amplifier includes compact remote power
supply that converts 117 volt
house current to 24 volts.
Sends 24 volts up lead-in
wire-greatly amplified signal comes down same wire.

...

...

SEE

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

Win eç,iard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
WINEGARD CO., 3009-4 Kirkwood Ave., Burlington, Iowa
86
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(40A)

Both the control and screen
grids of the Amperex Type
7534 power pentode are of
frame-grid construction. One
result is an exceptionally low
screen current (4 ma) in comparison with a cathode current of 300 ma and Gm of
25,000. This tube is designed
for up to 10,000 hours of service in exacting industrial applications such as wide -band
series regulators,
amplifiers,
and Class B push-pull output
circuits.

Indicating

Fuse Holders

(41A)

When a Bussmann Type
GMT fuse blows, a colored flag
springs out to call attention to
the open circuit. Fuse failure
also closes a set of contacts
which can be connected into an
external or remote alarm circuit. These subminiature fuses,
with matching type HLT holders. are available in many sizes
up to 10 amps.

Transformers and Coils (42A)
The Walsco "Koil-Pik" display rack holds 44 different
of exact - replacement
types
transformers, coils, and capaciparticularly featuring
tors
ratio -detector and discriminator
transformers, radio -TV IF cans,
and low -voltage electrolytic capacitors for printed -circuit portable radios. Each component is
individually "skin -packaged" on
a card labeled with full partnumber, model -usage, and price

03iea
C
ELECiqOMltt

-

No.
EXACT

BIENOIX
CHASSIS

(FAA

WELKo

.

",,_,

,.,a
3\25

t

1

42,30

INPUT

REPLACEWM

z.: L.

....

EVO. Co.

Lr

information.

Communications Radio Tubes (43A)
The twin pentode sections of
the RCA 'Type 6939 RF power
amplifier have a common cathode and screen grid, frame type control grids, and built-in
neutralizing capacitors between
sections. Another new tube for
mobile communications is the
4604 beam -power type, which is
similar to the 6146, but has a
quick -heating filament so that
it need be operated only during
actual transmission in "push to
talk" service.

Citizens Band Antenna (44A)
A vertical, two -section, half -wave dipole antenna for Class -D
Citizens band base stations, G -C Cat. No. 29-734, is "end -fed."

The bottom of the lower dipole arm (a high -impedance point)
is connected to the lead-in cable through a quarter -wave section
of RG -8/U coax, which matches the antenna to a 50 -ohm transceiver. Gain is about I db over a standard plane antenna with
9' radials. Made of aluminum, the antenna is 17' long; list price
is $36.60.

Book on Citizens Radio (45A)
The "Citizens Band Radio
Handbook," by David E. Hicks,
published by Howard W. Sams
& Co., is an introduction to all
phases of Citizens band communications
receiver and
transmitter circuits, antenna
systems, base and mobile station installations, equipment
maintenance, and operating procedure. An appendix contains
the text of Part 19, "FCC Rules
and Regulations," governing the
Citizens band. Price is $2.95.

-

Stereo Amplifier Kits (46A)

TV TUNER
REPAIR and ALIGN to

TRUST YOUR

24

(Jnv

HR SERVICE

VHF or UHF-ALL MAKES
VHF Tuners

$95.90

UHF

Tuners

UHF

Converters

UHF -VHF

Two newly -styled types of integrated stereo preamp-power
amplifier units have been intro. .
duced by EICO. The ST70 (kit,
.-. .. .
. ._ . .
$94.95-wired, $144.95) has a
(i
cathode -coupled phase -inverter
circuit driving a pair of 35 -watt
output stages, while the ST40
(kit, $79.95
wired, $124.95)
features a split -load phase inverter and Williamson -type 20watt output stages.

Combinations

$

17.95

Prices are for service and unmutilated units. Missing, broken and damaged

parts, defective tubes charged extra at LOW net prices. We ship C.O.D.

_

-

Business Radio Transceiver (47A)
For use in the Business Radio
Service (two-way AM transmission of business messages in the
150-174 mc band), Gonset has
introduced the G-150 "Business

Communicator." This 5"

10 STEPS IN OUR GUARANTEED SERVICE
1. All tuners mechanically and electronically inspected.

2. All necessary parts replaced.
3. Contact surfaces correctly cleaned and lubricated.
4. First test run for intermittents and drift indication.
5. Fine tuning range checked on all channels.
6. Local osc aligned to correct frequency all channels-XTAL
controlled.

7.

alignment-all channels-XTAL controlled.
8. AGC check, all channels-cut off of RF amp checked.
9. Overall response all channels, shield covers in position.
10. Quality control FINAL CHECK ALL UNITS, UHF -VHF.
RF

IMPORTANT: Ship complete. Include all broken parts.

X

unit is usable in
either fixed or mobile installations; the power source may be
6V, 12V, or 24V DC, or 117V AC. The transmitter has a
power input of 18 watts, and the receiver is a double -conversion superhet.
121/2 " X 81/2"

State model and complaint. Package well to
avoid transit damage.

J«

ELECTRONICS
I

1

539 W. Jarvis Avenue

CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

Broadway 4-9757

Flyback Transformers (48A)
Five more exact -replacement
horizontal output transformers
have been announced by Chicago Standard. Type HO -315
replaces Olympic part number
TR -3599-5; HO -316 is a replacement for Olympic TR 5598/B; HO -317 replaces Admiral parts 79B77-6, 79D77-6.
and 79E77-6; HO -318 replaces
Admiral 79B77-7, 79D77-7, 79E77-7, and 79D77-22; and HO 319 replaces Admiral 79D83-1

NEW! "Side Arm" Screw Driver by

E.edeAnns
"High rorD`RIVER
SCREW

2

...

interchangeable blades
regular and No. 2 Phillips

1/4"

A

and 79D83-2.

$4.00

Capacitance Slide Rule (49A)

LAMM

_

$298
nef

mn

A pocket-size (7" x 25/e")
slide rule, the Ohmite "Capacitor Calculator," helps solve

problems involving capacitive
reactance, power factor, equivaient series resistance, impedance, etc. Important formulas, comparison chr.rts of
capacitor types, and conventional A,B,C, and D slide -rule scales are included. The calculator is made of heavy, varnished cardboard and is priced
I7011.

ONLY/

Value

at 25c.

Transistorized Two -Way Radio (50A)
The pocket -sized Motorola
"Handie - Talkie"
transmitter
and companion receiver operate
on the standard two-way mobile
communications bands of 25-54
and 132-174 mc. Measuring
51/2" x 21/2" x 11/2" and weigh-

ing 141/2 oz., the transmitter
contains 11 transistors and provides an RF power output of
500 mw. Rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries can operate for up to 9 hours per charge
on a 10% duty cycle, or replaceable mercury cells will give
about 80 hours of service under the same conditions.

t"a

Extra
Clutch

nee" coün.s+.

CONVERTS

Carded Display
No. HW-61

No More "Fishing Around"
For the Right Screw Driver
Everyone has wanted a high torque "T"
handle screw driver . . and VACO's
"Side Arm" design now gives you the
"T" handle plus regular .. in ONE
unit. The FREE BONUS gives you a
complete fishing kit in addition . .
at no extra cost.
.

I

in

Handle

from a "Regular"
into a "T" Handle
Screw Driver IN
SECONDS!

s

"Handi-Angler"
FREE

BONUS Includes:
Bobber

Fishing
Line

.

See Your

Parts Jobber

VACO PRODUCTS CO., 317

E.

Sinker

Reel

C7

Hook

A regular $1.00 seller

Ontario St., Chicago 11, Illinois

In Canada: Vaco-Lynn Products Co., Ltd., Montreal

1,

Quebec

April, 1961/PF REPORTER
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CATALOG AND LITERATURE SERVICE

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
April, 1961
Acme Electric Corp.
Aerovox Corp.
American Television & Radio Co.
(ATR)
Anchor Products Div.
Arco Electronics, Inc.
Atlas TV Tuner Service

82
77

ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES
1A. JERROLD-"Products For Better Tele viewing," a 12 -page catalog of home TV

reception aids, TV distribution systems,
antenna -system test equipment, and ac14
cessories. See ad page 9.
62
2A. JFD-New 1961 Exact -Replacement An15
tenna Guide Wallchart for Portable and
80
Toteable TV Sets. Gives TV -receiver
17, 21, 25, 50
B & K Mfg. Co.
model number, manufacturer's antenna
70
B & M Electronic Mfg. Co.
part number, and model number of cor43
Belden Mfg. Co.
JFD exact -replacement anresponding
62
Berns Mfg. Co.
tenna. Also Form 940 dealer catalog il80, 81
Bogen -Presto
and
describing 1961 line of
lustrating
51
Burgess Battery Co.
natural silver- and gold -anodized Hi-Fi
41
Bussmann Mfg. Div.
TV antennas, mounts, masts, TV tables,
67
Castle TV Tuner Service
and accessories. See ad page 13.
66
Centralab, A Div. of Globe -Union, Inc
6-page dealer brochure
3A. WINEGARD
56
Tool
Co.
DeArment
Champion
(WPT-3) and envelope-stuffer for con54
Communications Co., Inc.
sumer advertising (WPS) providing de62
tailed information on Powertron elecDuotone Co., Inc.
tronic antennas. See ads pages 58, 86.
40
EICO
59
GC Electronics Co.
AUDIO AND HI-FI
General Electric Co.
4A. EICO-New 28 -page catalog of kits and
55
Television Receiver Div.
wired equipment for stereo and mono63
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
phonic hi-fi, test instruments, "ham"
76
gear, Citizens band transceivers, and
I. H. Mfg. Co.
transistor radios. Also "Stereo Hi-Fi
87
JW Electronics
Guide" and "Short Course for Novice
13
JFD Electronics Corp.
License." See ad page 40.
69,
88
Co.
Electrical
Instrument
Jackson
SA. SONO TONE -8 -page 1961 catalog of
9
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
audio
and electronic products, including
84
Krylon, Inc.
cartridges, tone arms, tape heads, equal4th cover.
Littelfuse, Inc.
izers, microphones, speakers, and vacuum
85
Los Angeles Tuner Exchange
tubes. See ad page 65.
6A. SWITCHCRAFT-New Product Bulletin
18-19
Mallory & Co. Inc., P.R.
107 describing two new adapters: No.
74
McCabe -Powers Body Co.
370 Tini -Plug finger output to phono -jack
71
Mercury Electronics Corp.
input, and No. 371 Thick Panel Phono
46
Mercury T V Tuner Repair Service
16
Jack Adapter.
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp.
Motorola, Inc., Communications
BUSINESS AIDS
79
& Electronics
Catalog sheet giving de7A. OELRICH
53
Pacotronics, Inc.
scription of No. 1800 Profit Guard sim68
Perma-Power Co.
plified bookkeeping system (with spiral 56
Precision Tuner Service
bound record book) and No. 1805 ac47
Pyramid Electric Co.
counts -receivable ledger file.
81
Quietrole Co.
49, 57, 72, COMMUNICATIONS
RCA Electron Tube Div.
73, 3rd cover
Literature
8A. COMMUNICATIONS CO.
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W..._.42, 60, 61, 70
on 680 Basecom, a base station for 25-50
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
and 144-174 me FM two-way communi75
Semiconductor Div.
cations; also data on 680 Fleetcom mo38
Tuner Div.
bile unit. See ad page 54.
78
Tuner Service
Complete brochure de9A. MOTOROLA
83
Seco Electronics, Inc.
scribing Motorola Training Institute
36-37
35,
SENCORE
course on two-way radio communications.
65
Sonotone Corp.
See ad page 79.
70
South River Metal Products Co.
11-12
Sprague Products Co.
COMPONENTS
Standard Kollsman Industries,
10A. ARCO-Circtlar describing new Elmen2nd cover
Inc.
co Disc Ceramic Kit No. CI20, featuring
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
capacitors in each
5 exact -replacement
39
Electronic Tube Div.
of 24 values. See ad page 15.
20
Home Electronics Div.
I1A. BUSSMANN -Bulletin EFA on two new
46
Telex, Inc.
fuse assortments in new -style metal dis45
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
play stand which incorporates a special
23
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc.
inventory feature. Stand may be hung
on wall or stood on service bench. See
87
Vaco Products Co.
ad page 41.
84
Vidaire Electronics Mfg. Corp.
12A. LITTELFUSE-Illustrated price list on
58, 86
Winegard Co.
entire range of fuses and fuse holders.
64
Xcelite, Inc.
See ad 4th cover.
No. J-19 "hang -on -wall"
82
13A. PYRAMID
Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co.
capacitor -replacement catalog, and Hook
leaflet giving details of
Pyramid
On to
capacitor kits available to dealers. See

-

-

19A. CASTLE-Leaflet describing fast overhauling service on television tuners of

-

-

-

-
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RADIOS
16A.

ATR-Complete descriptive literature on

Customized Karadios to fit imported and
compact American cars, featuring 8 -tube
performance with excellent sensitivity,
tone, and volume. See ad page 14.

SERVICE AIDS
17A. ARNOLD LABS. -Literature on Formula 99 Furniture -Restoring Kit for re-

-

_._

Ì

..<..<`

_. ...

SEMITRONICS-Replacement and interchangeability charts covering domestic
and Japanese transistors, in addition to
selenium and silicon power rectifiers.
15A. SPRAGUE-New 44 -page Catalog C-614,
showing complete listings of all stock
parts for TV and radio replacement use,
as well as Transfarad and Tel-Ohmike
capacitor analyzers. See ad pages 11-12.

_

Ì

c

ad page 47.

14A.

.
x
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moving scars and blemishes from cabinets, etc., by simple method that requires no sandpapering.
18A. BERNS-Data on 3 -in -1 picture -tube repair tool, on Audio Pin -Plug Crimper
that lets you make pin -plug and ground
connections for shielded cable without
soldering, and on ION adjustable beam
bender. See ad page 62.

56.

VIDAIRE-Flyer on Model LR -10 Line
Voltage Regulator for increasing or decreasing AC line voltage fed to TV sets
and other equipment rated at up to 350
watts; also data on Model UC -234 Universal TV and FM Coupler for connecting several sets to one antenna. See ad
page 84.
24A. YEATS-Information about dolly for delivering TV and hi-fi sets or appliances,
and about padded TV, radio and appli23A.

ance covers. See ad page 82.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
25A. HOWARD W. SAMS

-

Literature describing all current publications on
radio, TV, communications, audio and
hi-fi, and industrial electronics servicing.
See ads pages 42, 60, 61, 70.
26A. SYLVANIA (Home Electronics Div.)
Information on availability of service
literature on television, radio, and high
fidelity, and monthly Service Digest. See
ad page 20.

-

TEST

EQUIPMENT
& K-Catalog AP17-R giving information on new V O Matic 360 Automatic Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter, new Model 600 Dyna-Quik tube tester, Model 1076
Television Analyst, Models 1070 and
A107 Dyna-Sweep Circuit Analyzers,

27A. B.

550, 650, and 675 Dyna-Quik
mutual -conductance tube testers, Model
610 test panel, Model 160 transistor tester, and Model 440 CRT rejuvenator -tester. See ads pages 17, 21, 25, 50.
4-page folder describing InB & M
ductive Winding Tester and electronic
switch. See ad page 70.
HICKOK-Form TT611 describing new
Model 890 in -circuit transistor tester and
complete line of other transistor testers.
See ad page 63.
I. H. MFG. -Brochure, "How to Use
Telecheck for Quick Servicing." See ad
page 76.
Catalog sheet describing
JACKSON
Model 600 wide -band, high -sensitivity
laboratory -type oscilloscope. See ads
pages 69, 88.
MERCURY -Bulletin 500, giving complete specifications on new Model 500
Component Substitutor and full information on other test equipment in line.
See ad page 71.
PACOTRONICS, INC.-Product Literature on PACO Model G-34 sine -square
wave generator, Model G-32 sweep generator, and Model ST -25 FM tuner kit;
also on Precision Model 990 in -circuit
transistor tester and Model 58 AC milli voltmeter. See ad page 53.
RCA -New Catalog 1Q1018 describes
full line of electronic instruments, including calibrated test instruments, test instrument kits, test -equipment probes,
and accessories. See ads pages 49, 73.
SECO -New 16 -page booklet illustrating
tube testers, dynamic transistor checker,
two-way radio test set, and several timesaving service aids. See ad page 83.
SENCORE-New booklet, How to Use
the SS105 Sweep Circuit Troubleshooter,
plus brochure on complete line of timesaver instruments. See ads pages 35,

Models

-

-

-

all makes and models. See ad page 67.
JW ELECTRONICS
Dealer leaflet
outlining complete tuner repair and alignment service for all makes and models of
UHF and VHF tuners. See ad page 87.
Britener Selector
21A. PERMA-POWER
Guide and supplement, listing the correct britener choice for every picture
tube in general use. See ad page 68.
Information on
22A. PRECISION TUNER
repair and alignment service available
for any type of TV tuner. See ad page
20A.

28A.

29A.

30A.
31A.

32A.

33A.

34A.

35A.

36A.

-

-

36-37.

TOOLS
37A. CHAMPION DeARMENT-New Catalog No. 361, listing Long Reach pliers,

Little Champ precision pliers, HeatSorb
Clamp (heat sink), and other tools; also
Form SA-1 brochure on sales aids and
displays. See ad page 56.
38A. VACO -New 16 -page illustrated Buyer's
Guide covering all types of screwdrivers,
nut drivers, pliers, and wrenches. See
ad page 87.
39A. XCELITE-Condensed catalog pages on
line of tools for the electronics service
industry. See ad page 64.

THIS LITTLE TUBE WENT TO MARKET...AND THIS LITTLE TUBE STAYED HOME
Only the RCA tube on the left-which has passed one of the toughest series of
quality-control tests in the industry-can be classified "Ready for Shipment."
The tube on the right failed only a single test. You can see that RCA made
sure it will never end up on your shelf.
RCA quality-control testing is done automatically on a unique machine
which can perform 14 basic tests. Tubes failing a single test are automatically
rejected, and these are exhaustively analyzed to determine the cause of failure,
so corrective action can be taken. Then they are destroyed! That's why there's
no such thing as an RCA "second".
Automatic testing is but one phase of RCA quality control. In addition,
large samples are taken from each production run and subjected to thorough
life, quality, and rating checks. No production run can be released until the

samples meet specifications.
RCA's extra care in quality control is your assurance that you can depend
on RCA replacement tubes. Give yourself this extra advantage on every service
job, and help reduce customer call-backs. Call your Authorized RCA Tube
Distributor today. RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, New Jersey.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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THERE'S ONLY ONE RIGHT WAY
A fuse caddy for your tube caddy: 18 individual compartments for fingertip selection. The fuse caddy
is complete with the 15 boxes of fuses required to service 93% of all TV sets. Three spare compartments
are provided for additional fuses of your own selection.

LITTELFUSE

Des Plaines, Ill.

